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PREFACE
Antioch Charter Academy II began the process of completing the WASC self-study 2018
report in January of 2017. Gathering data, synthesizing information for all levels, and critically
thinking about what we do for our students has led to the creation of this document which could
not have happened without the tremendous time, energy, and dedication of our staff and the
support of our stakeholders.
Having a small staff of 10 classroom teachers means that every teacher wears multiple
hats as participants in Home Groups, action plan committees, and at least one Focus Group. Our
Home Groups are the established four levels at our site: Primary (TK-K), Elementary (1-3),
Intermediate (4-6), and Middle School (7-8). One person from each level is part of each action
plan committee. In the first few months of 2017, the Math, Assessment, and Communication
committees from the previous action plan goals met to capture updates towards the goals from
the original 2012 self-study and the 2015 one day visit. In March of 2017, all teachers chose to
become part of either the Instruction, Curriculum, or Assessment Focus group, putting one
teacher from each Home Group into each Focus group. One of our co-administrators began
working on the Organization/Governance section in conjunction with our sister school, Antioch
Charter Academy, who is going through their WASC self-study, and our Financial Director. The
other co-administrator began working on School Culture in conjunction with parent input. In the
Spring of 2017, Focus Groups met together to study the prompts for each section and to
determine what questions should be asked in surveys to parents, students, staff, and our
governing board, Charter Council. Surveys were sent out and completed by all stakeholder
groups. By the end of the 2016-2017 school year, each Focus group completed a rough draft of
their section.
The two co-administrators at our site, who are also full-time teachers, met regularly to
ensure all of the components of the self-study were on track for completion. They compiled and
analyzed the data in Chapter 2, created agendas for staff meetings, and wrote chapter 4
together.
From September 2017 through January 2018, at least once a month one of our regular
Wednesday staff meetings became a designated WASC meeting. These meetings were used in
part for Focus groups to work and in part for the group to share information and make
decisions. For example, during one meeting additional data from Chapter 2 was shared and
discussed. The staff came up with implications from the new data and then decided the best way
to word the critical student learning needs based on the new findings. At another meeting, staff
members read and edited sections of the report that they did not help write, to give them insight
into those sections, allow them to add details to evidence, and to proofread for errors.
Additionally, the staff meeting was the forum used to gather all of the strengths and areas of
growth from all five sections of chapter 3 and look for trends that became our action plan goals.
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The final part of the process was for each teacher to choose to join a committee for our three new
action plan goals, one teacher from each level on each committee. These newly formed
committees worked to write the action plan for each goal. The committees then shared their
plans with the rest of the staff to give everyone the opportunity to provide feedback about the
plan.
Along the way, we used 2nd Cup of Coffee meetings, our regularly scheduled monthly
parent meetings, to communicate with parents about the self-study process and our
findings. After one meeting, parent volunteers had an “editing party” to help edit each of the
five sections of chapter 3. Through our weekly newsletter, we also solicited a group of parents to
volunteer to edit from home. Parent editors gave feedback about parts of the report that were
unclear, that needed more examples of evidence, and/or that answered the prompt well. In
addition, after the staff consolidated our areas of growth into five main trends, we surveyed
parents using Survey Monkey to help us narrow down the growth areas into our three main
action plan goals.
Our final step was to present of our findings, including the trends in the data, the critical
student learning needs, the areas of strength and growth, and the action plan goals to our Charter
Council for approval before completing the final draft of our self-study report.
We are proud to share this product of our dedicated stakeholders. It represents the
community that surrounds and includes our students at the center.
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CHAPTER 1
Progress Report
Introduction: WASC History
ACA II participated in a WASC Focus on Learning initial visit during the 2008-2009
school year. Following the initial self-study, ACA II was awarded WASC accreditation. The
visiting team identified the following areas of improvement: expansion and renovation of
facilities, develop spiraling science curriculum, upgrade technology, enhance school library,
further develop the SMILE program, expand funding for additional staff members, and include
more community outreach programs. ACA II has addressed these areas, as well as additional
observations made by the initial WASC visiting team.
ACA II conducted its first full self-study during the 2011-2012 school year. The WASC
visiting team assessed our program in March of 2012, awarding ACA II with K-7 grade
accreditation, with a revisit after three years. In March of 2013, a smaller WASC team visited
our campus for a day to add our new 8 grade program to our accreditation. The Focus on
Learning visiting team agreed with our assessment of needs in the areas of math,
communication, and assessment. In addition, the team also identified the following areas of
improvement: create a system of recording curriculum for Intermediate and Middle School levels
that reflect state standards, develop a bridging and support system for students moving from one
level to another, analyze assessment protocols for strengths and weaknesses, improve student
performance on math assessments, and improve communication between the school and parents
regarding assessment, performance, and general school information. ACA II has worked hard to
address our three areas of need, as well as the recommended areas of improvement.
th

th

During the 2014-2015 school year ACA II participated in a three-year revisit. The WASC
team visited our campus in March of 2015 and awarded ACA II with a three-year accreditation,
which included a one day follow up visit in the 2015-2016 school year, due to a large number of
recommendations. The visiting team provided a list of eleven recommendations, which included
expansion of our action plan, expansion of our online grading system, a system of assessment for
our ESLRs, and the expanded use of formative assessments. The visiting team’s
recommendations included items that were made by a solitary source, which the staff did not feel
were reflective of the school community as a whole, but did take these recommendations into
consideration when planning for the last two years of the accreditation cycle.
In the Spring of 2016, a two-person team came to ACA II for the one year follow up from
the 2014-2015 visit. This team recognized the improvements made by the school following the
three-year visit and recommended accreditation for the remaining two years of the cycle. All of
the recommendations made by the various visiting teams from the last six years can be found in
this chapter.
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Action Plan Progress
This section includes a description of the progress made toward the self-study goals of
assessment, communication, and math over the last six years.

Assessment
Analyze our current assessment protocol for strengths and weaknesses and improve
procedures based on individual student needs.
Original Growth Targets
Parent satisfaction regarding understanding of their child’s assessments will increase
from 60% to 80%. Staff will be able to show a greater range of assessment data for each child in
the next two academic years. A tangible assessment tracking system will be created to track
student progress in academic skills from classroom level to level. A system of informal
assessment will be created to better inform instruction.
Progress Towards Goal
End of the year survey results indicated parent satisfaction with overall assessment has
been approximately 85% over the past three years. Last year, 61% of parents were satisfied with
daily assessment of progress, which was up 10% from the previous year. Approximately 68% of
parents were satisfied with weekly progress of assessment. By contrast to daily satisfaction,
parent satisfaction regarding trimester and yearly assessment were 90% and 79% respectively.
This discrepancy supports the need for further communication of our informal methods of
assessment of daily and weekly work toward concept mastery. Report cards have been updated
by all levels to better capture student progress academically and towards our graduate goals.
Each level has its own method for tracking progress of students throughout the year, both
informally and formally.
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Steps to Achieve Goal – Assessment
Step
Identify all assessments
being used in our
school

Progress
Overall: Done. A list of
assessments has been
created and updated in past
years.

Evidence
WIKI page
Samples of assessments from each
level including:
Reading inventories/running
records
Test of Word Reading Efficiency,
2 Edition (TOWRE-2)
Trimester assessments
Antioch Unified math assessment
Teele Inventory of Multiple
Intelligences (TIMI) Test
STAR reading
Scholastic grade level beginning
of the year reading assessment
Math unit tests (Intermediate)
Math concept quizzes (Middle)
Journals
Writing samples
Presentation rubrics
Research project rubrics
School Readiness tests (Primary)
CST / CAASPP
Math facts timed test
Social Studies/Science unit tests
Spelling tests
Teacher observations
Student portfolios
Dailies (Elementary)
Goal books/Work folders
Handwriting (Elementary)
IXL (Intermediate)
Student’s daily work
Motor skills evaluations (K-3)
SMILE photos
Beery VMI 6 Edition (Primary)
nd

th

Each year since the full self-study, the assessment team has worked to gather evidence of
assessments used each year. The list is updated each year to track changes in the assessment
protocols at each level. In the fall of 2014, all levels were tasked with identifying the assessments
used to evaluate progress toward each of the Common Core Language Arts and Math Standards.
That information was compiled into a matrix for staff use. At that time, all levels identified
methods of informal and formal assessment and noted next steps in their assessment protocols.
Overall, discussion indicated that levels used a variety of ways to assess students. All levels used
3 trimester evaluations as documentation for student exit evidence as well as level discussion
rd
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among the teachers. The discussions revealed all levels had areas to develop in order to
accurately evaluate Common Core expectations. Additional discussions revealed that
technology-based assessments were something to include in future assessment plans.
In 2015, the assessment team modified this step to “Create and implement a school wide
assessment framework”. The goal of the Assessment Framework is to have a checklist of schoolwide assessments for all staff to refer to for which beginning and end of year assessments to give
in math, LA, multiple intelligences, and graduate goals. Over time, this will allow teachers to
compare results of students from year to year.

Step
Analyze each
assessment for
validity and
effectiveness

Progress
Progress is ongoing by levels.
Assessments are being monitored by
levels to be sure they reflect HET and
Montessori Philosophies as well as
Common Core standards.

Evidence
Common Core Standards
Assessment Matrix
HET Immersion Wall photos
Student work samples
Reflections of some teacher
made tests showing revisions
of tests as needed
Changes in rubrics
Assessment Review Matrix

The assessment team began analyzing each level’s summative assessments for validity in
2012, but had to restart the process when the Common Core standards were implemented. In
the spring of 2013, staff discussed ways to improve capturing and recording daily informal
observation of students, especially in Primary and Elementary levels where students work on
jobs which are hands-on Montessori activities rather than paper-pencil. Staff also discussed ways
to present that observation information to parents in a succinct and simple manner.
In 2015-2016 the staff began the process of analyzing and revising assessments to align
specifically to the key concepts of the Common Core being taught each year. For the 2015-2016
school year, levels chose 10 key concepts from the ELA and 10 key concepts from the math
CCCS. Teachers then created or modified assessments to align to those key concepts. The
turnover of several staff members in the 2016-2017 school year and the adoption of new 4 and
5 grade math curriculum meant that for some levels the process needed to start over that
year. For 2016-2017, staff worked to align an additional 10 ELA and 10 math assessments,
bringing the total to 20 LA and 20 math assessments aligned to the Common Core for each grade
level. For 2017-2018, staff added an additional 5 LA and 5 math key concepts bringing the total
to 25 each. The 25 assessments vary in type depending on the level. As teachers use these
assessments, they reflect on the effectiveness and make changes to the assessments as
appropriate.
th

th
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Step
Eliminate
ineffective
assessments from
the classroom

Progress
This is an ongoing process as teachers reflect
on student performance on
assessments. Assessments are being reflected
upon to be sure they fit with best practices
(HET), Montessori, and Common Core
standards.

Evidence
Samples of assessments
that have been reflected
upon and changed or
removed from each
level

At the end of each year, each level was tasked with reviewing all assessments and
eliminating ineffective assessments. In the spring of 2013, staff discussed the transition of
assessments to Common Core and in the fall of 2014, identified each assessment used to
determine progress toward mastery for each of the Language Arts and Math Common Core
standards. In 2015, the staff observed that eliminating ineffective assessments became a natural
outcome of aligning assessments to the Common Core key concepts and evaluating their
effectiveness and removed this step from our revised action plan.
Step
Look at current research
to develop better
assessments

Progress
This is in development as teachers
attend HET and Montessori trainings,
and read for professional
development.

Evidence
Faculty meeting minutes
of professional
development
Evidence of teachers
attending HET
and Montessori training

In the last three years, trainings in Highly Effective Teaching (HET) methods, expertise
in Montessori methods, and experience with Common Core standards has helped staff develop
improved informal and formal assessments. Teachers at all levels have participated in more
grade level and content specific trainings which have helped improve Language Arts and Math
assessments at each level. HET support meetings have helped staff create and revise assessment
protocols that meet Common Core standards and ACA II philosophies. The fall of 2014 review
of assessments, in conjunction with each of the Language Arts and Math Common Core
standards, revealed weak areas in each level’s assessment system. Each level has worked to fill
these areas with appropriate assessments.
In 2015-2016, middle school modified assessments for large projects to include a student
self-reflection piece, based on research suggesting student reflection increases academic growth.
On November 30 , 2016, staff participated in professional development on Formative
Assessment from the Smarter Balanced Digital Library.
th
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Step
Better educate parents on
the assessment process for
each level

Progress
Each level is working on
educating parents about
assessments.

Evidence
“I Can” statements
Common Core language
4, 3 2,1 rubrics
Math journals (Intermediate)
Website
PEP meetings
Parent conferences
PowerPoints from Back to School
Night (4 -8 )
Summer meeting minutes/charts
Level newsletters
Goal books/Weekly Work folders
th

th

All three of the critical areas of need, including assessment, identified the education of
parents as a weakness in the full WASC self-study. End of year survey results show that overall
satisfaction of assessments has risen to 80% and has stabilized over the last three years. Further
analysis reveals that parents have much higher levels of satisfaction of trimester and end of the
year formal assessments, than informal daily or weekly assessments. This may be due in part to
the emphasis each level has placed on revealing assessment plans and results to parents on report
cards and during conferences. More education is necessary to explain how daily work and
informal observation informs instruction and progress toward mastery.
Since 2012/2013, ACAII has held parent summer meetings on the topic of assessment to
answer questions and to glean ideas for improvement from parents. During parent-teacher
conferences at the elementary level, teachers spend time explaining the results of students’
assessments with their parents. Additionally, every level includes a brief explanation at Back to
School Night so that parents understand the basic assessment types used in the classrooms.
Step
Adjust assessments
according to student
need
Updated 2015: use
results of assessment
to adjust instruction
according to student
need

Progress
This is an ongoing daily process for
teachers at all levels. Level teachers
continue to discuss, monitor, and
reflect on student achievement, their
interests, Common Core standards,
available resources, as well as HET
and Montessori practices.

Evidence
Modified Beat the Clock
(Elementary)
Differentiated Timed Tests
(Intermediate and Middle
School)
Differentiated assessments
(based on skill group)
Photos of modified
assessments for
spelling (Elementary)
Weekly job folders

The core philosophy of ACA II is placing the learner at the center of all decisions.
Curriculum and assessments have been continuously differentiated for all learners throughout the
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school’s history. The full self-study determined the need to continue and record this practice
more systematically. A more articulated system of RtI interventions, Special Education
modifications, and Section 504 accommodations has been created over the past three years. More
Special Education staff has been allotted to our campus, helping bridge the gap between Special
and General Education practices. Special Education staff members have been extremely helpful
in modifying assessments to help determine progress toward mastery for students in Special
Education and with diverse learning needs.
In 2015-2016, ACAII began the process of collecting results of assessments of the 10 key
concepts for LA and math at each grade level. The results of each assessment included a
breakdown of overall scores of each class. To document the planned interventions for students
not proficient in a key concept, the results of each assessment also included a list of students who
did not do well in the assessment and the steps teachers used or planned to use to remediate the
students. In 2016-2017, the process continued for an additional 10 key concepts for LA and
math.
Step
Create an assessment
tracking system
(2015: added the name
“Key Concept Matrix”
to the tracking system)

Progress
Levels each have their own system
in place based on the needs of
individual teachers.
Each level has identified 25 ELA
and 25 math Key Concepts aligned
to CCCS. Assessments have been
written to align to those Key
Concept lists.

Evidence
Elementary math folders
Elementary Tracking Sheet
Math journals (Intermediate)
IXL math (Intermediate)
Concept check list for Math
(6 -8 )
Math fact timed test tracking
SRA graphs (Intermediate)
Spelling patterns & test
scores
Report cards
Key Concept lists
Key Concept matrix
th

th

The full self-study identified the need for each level to track student progress toward
concept mastery over time. Part of this system includes performance on informal and formal
assessments. With the conversion to Common Core standards and new staff members at every
level between 2014 and 2017, progress towards this goal has been slow. Staff members have
been identifying, analyzing, and creating new assessments for the last four years. Over the last
two years, Elementary has created a checklist for both Language Arts and Math materials.
Assessments can now be added to this checklist for a complete checklist of progress toward
mastery. Primary is modifying their report card checklist to reflect more informal and formal
means of assessment. Intermediate is collecting assessment data from IXL, unit tests,
performance on assignments, and journal reflections to track progress. The Intermediate level is
using this data to create a tracking system that reflects both informal and formal assessments.
Middle School has been using an online gradebook since 2013-2014, which helps staff, students,
and parents track progress on assignments and assessments. Middle School is also tracking
progress through the use of Math concept checklists and Language Arts rubrics.
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All levels now have a system of assessment tracking in place, but there is still a need to
develop a Key Concept Matrix that will give teachers access to assessment scores from prior
years and allow better progress monitoring for individual students over time.
Step
Create a system
of informal
assessment

Progress
Individual teachers and level teams are
discussing and working toward aligning
observations and informal assessments
with Common Core standards. Each level
has made improvements with
communicating informal assessment data
to parents.

Evidence
Observation notes
Anecdotal notes
Elementary contracts
(notations)
Student Study Teams notes
Report card narrative notes
Goal Book/Weekly Work
folder progress sheets

The WASC full self-study revealed the need for informal assessments to be tracked
systematically. The most problematic assessment method found in that study was teacher
observation. Observation is a valuable part of Montessori and HET, but most levels were not
using a system which easily communicated progress to parents. Over the last three years, each
level has worked to better communicate informal methods of assessment and observation of
student progress to parents. Primary and Elementary communicate informal assessment and daily
work through emails, Goal Books, and Thursday Folders, which contain each week’s work.
Intermediate uses emails, Weekly Work Folders, graded assignments, and projects to
communicate progress on informal assessments weekly. Middle School is using an online
gradebook that is updated weekly to inform parents of progress on assignments and projects.
More consistent communication has helped each level create a better system of tracking and
communicating informal assessment.
Step
Develop studentgenerated
assessments

Progress
This is in development. As HET
evolves and improves students
will have opportunities to create
rubrics for projects.

Evidence
Elementary students are invited to
develop questions
Research word performance
quizzes
Math at the fair questions (Middle
and Intermediate)
Research student rubric and
choices for performances

Montessori, HET, and Positive Discipline philosophies all put student interest and
differentiation at the forefront. The development of student-generated assessments is something
our school would like to work towards, especially in the older grades. At this time, this step is in
the beginning stages of development. Middle School uses student generated rubrics for some
assignments and students have choice with research projects in both Intermediate and Middle
School. Some assessments currently used at all levels lend themselves to components created by
students.
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Communication
Improve communication to parents regarding student assessments, information about
their child, and general school information to better prepare them to be informed about the ACA
II community.
Original Growth Targets
Develop a consistent tracking system of student progress across the curriculum by the
2013-2014 school year. Develop a student reporting system which reflects student individual
expectations, grade level expectations, and long-term expectations by the 2013-2014 school year.
Develop a communication system which includes a wider range of technological techniques by
the 2014-2015 school year. Develop a schoolwide policy to improve communication between
home and school that is implemented during the 2012-2013 school year.
Progress Towards Goal
Develop a consistent tracking system of student progress across the curriculum by the 2013-2014
school years.
Elementary utilizes a tracking sheet which contains a list of materials that the students have
mastered. Intermediate uses a shared gradebook on Google Drive to track their students’
progress. Middle school is using an online grading system to track their students’ progress.
Develop a student reporting system which reflects student individual expectations, grade level
expectations, long term expectations.
Report cards at the Intermediate and Middle School level have seen several revisions over the
course of the last few years. Both report cards not only track academic progress but also track
the completion of student-generated goals. Elementary and Primary have changed their report
cards to reflect the common core standards as well as Montessori curriculum. All levels
reworded the Performance Goals for students to more closely reflect the school’s Graduate
Goals.
Develop a communication system which includes a wider range of technological techniques by
the 2014-2015 school years.
We currently use a wide range of technological techniques to communicate. Some of the new
techniques we use are: web streaming parent information meetings, the use of the Remind
text system, weekly level newsletters sent via email, as well as a school wide newsletter sent
via email.
Develop a schoolwide policy to improve communication between home and school that is
implemented during the 2012-2013 school year.
We put together a form that outlines to parents our communication expectations and asks
them to let us know if they do not have access to computer/email communication. The
parents are required to sign it each school year. We update the letter as necessary.
~ 14 ~
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Steps to Achieve Goal – Communication

Step
Adopt an organization
of basic skills K-8 to
share with community
(ACA II Curriculum
Binders)

Progress
Working on it with implementation
of Common Core. Each level is
organizing curriculum to make it
accessible to stakeholders. HET
theme maps have helped with
showing the organization of
curriculum.

Evidence
Primary Curriculum binder
Elementary Curriculum binder
Intermediate Curriculum binder
Middle school curriculum map
HET theme maps

As an ACA II staff we have brainstormed skills that cross over grade levels and
developed common terminology to teach these skills. We are currently in need of reviewing
these skills and refreshing our teaching plans. Each level has also worked to create an
organization of curriculum to share with the community. The Primary level has focused on
taking Common Core standards and Montessori benchmarks to align our curriculum to both.
Primary is in the process of creating a binder with pictorial representations of materials outlining
the curriculum. The Elementary level has also aligned their Montessori curriculum with
Common Core standards. The Curriculum is in several albums, and is available upon request to
the community. The Intermediate level has also been aligning their curriculum with the Common
Core standards. Over the past few years they have mapped out their curriculum following their
HET (Highly Effective Teaching) themes. The Intermediate level has created a binder aligning
their Language Arts and Math curriculum to the Common Core Standards. Science and Social
Studies curriculum has also been aligned to the newest standards and organized into a three-year
cycle. All grade levels have provided timelines for curriculum instruction that have been
included in the binder. Middle School has grown into a full 7 and 8 grade program since our
initial WASC visit. They have developed an in-depth Math Curriculum binder aligned to
Common Core standards. The Language Arts program developed rubrics for writing aligned to
the Common Core standards.
th

Step
Develop a system to
communicate to parents
the skills/benchmarks
their student achieves in
curricular areas

Progress
Have made progress, but with HET
implementation some communication
has changed amongst the levels.
Groups will review the list of ways
progress is communicated to parents
at all levels.

th

Evidence
Report cards
MS online grade book
Conference documentation
forms

Our staff has worked to change and enhance the ACA II report card and report card
conferences over the last few years. In particular, we have looked at how closely our report card
measures student success with the Common Core standards. In Middle School, the report card
not only reflects academic progress, but also our graduate goals. During conferences students
attend and often lead the conference by communicating things they are proud of, as well as
setting goals for the next trimester. They record these accomplishments and goals onto their
~ 15 ~
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report card. If a student's parent(s) cannot attend a conference, then the teachers still conference
with the student and allow him/her to reflect on their progress. Middle School is also using an
online grade book which parents or students can check at any time for an updated look at their
current progress. Grades are updated weekly in the online program. In Intermediate, students do
a self-reflection to identify strengths and challenges. They use this reflection to set goals for the
next trimester. Students attend conferences and participate in sharing their goals. Teachers use
this time to communicate with parents their child’s progress in academic areas. Weekly work
folders are used during the school year for parents, teachers, and students to monitor their
assigned tasks and facilitate communication. In the Elementary and Primary programs, teachers
identify areas of strengths and challenges in social development, emotional development, and
academic development. Conferences are held with parents to review this information and set
goals for the next trimester. Primary and Elementary report cards share students’ progress on
common core standards. Students keep a reflection book which they use to self-assess
themselves daily and share those reflections with their parents.
In 2016 we sent out a survey on our report cards at each level. 99% of parents agreed that
skills were communicated.
Step
Develop technology
techniques to follow
current/preferred
communication methods

Progress
Good progress made. Levels
share with each other what they
have implemented.

Evidence
Remind Text System
Online grade book in MS
Weekly Newsletter from each
level, and whole school
School Website
Facebook
LiveStream
Yearly Survey
YouTube page
Twitter
Sign-up Genius

ACA II has utilized several technology-based methods to communicate with parents. The
office is using a text-based system to remind parents of changes in schedules and update parents
quickly if necessary. It has been used to remind parents of minimum day pick up times and was
even used in prior years to notify parents when school was canceled due to flooding. Our website
is updated with the latest school information and events. Each level also writes a weekly
newsletter that goes out to just the parents and students of that level. Additionally, Middle
School is using an online grade book which parents or students can check at any time for an
updated look at their current progress. Each year the staff gathers parent feedback regarding
communication from an end of the year survey and makes necessary changes or additions. For
instance, a parent discovered a website called Sign-up Genius (signupgenius.com) which allows
parents to sign up for any open conference times. This has generated more parent involvement in
conferences. The staff is also always on the lookout for better communication methods and
brings any new technologies to staff meetings for potential school wide implementation.
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Step
Develop school policy
to articulate
communication
expectations
(Communication Policy)

Progress
Done. Letter to parents created and
included in the Family Handbook. The
policy will be sent out as a reminder in
January or February.

Evidence
Policy in Family
Handbook

The ACA II staff created a communication policy three years ago. It has since been added
to our Family Handbook that is sent out each August. Families are required to read and sign
confirmation that they will follow the outlined plan. A reminder of the policy will be sent midyear to remind parents of the commitment they have agreed to.
In 2016 80% of parents signed and returned the communication contract. In 2017 99% of
parents signed and returned the communication contract. We will continue to send out the
communication contract annually.
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Math
Improve student performance in math on local assessments and standardized tests.
Original Growth Targets
Increase student performance (for all students, as well as significant subgroups) on local
assessments and CSTs in math. Increase student performance to 50% Proficient or above after
the 2013-2014 school year, 55% Proficient or above after the 2014-2015 school year, and 60%
Proficient or above after the 2015-2016 school year.
Progress Towards Goal
In 2011, proficiency jumped to 48%. That year, many changes were instituted to help
bridge gaps between the levels and increase student memorization of math facts at all levels. In
2012 and 2013, proficiency dipped back down to 42% and 41% respectively. In 2014, on end of
year assessments, student proficiency rose to 49% and missed meeting our student performance
goal by 1%. In 2015, proficiency on local assessments dropped to 42%, with only 31%
proficiency on the CAASPP math test. However, 2016 saw a rise in proficiency on both local
and state assessments, with 55% proficiency on local assessments and 38% proficiency on the
CAASPP math test, which exceeded the state average by 1%. In 2017, CAASPP scores in math
continued to rise and 41% of our students demonstrated proficiency. This is an increase of 10%
on the CAASPP test in two years. Proficiency on local end of the year measures has continued to
rise and is now at 70%, exceeding our original goal of 60% by last year. We are hopeful that our
CAASPP scores will continue to rise and more closely reflect our students’ performance on local
end of the year measures.
Several factors may have contributed to the rise and fall of proficiency over the last six
years. A steady growth in student population prior to the 2012-2013 school year may have had a
negative impact on CST performance scores. A consistent influx of new students at the higher
grade levels has made determining the validity of our program difficult over time. In addition,
ACA II has experienced a high teacher turnover rate in the last six years. Eight of ten teachers
joined ACA II after our WASC self-study in 2012, with a continuous movement of teachers in
and out of teaching positions over the last six years. The major changes in staff members
impacted the teaching of math in particular, as new programs and Common Core standards were
implemented when new staff members were hired between 2012 and 2014. Increased
communication and improvements in math instruction may have led to a jump in proficiency in
2014, but new staff and a significant turnover in students may have caused the drop in
proficiency the following year. A renewed emphasis on math and the addition of new math
curriculum and materials may have renewed the upward trajectory of proficiency in 2016 and
2017. In addition, in our older grades, more students started kindergarten in our program than in
previous years and the College Preparatory Math (CPM) curriculum is now taught to all six
grade students as well as middle school students. Even though our levels of proficiency on the
CAASPP test did not meet our growth targets, our student’s levels of proficiency have shown
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growth over the last three years and significantly exceed the math proficiency levels of the
surrounding district. ACA II students have matched the state average for proficiency in math for
2015 and 2016, and exceeded the state average in 2017.
Math
Proficiency
CST
Local
CAASPP

20092010

20102011

20112012

20122013

2013- 2014- 2015- 20162014 2015 2016 2017

39%
48%
42%
41%
No Data No Data No Data No Data
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
49%
N/A

Proficiency by grade
on local assessments
2013-2014
2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017

1st
85%
76%
79%
96%

2nd
62%
61%
38%
76%

3rd
65%
38%
16%
70%

4th
17%
29%
67%
85%

5th
14%
26%
20%
50%

6th
35%
25%
74%
45%

Proficiency by grade
on CAASPP
2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017

3rd
38%
34%
33%

4th
20%
34%
32%

5th
29%
20%
42%

6th
23%
47%
17%

7th
41%
41%
68%

8th
39%
59%
50%
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N/A
42%
31%

7th
60%
48%
68%
68%

N/A
55%
38%

8th
57%
35%
81%
70%

N/A
70%
41%

Steps to Achieve Goal - Math
Step
Bridge the
math
curriculum
between levels
(Primary Step)

Progress
Ongoing. Each year the levels have met
to discuss the overall framework of the
program. This year levels met to discuss
progress toward math fact goals, math
vocabulary, and overall areas of
weakness in math. Staff has created a
list of math vocabulary at each level and
share vocabulary between the levels.
Staff will continue to chart math areas
of need at each level and work
backwards to identify possible holes in
new curriculum.

Evidence
Beat the Clock timed tests
Montessori in Intermediate
Bridges in Intermediate
CPM in Intermediate and Middle
School
Elementary staff in Intermediate
Intermediate students in Middle
School math
Plan for Elementary students in
Intermediate
Bridging meetings between levels
Vocabulary Matrix
On Cloud Nine Program

Beginning in 2011, the ACA II staff has placed a heavy emphasis on uniting the four
levels, especially in math. Our Focus on Learning self-study identified the need to bridge
concepts and instruction between the four levels. Beginning in the 2011-2012 school year, all
students in grades 1 -8 practice math facts multiple times a week to strengthen math
understanding and performance. Most levels utilize a timed test format, which has demonstrated
increased performance in math computation in the higher grades. Staff also identified
instructional techniques which were shown to be problematic for students who were transitioning
between the levels. In the last three years, students in 4 and 5 grade are utilizing more
Montessori materials in math and concepts are being taught by teachers who have experience
teaching in the younger grades. In addition, 6 grade students are utilizing both Montessori and
College Preparatory Math (CPM) curriculum, which is used in Middle School. In 2016, the
Intermediate staff introduced The Math Learning Center’s Bridges in Mathematics to the 4 and
5 grade students in order to better bridge between the Montessori math curriculum in
Elementary and the CPM curriculum in Middle School. The program was recommended to us by
the creators of CPM as a program that prepared younger students for types of activities found in
the CPM curriculum. At the Middle School level, the CPM program is used exclusively and is
being taught by a teacher with experience in the younger grades. Staff members who teach math
regularly meet to discuss potential changes necessary to continue the development of a bridge at
each level. This team is now working on refining a math vocabulary matrix which identifies the
important vocabulary used at each level and within the Common Core math standards.
st

th

th

th

th

th

th

Step
Identify all students
not performing at
Proficient or above
on CSTs
(Primary Step)

Progress
Ongoing. Target students are identified each
school year. The list is generated based on
CAASPP scores and math tests/assessments.
Student achievement is tracked throughout the
year and SSTs will occur for underachieving
students.
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Evidence
Review CAASPP/Math
test scores
List of at-risk students
performing under 60%
Compare with RtI list

Based on previous years’ performance on the CAASPP in math and on local assessments,
at-risk students were identified at each level. Students consistently performing below 60%
correct on assessments were placed on the at-risk list and the list was compared to the lists of
students in Special Education, students with 504 Accommodation Plans, and students on the
Second and Third Tier of our RtI Interventions, including those who have had SSTs in the past.
These students will continue to be tracked for increased levels of intervention and new students
will be added as needed at the end of each trimester.
Step
Track progress/
development of each
student’s math skills
over time
(Primary Step)

Progress
Ongoing. Each level has developed a
preliminary math tracking to identify
ongoing areas of need with students and
curriculum. Tracking sheets will be filed
and shared with parents and staff as the
students progress through curriculum and
levels.

Evidence
Tracking sheet in
Elementary
Tracking system in
Intermediate
Concept Checklist in MS
Separate tracking of
Math Fact progress

In addition to bridging instructional strategies, our full self-study identified the need to
track student progress within our unique curriculum over time. Utilizing curriculum that follows
the child leads to the need to track each child’s individual levels of mastery within the
curriculum and materials. Two years ago, the Elementary level created a tracking sheet of all
materials used to move students through language arts and math concepts. The last three years,
teachers tracked all 3 graders’ progress through the materials in order for the Intermediate team
to make informed decisions about the students’ skills progress and placement. Elementary
intends to continue this practice for all students in their classroom. The Primary teachers have
been including mastery levels on report cards and are in the process of creating a Montessori
tracking sheet similar to Elementary’s. Intermediate and Middle School’s math materials have
seen many changes due to the introduction of the Common Core standards. A tracking system
has been revised in Intermediate based on Common Core standards, new curriculum, and
Montessori materials. A concept checklist has been created in Middle School and has gone
through multiple revisions over the last three years. All levels have been maintaining separate
tracking methods for math fact progress since the 2011-2012 school year.
rd

Step
Institute new
research-based
math programs,
trainings, and
materials based on
student needs
(Secondary Step)

Progress
New staff members have math expertise.
Common Core training, HET training,
Montessori, and brain research is the basis of
math curriculum development. All levels are
reviewing and redesigning curriculum based
on Common Core. CPM math for 6 -8 was
purchased in 2013. Bridges math curriculum
was implemented in 4 -5 in 2016.
th

th

th

th
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Evidence
CPM in MS & 6
Bridges 4 -5
On Cloud Nine Program
Montessori Materials in
Primary and Elementary
Research based Common
Core aligned
supplemental materials
th

th

th

With the implementation of the Common Core standards by ACA II in 2013, all of the
levels have been updating their instructional materials to reflect changes in math curriculum. The
Primary and Elementary levels have aligned their Montessori materials with Common Core
requirements and produced a new curriculum binder in 2014. Intermediate adopted Bridges in
Mathematics for 4 and 5 grades in 2016, as well as College Preparatory Math’s (CPM) 6 grade
Common Core aligned curriculum in 2014. Intermediate also supplements math instruction with
Montessori materials and Common Core aligned, research-based math materials. Middle School
has been using CPM’s 6 -8 grade curriculum since 2013 and supplements instruction with
Common Core aligned, research-based materials. In 2015, all levels implemented the
Lindamood-Bell On Cloud Nine techniques for math computation and understanding. Some
techniques are introduced to the entire level, while others are used as an RtI intervention in small
groups.
th

th

th

Step
Communicate math
program to
stakeholders
(Tertiary Step)

th

th

Progress
Ongoing. Math curriculum has been
communicated to parents at Back to School
Night, PEP meetings, report card
conferences, Summer Meetings, Observation
Week, and Watch Me Work Night.
Additional ways of communicating math
program are in development.

Evidence
Back to School Night
PEP meetings
Report Card Conferences
Weekly Newsletters
Assignments on Website

Communication was identified as an area of need in ACA II’s full self-study. Among the
communication needs identified was the need to communicate our math program to parents, our
governing body, and our community stakeholders. As our math program has begun to solidify
into a spiraling curriculum, our staff has created new ways of explaining our math curriculum
and materials to stakeholders. Presentations about math are a significant part of Back to School
Night and curriculum presentations. Math curriculum and instructional strategies have also been
included in various Parent Education Program (PEP) Meetings in the last three years. In
November of 2016 and 2017, Math PEP meetings were held during a 2 cup of coffee, which
allowed more parents to experience our math program. Parents who attended the PEP meetings
stated that they appreciated the ability to experience the math curriculum for themselves. Report
card conferences spotlight individual student performances within the math curriculum. Parents
and stakeholders can observe math instruction in action during classroom observations and
Watch Me Work Night. Math is always an integrated topic during our parent Summer Meetings,
which serve as a way to provide stakeholders with information, as well as receive feedback about
our program. We are now archiving our PEP meetings and training on YouTube and our website
in order for those meetings to be accessed by all current and prospective parents at any time.
nd
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Additional Critical Areas for Follow-up
This section contains information on all of the recommendations left with us by WASC
visiting teams. The recommendations are organized by visit.

2012 WASC Full Self-Study Team Recommendations
The original WASC Full Self-study visiting team agreed with our identification of
assessment, communication, and math as important goals for our Action Plan. They left us with
five areas for follow-up, all of which have been addressed thoroughly throughout the last six
years.
1. Create a System of Recording Curriculum in Intermediate and Middle School
The WASC full self-study team noted a need for more organization of curriculum at the
Intermediate and Middle School levels in 2012. At the time of the self-study, the Primary and
Elementary classrooms had already organized Montessori and supplemental materials into a
curriculum binder that aligned to the standards and benchmarks. In the last six years, Primary
and Elementary have redone their curriculum binder to align with the Common Core standards
and updated their lists of materials. In the 2011-2012 school year, Intermediate was
experiencing a shift in personnel and materials, while Middle School was in its first year of
existence.
Intermediate spent two years organizing curriculum, only to have to begin the process
again with the adoption of Common Core and a new math program. The Intermediate level has
now created a binder aligning their Language Arts and Math curriculum to the Common Core
Standards. Science and Social Studies curriculum has also been aligned to the newest standards
and organized into a three-year cycle. All grade levels have provided timelines for curriculum
instruction that have been included in the binder.
In 2011, ACA II welcomed its first class of Middle School students. That year Middle
School experienced a change of teachers in math twice and limited resources were available for
curriculum development. Over the last six years, the Middle School team has worked diligently
to organize their curriculum to meet the needs of the students as well as the demands of the
Common Core standards. Middle School has grown into a full 7 and 8 grade program since our
initial WASC visit. They have developed an in-depth Math Curriculum binder aligned to
Common Core standards. The Language Arts program has developed rubrics aligned to the
Common Core standards. The Science curriculum plan was updated in the summer of 2017 to
eliminate overlapping with the 6th grade curriculum, since the NGSS are written for 6-8 middle
school but our program keeps 6th grade in Intermediate. Middle school has also developed
trimester long projects which integrate subjects together.
th
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th

2.

Develop an Articulated Bridging Support System across Grade Levels

The WASC full self-study revealed a significant need to bridge the transition between the
Elementary, Intermediate, and Middle School levels, especially in math. The self-study revealed
that differences in philosophy and instructional strategies made transitioning between the levels
difficult for parents and students. The visiting team agreed with our assessment and urged for a
more cohesive program from Primary to Middle School. Over the last six years, our staff has put
bridging at the forefront of our whole school decision making and curriculum development.
In the summer of 2013, all of the ACA II teachers attended a weeklong Highly Effective
Teaching (HET) training. HET has been a main philosophy of the ACA schools since their
inception, but many of our newer staff members had not been formally trained in its practices.
The training united the levels on a philosophical level and allowed the same philosophical
vocabulary to be used throughout the school. In the last four years, the staff has met regularly to
discuss HET goals and find ways to support each other in the growth of our HET practices. Our
school now has a new motto and all students are exposed to the language of the Lifeskills and
Lifelong Guidelines. The structure of HET has helped us bridge the philosophical and
instructional gaps between the levels.
Bridging curriculum and instruction in the area of math was a significant step in our math
goal. Beginning in 2011, a math team was formed to identify areas of weakness in math
curriculum and instruction. The team has been comprised of teachers of math at the various
levels and has worked diligently to add components to our spiraling math curriculum that will
solidify the bridges between the levels. Beginning in the 2011-2012 school year, the math team
added math fact instruction and practice to all levels, which has helped improve student
performance on computation. Montessori math materials from Elementary have been integrated
up into Intermediate and CPM math materials have been integrated down into Intermediate from
Middle School. The Intermediate level has also adopted a math curriculum that complements
both the Montessori materials at the Elementary level and the CPM curriculum at the Middle
School level. In addition, the math team also identified the need for the use of similar math
vocabulary at each level, especially when students are transitioning between the levels, in order
for students to easily access prior knowledge. The math team has compiled a vocabulary matrix
for the levels to share.
Beginning in January of 2015, all ACA II staff members began their training in
Lindamood-Bell techniques and have partnered with Lindamood-Bell, Inc. to bring more of their
techniques to our instructional methods. All teachers and many support staff members have been
trained in the Seeing Stars, Visualizing & Verbalizing, and On Cloud Nine Lindamood-Bell
Programs. The use of these instructional techniques and language has helped bridge reading,
comprehension, and math vocabulary across all of the grade levels and throughout our Response
to Intervention (RtI) program.
Our staff has also put a heavy emphasis on increased communication to parents in order
to make the transition to a new level smoother. All levels have increased the communication of
instructional practices and curriculum components to parents at Back to School Nights, Parent
Education Program (PEP) meetings, and summer informational meetings. Parents are encouraged
to observe classrooms during our two Observation Weeks in order to better understand the
programs at the various levels. Elementary teachers meet with Intermediate teachers at the end of
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each year to discuss the students transitioning to Intermediate and send comprehensive records
with each student. In turn, the Intermediate teachers meet with the Middle School teachers to
similarly discuss students and transfer records to the Middle School level. Integrating teachers
who have both Elementary and Middle School experience in ACA schools into the Intermediate
program has helped to immediately strengthen the bridge at all levels for parents and students.
3.

Analyze the Current Assessment Protocol

The need for improvement and organization of local assessments was identified by staff
and supported by the WASC visiting team as a part of the full self-study in 2012. Progress
toward improving assessments is outlined in detail earlier in this chapter. Through identification
and analysis of assessments at each level, the assessment team found that all levels are using
informal means of assessment, including daily work, to inform day to day instruction. Unit tests,
writing rubrics, and end of the trimester assessments inform teachers of levels of student
mastery. End of the year assessments, reading inventories, and culminating projects serve as an
overview of student achievement at the end of the year. Over the last three years, teachers have
worked together to build a system of assessment that informs instruction and student
achievement. Since the adoption of the Common Core standards, teachers have been analyzing
all assessments to verify their validity and reflection of Common Core concepts and curriculum.
At the end of each year, each level was tasked with reviewing all assessments and
eliminating ineffective assessments. In the spring of 2013, staff discussed the transition of
assessments to Common Core and in the fall of 2014, identified each assessment used to
determine progress toward mastery for each of the Language Arts and Math Common Core
standards. In 2015, the staff began developing a tracking system aligned to the Common Core
standards. To date, each level has identified 25 Key Concepts from ELA CCCS and 25 Key
Concepts from Math CCCS, created or modified an assessment for each of the Key Concepts,
and used results of assessment to adjust instruction for students. The staff observed that
eliminating ineffective assessments became a natural outcome of aligning assessments to the
Common Core key concepts and removed this step from our revised action plan. A full update
on the progress made on assessment is detailed earlier in this chapter.
4.

Improve Student Performance on Math Assessments

The ACA II staff has been working diligently to improve student performance on local
and standardized math assessments. Student achievement in math has been inconsistent since the
school opened in 2007, but has trended upwards in the last few years. The full self-study in 2012
identified math as a critical area of need based on student achievement data. In 2011, only 39%
of students scored proficient or above on the CST’s in math. Based on local end of the year
assessment data, that number rose to 49% proficient or above in 2014, which was one percentage
point shy of our goal. The discontinued use of the CST has made comparisons of data difficult,
but our staff has instituted end of year assessments in math in order to assess student
achievement and progress toward proficiency. CAASPP results in math have been interpreted
with caution for the first few years of implementation due to technology based factors and the
change in Common Core vocabulary. ACA II has seen an increase in math proficiency on both
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the CAASPP test and on local end of the year measures. A full update on the progress made in
math is detailed earlier in this chapter.
5.

Improve Communication to Parents

Communication was the third critical area of need identified by staff in our full selfstudy. The visiting team agreed that increased communication to parents was needed. A more
detailed outline of our progress toward this goal can be found earlier in this chapter. In the last
six years, ACA II has added many more technology-based methods of communication to parents.
In addition, each level produces a weekly newsletter, has made more content available on our
website, and utilizes email and texts as a preferred means of quick communication. Each level
has also improved its means of communicating assessment and achievement data to parents in
report cards and at conferences. Summer meetings and survey data have provided important
feedback to help with improvements in communication. ACA II staff continues to look for ways
to get all families involved in our school and further disseminate information about our program.

2015 WASC Revisit Team Recommendations
The three-year WASC revisiting team identified the following eleven areas for follow-up.
All areas of need were discussed with staff during the WASC team’s visit. Staff provided
additional evidence for many of the following eleven areas of follow up and invited the team to
observe evidence in the classroom. The WASC team included these areas in the list of areas for
follow up in spite of the provided evidence. Many of these areas have been addressed as a part of
our previous Schoolwide Action Plan.
1. The school needs to continue to work on the existing Action Plan. The current Action Plan
needs to be updated and modified. The school should continue to work on the identified
needs of the school. The Action Plan does need to be expanded to include goals and
activities for the next three years. The new Action Plan needs to be quantifiable and time
bound.
In May 2015, the staff reviewed the action plan, with consideration of the visiting team’s
input, and began to expand the plan for the next three years. A timeline was revised in September
2015. The three areas of need were expanded from the updated action plan revised in the fall of
2014 and a new timeline was created. The majority of changes involved the addition of new
steps and methods of assessing progress toward each goal. All previous schoolwide action plans
and timelines can be found in the Appendix of this document.
2. The school should expand the use of an online grading system which would help to keep
parents and students informed about student progress in a timely fashion.
Presently, Middle School is the only level using an online grade book. They are currently
using mygradebook.com as their primary source of communication of student achievement. At
this time, Intermediate continues to search for an easily accessible grading system that meets
their needs. Each student has a Weekly Work folder that tracks their progress and communicates
achievement to parents on a daily and weekly basis. Grades are tracked internally between
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teachers on a shared Google Drive document. Elementary uses Reflection Books and is trying
out the SeeSaw app for digital portfolios and parent communication. The Primary class continues
to use observations notes, daily work, assessments and email to keep student information
documented. Primary students are observed daily. Parents are kept informed through the
Thursday Folder portfolio process in which weekly work is sent home and a piece the child is
most proud of is chosen each week to keep until the end of the year’s portfolio presentation. The
K-8 integration of a whole school online grade book has been investigated, but a singular online
gradebook system that meets the needs of all levels has not been found.

3. The school should actively investigate and implement the translation of key school
documents and information into Spanish.
As our Spanish population continues to increase, consideration is being given to
translating documents. Presently, the size of our Spanish speaking population does not warrant
translation of all documents. The most important documents, including our application, mission,
and vision have already been translated into Spanish and are available in hard copy and is on our
website. For our Spanish speaking families, a translator is offered during conferences, but a low
percentage, 1-2%, accept an offer of translation. We do have Spanish speaking parents who have
translated documents in the past and may be called on again as the need arises. We are also
looking into other options for translation of important documents.

4. The Visiting Team suggest that the school implement a formal process for making the
School Performance Goals an integral part of the school culture.
The Performance Goals, also called the Graduate Goals, are posted in all classrooms and
referenced during discussions and conferences. Daily observations and practices are typical in all
grade levels referring to the Performance Goals. Lifeskills and Lifelong Guidelines, which are an
integral part of HET (Highly Effective Teaching), are implicitly embedded in the Performance
Goals and are integrated into curriculum and assignments in the Intermediate and Middle School
levels. Elementary includes Lifeskills activities in class meeting and homework, while Primary
reads literature books to the students which reflect the Lifeskills and Lifelong Guidelines.
Lifeskills and Performance Goals are also integrated into behavior reflections and goal creating.
Staff agrees that expectations from the School Performance Goals need to be more explicit and
referenced throughout assignments to increase student and community awareness. Each level
updated their report card to include a Performance Goals section.

5. The Visiting Team suggests that the school use a formal process to assess student
attainment of the Performance Goals (SLOs/ESLRs).
A formal evaluation of the Performance Goals is a necessary addition to our assessment
system. However, many of the performance goals are not readily quantifiable, which makes their
evaluation difficult. Recent discussions have begun to address the evaluation and concrete
assessment of the “soft skill” goals, which are important skills for college and career readiness.
Each level includes trimester evaluations of the performance goals on their report cards. The
current methods of assessment of the performance goals vary by level due to age appropriateness
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and integration of the Lifeskills and Lifelong Guidelines into curriculum. These methods include
observation, student reflection, and evaluation of specified assignments/projects. The
Intermediate and Middle school levels each created their own reflection form for students to use
to self-reflect on their progress towards each Performance Goal. This form is used at the end of
each trimester, and the results of the reflection are used by teachers to complete the Performance
Goal section of the report card and by students to set goals for themselves for the next trimester.

6. The school should consider additional ways to give working parents/ families opportunities
to participate in school activities and volunteering.
Schedules for meetings and information are planned with a variety parent schedules in
mind. Meetings are scheduled in the morning, afternoon and evening to reach more families.
Morning meetings (8:15 Second Cup of Coffee and some PEP Meetings) are planned
accordingly to encourage families to attend informational meetings, as well as meetings in which
their feedback is appreciated.
Family Network Board (ACA II’s version of a PTA) meetings are planned for afterschool
and during evening events to provide more options for families to attend. Parent Education
Meetings (PEP Meetings) are scheduled for different days of the week at 6:00 pm and are often
recapped at the next Second Cup of Coffee. Additionally, these meetings are either videotaped or
streamed live on the internet for parents to view. Meeting notes from these meetings are also
posted on our website for parents to view.
Parent conferences are offered during a minimum day schedule beginning at 12:30.
Evening or early morning conferences are available for families unavailable during regular
school hours. Incoming student interviews are offered on Saturdays and early evenings to
accommodate student school and parent work schedules.
Families have a large variety of volunteer opportunities, many with flexible days and
times. Volunteer opportunities are available during the day with electives in Intermediate and
Middle School, reading support in Elementary, and the Fantastic Friday program in Primary.
Parent volunteer opportunities are available through campus cleanup and classroom cleaning on
Saturdays. Parents can gain volunteer hours at home by making cupcakes for Elementary’s
monthly birthday celebration, making posters for events, or preparing materials for classroom
use.
The school is aware of parent needs when planning meetings, events, and parent
volunteer opportunities and many accommodations have been made to include working parents.
Parent scheduling needs will continue to be kept in mind when planning future school events and
meetings.
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7. Some parents expressed a concern that it is difficult for them to get their students to school
at 8:00 am and also pick up their students immediately after school because of their work
schedule. They are requesting that there should be someone at school earlier so they could
drop off their student safely.
Discussions have taken place periodically regarding the 8:00 am drop off. Presently, the
gates open at 8:00 am, with school beginning at 8:15. Students are not considered tardy until
after 8:20 am. In 2016, we added time to one of our classroom aide’s schedule to allow her to
supervise students between 7:45 -8:00 who were dropped off early before the gates
opened. Individual families who bring their issue to staff are given options for an extended drop
off without penalty of tardy status. During the intake process, the 8:00am drop off is discussed
so that families coming to our school know the schedule.
After school carpool supervision ends at 3:15 pm. Students are brought to the office area
for later pick up until 4:00 pm. At this time, few families have expressed difficulties with picking
up students before 3:30. Many families have worked out carpooling systems that allows all
students to be picked up on time. In the fall of 2017, ACA II partnered with Paradise Skate to
create an after-school program for students who needed after school care. The cost per student
for this program was comparable with other after school programs, but participation was very
low. The program was discontinued due to low interest and high program costs. Grants were
explored as a source of funding, but ACA II did not meet the minimum requirements for funding.
ACA II will continue to explore other cost-effective options for after school care should interest
increase.

8. The parents were concerned about the transition from third grade to fourth grade
particularly in mathematics.
The staff agreed that the transition from the Montessori program to one of HET has been
difficult for some students in the past. Many steps have been taken in the last six years to ease
this transition for students and parents. An Elementary Montessori teacher transferred to the
Intermediate program four years ago to help support this bridging need. The impetus for this
move was to support fourth grade students through the changes in curriculum and procedures.
For the last four fourth grade classes, the transition has been much smoother. Other changes at
the Intermediate level, including smaller language arts and math groupings and increased
parental communication, have also helped to ease this transition. Math proficiency scores on unit
assessments rose overall in Intermediate after these changes were implemented. The transition
from the Elementary to the Intermediate level is something both levels continue to focus on.

9. Formative assessments should be primarily used to guide instructions and re-teaching.
Assessment of student performance, both formal and informal has been an integral part of
the cycle of instruction throughout the history of ACA II. Using assessment to guide instruction
is a key component to the Montessori philosophy, as the goal of instruction is mastery. All levels
use informal and formal methods of assessment throughout the year. Montessori techniques of
observation are used heavily to inform instruction at the Primary and Elementary levels, but
formative assessments are used at the end of each trimester to formally evaluate progress toward
mastery of concepts. The Intermediate and Middle School levels use unit tests, daily work
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evaluation, and end of trimester assessments to evaluate student progress. These levels also use
end of year math assessments to evaluate student learning over the course of the entire year.
The staff feels confident that our assessment system is developing appropriately at each
level. More formative assessments are used at each level and assessments are created based on
the needs of our students and our curriculum. In the future, should the need for standardized
formative assessments of student performance arise beyond the CAASPP test, our staff will
address those needs appropriately. Presently, all assessments are designed to reflect the concepts
within the Common Core standards. All grade levels are focusing on about 8 goals each trimester
in both Language Arts and Math. These goals are the key components of the Key Concepts
Matrix.

10. Lesson plans should be structured to include differentiated activities that support the
developmental needs of all students in all subject areas
ACA II is a learner centered school, in which differentiation is the most important
component to our philosophies and curriculum. During the WASC team’s visit, the staff
provided the team with a myriad of evidence of differentiation at each level. The visiting team
chose to focus on one aspect of our program, instead of examining differentiation in language
arts and math at every level. The team members verbally acknowledged differentiation
throughout the school, yet chose to include this statement as an area of need. The staff agreed
that differentiation can always be improved, but disagreed that differentiation was lacking in
lesson planning.
In the Primary and Elementary levels, Montessori curriculum is designed to be
differentiated in instruction and practice. Montessori curriculum is developmentally designed
with the 3-6 year old child in Primary and the 6-9 year old child in Elementary. Mastery is
tracked for each individual student and lessons are presented to that student based on their
individual needs. Students are grouped into small learning communities of 4-8 students based on
level of mastery in order to foster cooperative learning and peer teaching. Within these small
groups, differentiation happens on an individual basis.
Intermediate students are grouped into small learning groups of 6-12 students based on
progress through the curriculum. Instruction to these groups is based on the needs of the group
and differentiation occurs within each group’s lesson plan. Middle School instruction occurs in
larger groups, but differentiation occurs within the lesson and activities themselves. Intermediate
and Middle School curriculum is adjusted according to both group and individual needs. Most of
the adaptations for students are made individually within the lessons and weekly work
expectations. Independent work time is scheduled daily where individual teaching and support
takes place for students in need. Also, an RTI and special education “push in/pull out” program
is available for students at risk. Lindamood-Bell programs and Integrated Listening Systems
(iLs) have been included as a support to all learners as well as at risk learners at all levels. The
regular classroom, special education and RTI are giving support to at risk learners in different
curriculum areas.
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11. Investigate additional options for elective offerings.
Currently, the Intermediate and Middle School programs offer 25-30 different electives
each trimester. At least half of these electives change from trimester to trimester. A total of 50-60
different electives are offered throughout the course of a school year. Students have a different
elective each day, Monday through Thursday. At this time, Intermediate students and Middle
School students have one science related elective that is mandatory. Middle School also takes a
Social Political Action class during electives on Thursday. All other electives are student choice.
The staff feels that the electives offered over the last three years have given the students a variety
of activity choices. This area of need arose after the WASC team spoke with a group of Middle
School students and one noted that there were not any electives they liked that trimester. The
staff presented the WASC team with the list of the previous three trimesters of electives as
evidence of a variety of offering, yet the team chose to include it as an area of need. The staff
will continue to look for a variety of elective choices.
Elective offerings are a combined effort of student suggestions, parent offerings/teaching
and teacher organization and teaching. Students suggest ideas in class meetings, parents are
polled to see their interest levels and what options they have to offer. Teachers organize the
elective choices. Parents who are teaching the electives write a description of the electives and
what will be expected. Students then sign up for their #1, 2 and 3 choices. Teachers organize the
choices and students begin the electives. Elective choices change each trimester through the
process described above. The school is open to other suggestions to help support variety to the
elective program. Presently it is student and parent focused. The music program schedule has
been adjusted to bring more focus to the time provided. Students are scheduled one day a week
for science lab and lessons.
Current electives include STEM class for Intermediate students, science class for Middle
School students, SPA class for Middle School students, band, orchestra, choir, extra work time,
strategy games, art, Elementary Teacher Assistants, Intermediate Teacher Assistants, culinary
art, basketball, roller skating, crochet, music in film, strength and conditioning, dance, crafting,
gardening, computer coding, and soccer. Other electives have included woodworking, website
coding, knitting, painting, football, volleyball, photo editing, video editing, cooking, book club,
drawing, Spanish, dancing, and comic book making.
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2016 WASC Special Revisit Recommendations
The one day visiting team in the Spring of 2016 validated the progress our staff had made
toward our three goals as well as the efforts to address the eleven points made by the visiting
team the year before. The 2016 special revisiting team left only one recommendation for our
staff.

1. The VT members and staff discussed the importance of maintaining a stable staff,
leadership and student base to support the success of the school’s mission and to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the program of instruction on student performance. The
school has been developing over the past few years into the Primary through 8 grade
school that they intended to be. Now the school is fully realized, going forward, the school
should focus on maintaining a stable staff, leadership and student base population in
order to maximize the impact the instructional program can have on student learning and
development over time.
th

The ACA II staff readily acknowledged the difficulty we have had with student, staff, and
leadership turnover. Staff turnover especially has been detrimental to the growth of the program.
The turnover of 13 teachers since 2012 has caused a great deal of changes at all levels, especially
given that our certificated staff size is 10. In addition, the city of Antioch has been in a phase of
transient and declining enrollment for the last three years. This movement within the surrounding
area has negatively affected ACA II’s student population stability. In August of 2016, over half
of our teachers were new to our school and many new students were brought in from the waiting
list. Over the course of the last school year, the teachers and community members committed
themselves to stabilizing our population through community outreach and staff support. Parent
approval was at an all-time high as measured by our end of the year parent survey. Three
additional Co-Administrators were also hired to take on additional administration duties and
prepare for the renewal of our charter. In August of 2017, our population stabilized and only two
new students were added between grades 1 and 8 . In addition, all teachers returned to their
classroom assignments from the previous year, an additional Co-Administrator was added to our
campus, and we added additional support staff to meet student needs. ACA II continues to work
on supporting our teachers and stabilizing our student population.
st

th
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Significant Changes and Developments
Antioch Charter Academy II is now in its eleventh year of existence and we have made
many significant improvements in the last six years. A number of these changes can be attributed
to the growth in student population, professional development of staff, and a substantial increase
in fundraising by our family network. Our significant changes fall into six categories: capital
improvements, staff, communication, programs and philosophies, curriculum, and technologies
and materials. Significant changes made within the last two years since our special revisit are
included at the end of this chapter.

Capital Improvements
•
•
•
•
•
•

Installed Additional Portable
Added Additional storage (sheds)
Upgraded Pottery shed
Installed Columbine locks on all doors
Upgraded Poppy Hall kitchen
Installed Primary sandbox

• Paved walkways and basketball court
• Added Cheetah and Tree murals
• Added Primary garden
• Performed upgrades to classrooms/office
• Installed canopy for lunch serving area
• Upgraded facades of original buildings

Over the last eleven years, ACA II has added additional buildings and made many
upgrades to our campus to meet the needs of our growing student population. We have also
added space for our developing music program, special education needs, and materials storage.
In the last four years, many of our portable classrooms have been updated with new carpet,
doors, overhangs, ceiling tiles, and paint. New buildings meant the need for better drainage
systems, improved safety measures, and paved walkways. ACA II’s most prized capital
improvement is our cheetah mascot mural designed and painted by the 2013-2014 eighth grade
graduating class and our legacy tree mural designed and painted by the 2015-2016 eighth
graduating class.

Staff
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hired new staff members
Hired 2 RtI Aides
Added more lunch supervisors
Hired additional office staff
Increased administrator time
Added additional administrators;
school founder/administrator
retired

• Hired Montessori credentialed staff members
• Moved Elementary teacher to Intermediate
• Hired Integrated Listening Systems Aide for
Intermediate/Middle School
• Added Nutritional Assistant
• Added Spanish language translator available for
parent conferences

In the last six years, ACA II has experienced many changes in staff and the amount of
personnel on campus. During that time, our school has brought in many different teachers with
various backgrounds and expertise. One of our founding charter members, a co-administrator and
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teacher, planned to retire in 2015. She postponed her retirement for two years to help train new
staff and two new co-administrators on site, retiring at the end of the 2016-2017 school year. In
2017-2018 all of the classroom teachers returned, the first year in a long time that we did not
need to train new teachers. Our school took steps toward strengthening our Response to
Intervention program with the addition of classroom and RtI specific aides to help struggling
students. We have also increased the safety of our students by adding three lunch supervisors, a
nutritional assistant, and an additional office staff member.

Communication
•
•
•
•
•
•

Added newsletters at all levels
Made webcasted meetings available
Updated website
Added Community Calendar on website
Added Sign-up Genius sign up for
volunteering
Utilized Sign-up Genius for report card
conferences

• Instituted Communication Contract for
parents and families
• Increased use of signs at carpool
• Added a reminder text message service
(Remind)
• Middle School online gradebook
• Piloted SeeSaw in Elementary

Communication was identified as one of our three areas of need in our Focus on
Learning self-study. The addition of newsletters from all classroom levels, more information
available on our website for parents, and a community calendar have increased the amount of
information disseminated to parents. Our school is piloting communication services, including
webcasting meetings, reminding parents of important events via text message, and offering
online sign-up options to help increase the levels of parental engagement. Middle School is using
an online gradebook this year, which has helped inform parents of student progress. Elementary
is piloting the use of the SeeSaw app for digital portfolios and parent communication. As part of
our action plan, our school has developed a communication contract, which informs parents of
all of the ways information is sent out and asks that parents actively engage in these
communication methods.

Programs/Philosophies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Partnered with City of Antioch
Brought Special Education on campus
Expanded music program
Added attendance/tardy procedures
Added more time for math at all levels
Added more time for science
Instituted Community Council
Added juggling class to Fantastic Friday
Combined Primary/Elementary
classrooms
Added Transitional Kindergarten

• Instituted Book Club philosophy trainings
• Improved SST/504 Process
• Trained all staff in Lindamood-Bell
• Added Critical Friends Group training
• Made changes to Discipline Policy
• Added School Motto- “Cheetahs Make it
Happen”
• Offered iLs training and expansion
• Offered Middle School ERWC training
• Added 8 grade graduation speeches
• Added 8 grade legacy projects
th
th
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•
•
•

Added connection with ACA levels
Grew to include 8 grade
Trained all staff in Highly Effective
Teaching
th

• Added Middle School We Day
• Added Middle School activities (e.g. dances)
• Instituted School Families

The last six years have brought a number of programmatic changes based on our core
philosophies. The most significant of which was training the entire teaching staff in Highly
Effective Teaching (HET) methods in the summer of 2013 and committing our staff to a
schoolwide emphasis on strengthening our HET practices. The increase in HET practices has led
to cross school activities with our sister school ACA, social political action (service learning
projects) at all levels, and a new school motto. In the last three years, the majority of our staff has
also participated in Integrated Listening Systems (iLs) training to expand our iLs program to our
fourth through sixth grades. Teacher representatives at each level were also trained in Critical
Friends Group professional learning community facilitation to assist with the continued
development of our professional learning communities. In January of 2015, ACA II trained our
entire general and special education teaching staff in Lindamood-Bell techniques. Trainings and
support for Lindamood-Bell have been ongoing since 2015. In addition, the staff is once again
participating in book club style trainings which incorporate the main philosophies.
The growth of our school population and the addition of an eighth-grade class have added
important student leadership to our campus. With the addition of a full Middle School program,
our school has added important graduation components including Middle School activities (e.g.
dances), eighth grade legacy projects, and eighth grade graduation speeches in which all
graduates give a speech. The growth to 200 students also created the need to expand our special
education program, including the addition of more special education personnel on campus and
the improvement of our Student Study Team and 504 Accommodation Plan processes. The
addition of older grades also called for a revision of our discipline policy, which incorporates
Positive Discipline techniques and HET’s Lifeskills and Lifelong Guidelines. Students are
learning to work together across grade levels to achieve goals and plan events as a part of
Community Council. This year, students will participate in School Families for the first time.
Our Focus on Learning self-study provided us with a variety of areas that required
growth and development. A number of changes have been made based on those results, as well
as on the continued development of our program. In the last six years, we have added additional
instruction and practice time for math and science at all levels, extended our music program,
added a juggling class as part of our enrichment program, and transformed our afternoon
kindergarten program into a transitional kindergarten program based on the original model of our
program for younger kindergarten students.
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Curriculum
•
•

Implemented Common Core Standards
Implemented College Preparatory Math
program in grades 6 -8
Added Read Naturally to RtI and Special
Education
Introduced Junior Great Books and
literature circles in Intermediate
Introduced IXL in Intermediate
Added Project Lead the Way STEM
th

•
•
•
•

th

• Created HET Theme Maps at every level
• Instituted theme-based field trips
• Instituted Social Political Action projects
• Added Khan Academy & Moby Max in
Middle School
• Added Montessori Great Lessons &
experiments in Primary and Elementary
• Introduced MobyMax to Elementary
• Aligned 4-8th grade science to NGSS
• Added Health class to Middle School

The transition to Common Core standards has also provided our school with changes in
curriculum. Our science and social studies curriculum is now organized by thematic HET units
which incorporate theme-based field trips and social political action. The Elementary program
has added the Montessori Great Lessons and MobyMax to its curriculum, while the Intermediate
program has added Junior Great Books and IXL online skill practice. Our Middle School, in
conjunction with 6 grade, has adopted College Preparatory Math (CPM) as its math program
and has added Khan Academy and Moby Max online practice to supplement the CPM program.
Middle School also began using Moby Max for grammar practice. As a part of our special
education and RtI program, many of our students are participating in Read Naturally to boost
reading fluency.
th

Technology/Materials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Added hands on Life Cycle Science
materials
Added more computers
Upgraded internet access
Upgraded informational text resources
Introduced Intermediate subject journals
Added Snap Cards for RtI and Special
Education
Piloted Middle School Online Gradebook

• Added 50 Chromebooks
• Added iPads in every classroom
• Added Common Core materials
• Installed televisions in classrooms
• Purchased additional musical instruments
• Added Montessori math materials in
Intermediate
• Upgraded supplemental materials at all
grade levels

With help from family network fundraising and Common Core implementation grant
funds, our school has added a significant amount of technology upgrades in the last six years. All
classrooms have added additional desktop or laptop computers, and tablets or iPads. All levels
have benefitted from upgraded internet access and are now using more online resources in
everyday instruction. In the spring of 2014, ACA II purchased 25 Chromebooks for use during
CAASPP testing and whole class activities and then an additional 25 Chromebooks in the fall of
2017. The Middle School program is now using an online gradebook to communicate more
effectively with students and parents. Televisions or projectors have been added to many
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classrooms to help project content for students to access. Our school is also wired with a new
Wi-Fi and internet network funded by the BIIG state grant.
In addition to technology upgrades, many of our levels have also added or upgraded
instructional materials. All of our levels have added hands on science materials, including
bringing live specimens in for Life Cycle study. All levels have also added additional
informational text resources, snap cards for sight word memorization, and materials aligned with
the Common Core standards. Our Intermediate program has added subject journals in all subject
areas and has incorporated Montessori math materials into their math program. With the
expansion of our music program, additional musical instruments have been purchased and are
being used by students.

Recent Changes and Developments
Within the last two school years, the most significant changes have been a result of staff
changes and continued program development. Within the last four years, the Primary,
Elementary, and Intermediate classrooms have experienced a complete teacher turnover. With
the introduction of new teachers has come new curriculum and program development.
The most significant addition to ACA II within the last school year is the completion of
our Lindamood-Bell program training. Beginning in January of 2015, all ACA II staff members
were trained in the Visualizing and Verbalizing, Seeing Stars, and On Cloud Nine LindamoodBell programs. These three programs provided our staff with specific curriculum and instruction
techniques for teaching phonics, fluency, reading comprehension, and math computation. We
partnered with Lindamood-Bell to receive support via telecommunications with Lindamood-Bell
experts during the school day. Each teacher received support through observation and analysis of
lessons for an hour a week. This has made a significant impact on the performance of our
students in both language arts and math.
ACA II’s Response to Intervention (RtI) program has been an important part of our
learner centered philosophy. Accommodations and modifications for high risk and struggling
students have been clearly defined and outlined in our schoolwide RtI plan. New options for
accommodations and modifications are consistently being added due to student need. Last school
year, ACA II hired an additional instructional aid specifically to work with students receiving RtI
support. After receiving Lindamood-Bell training, the RtI aide began serving at risk students
with small group interventions in reading and math. This year, the RtI aid is being utilized for
both push in and pull out RtI interventions.
In the summer of 2016, each team worked closely with a Highly Effective Teaching
trainer to continue the development of the HET philosophy at each level. The Intermediate and
Middle School programs made progress toward adding focus questions and multi-subject
projects to their curriculums. The Primary and Elementary programs focused on the integration
of the HET and Montessori philosophies, along with the addition of the Next Generation Science
Standards into their science curriculum.
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The Middle School and Intermediate programs also added Project Lead the Way STEM
curriculum to their respective science programs. Project Lead the Way is the nation's leading
provider of STEM curriculum for schools. Each curriculum includes around 10 hours of
activities and projects that are problem based, encouraging students to think creatively while
using the concepts they have already learned. The Intermediate students will be experiencing a
new unit each trimester, while the Middle School students will experience an integrated
curriculum.
As with previous years, all levels have added new materials for student use. The Primary
and Elementary levels have added a plethora of new Montessori math materials. The
Intermediate level has added new technology including iPads, projectors, and STEM materials to
their program. The Middle School level has also added STEM materials and iPads to their
program.

Future Changes
Our future changes include further teacher training, further bridging in Language Arts,
and adding more technological resources to our classrooms. In the next few years, teachers who
were hired after the staff was trained in Highly Effective Teaching (HET) will attend the
weeklong training with their level. Our next step in bridging the levels will be to bridge writing
concepts between Elementary, Intermediate, and Middle School with the inclusion of Step-up to
Writing techniques. The addition of better internet infrastructure will also allow us to add more
technology-based instruction and materials to our curriculum, including online videos, practice,
and instruction. We would also like to use future funds to add more portable technology,
including laptops and tablets, to our classrooms for everyday student use.
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CHAPTER 2
Student/Community Profile
Supporting Data and Findings
School and Community Profile
School Description
Antioch Charter Academy II (ACA II) is one of two Antioch Charter Academies located
within the boundaries of the Antioch Unified School District in Antioch, California. ACA II and
its sister school, Antioch Charter Academy, are operated by The Learner-Centered, Inc.
Currently, the ACA II campus is located on the Contra Costa County Fairgrounds and is in its
eleventh year of operation.
ACA II opened in August of 2007, after its charter was granted by the Antioch Unified
School District in July of 2007. Planning for ACA II, a replicated site of the Antioch Charter
Academy (ACA), began in the spring of 2005. In our first year, we educated 73 students in
grades Kindergarten through Third. Our population is now at 197 students in grades kindergarten
through eighth and our charter was approved for a third term in 2017.
ACA II is structured with four levels: Primary, Elementary, Intermediate, and Middle
School. Each level utilizes the main school philosophies, but does utilize unique instructional
and structural strategies based on the specific needs of the students they serve. Primary is
comprised of Transitional Kindergarten, Kindergarten, and the Young 6 program. Primary
utilizes the Montessori philosophy most heavily. Elementary also utilizes the Montessori
philosophy primarily for students in first, second, and third grade. Intermediate encompasses
fourth, fifth, and sixth grades and uses Highly Effective Teaching and Multiple Intelligences as
its main philosophies. Middle School is comprised of seventh and eighth grades and utilizes
Highly Effective Teaching and Brain Compatible Learning as its cornerstones.
The city of Antioch, located in the East San Francisco Bay Area on the San Joaquin River
Delta, has a population of approximately 111,000 and an increasingly diverse racial
demographic. The median household income for Antioch is $65,770, which has increased in the
last five years. ACA II serves 1% of the Antioch Unified School District’s 16,700 students. In
addition to children from Antioch, ACA II also educates students from neighboring communities
including Oakley, Brentwood, Pittsburg, and Concord.
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Vision and Mission
As a replicated charter school, ACA II shares its vision and mission with ACA. Our
vision and mission are as follows:
ACA II’s vision is to provide a learning environment where students of all socioeconomic levels
and ethnic backgrounds embrace education, exhibit compassion, and accept personal
responsibility.
ACA II’s mission is to facilitate educational and personal growth by:
• Nurturing and supporting a partnership of students, teachers, families, and the
community, based upon mutual respect and appreciation
• Building upon the philosophies of multi-age grouping, Montessori, multiple intelligences,
and brain compatibility, and
• Encouraging critical thinking, individual strengths, and diverse learning styles.
Philosophy
ACA II’s philosophy begins with the learner in the center. As one of the LearnerCentered schools, ACA II strives to meet the unique needs of each individual student. Individual
instruction, multi-age groupings, and continuous, standards-based assessment are key
components to reaching the goal of teaching to the child. A small school environment, team
teaching, parent involvement, and community partnerships help foster a sense of community and
belonging throughout our school. In order to cultivate growth in the whole child, we offer
elective courses designed by the students and an enrichment program for all students which
includes P.E., personal safety, art, pottery, and music.
ACA II’s learning philosophies were chosen to meet the academic, social, and emotional
needs of our students. The philosophies of Positive Discipline, Multiple Intelligences, and
Lifeskills provide a foundation of trust and understanding between students, teachers, and
families. The Montessori philosophy is used in the Primary and Elementary classrooms to
encourage learning through discovery and development at an appropriate pace for each child.
Highly Effective Teaching (HET) is used in all levels, but most heavily in Intermediate and
Middle School to support Lifeskills and lifelong learning through real-life experiences. Brain
Compatible Learning (or Brain-Based Learning) is used in middle school to foster mastery and
deep understanding of concepts through meaningful experiences. Although each level utilizes a
distinct philosophy, there are components of each philosophy found in every classroom, which
creates a cohesive K-8 program. Montessori, HET, and Brain Compatible Learning all foster
independence, responsibility, respect, and a love of learning in students.

School Philosophies
•

Montessori: The Montessori philosophy has an unwavering belief in the individual—an
individual who through time, experience, and support becomes a self-disciplined,
independent, and self-confident learner. Students at all levels are given long,
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uninterrupted work periods. Montessori students learn to be independent lifelong learners
by utilizing their natural curiosity and managing their time effectively. At the Primary
and Elementary levels, students manage one day’s work at a time as evidenced in their
daily Goal Books. At the Intermediate level, students manage one week’s work at a time,
through the use of Weekly Work Folders. At the Middle School level, students manage
multi-week projects and use academic planners to help them manage their time and meet
deadlines.
•

Highly Effective Teaching (HET): HET utilizes standards-based curriculum which has
been planned to dovetail language arts, math, social studies and science components with
an overall theme. The goal is to tie all curricular components closely to the theme so that
concepts are concrete to students and give more opportunity for concepts to be presented
to the individual’s learning strength. Lifelong Guidelines and Lifeskills, which are
components of HET, include trustworthiness, truthfulness, active listening, no put-downs
and personal best. Lifeskills (e.g. cooperation, courage, initiative, perseverance, and
resourcefulness) define the lifelong guideline of personal best. The goal is to help
children build character traits that will serve them throughout life, enabling them to be
good citizens.

•

Brain Compatible Learning: The research of Leslie Hart shows that students learn best in
an environment that is absent of threat, where students can collaborate, are given
meaningful content, can make choices, get immediate feedback, have adequate time in
which to learn in an enriched environment, and are allowed to reach a level of mastery.
Brain Compatible Learning encourages all levels to provide an environment that
incorporates these principles into curriculum and instruction. Mastery is indicated when
the student can explain the problem or lesson in a peer teaching setting. Collaboration
reflects cooperative learning and partner-based assignments. Meaningful content is fact
driven with daily life connections. Immediate feedback is teacher/student interaction
during and upon completion of the assignment. Adequate time reflects the student
determining the completion of an assignment and taking initiative for the next
assignment. An enriched environment allows many topics of study, none of which are
textbook or teacher driven.

•

Multiple Intelligences: Dr. Howard Gardner of Harvard University believes we all have
developed and undeveloped intelligences which are divided into eight categories
(linguistic, logical mathematical, musical, visual/spatial, bodily kinesthetic, interpersonal,
intrapersonal and naturalist). Our guiding objective is to nurture all intelligences
equally. All students have opportunities to use all of their intelligences to experience and
grow within the curricular concepts being taught. Curriculum is carefully designed by the
teacher to provide opportunities for growth and development through research,
enrichment programs, and daily curriculum.

•

Positive Discipline: Jane Nelsen’s philosophy of Positive Discipline is utilized in each
classroom. All levels hold classroom meetings based upon the Positive Discipline
classroom meeting structure where students solve problems and plan activities utilizing
an agenda. Students, led by teachers, give compliments to build community within the
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student body. Additionally, students are taught to discuss and solve problems peacefully
following the guidelines of logical consequences which must be reasonable, respectful,
and related to the offense.

Additional Programs
•

•

•

Fantastic Friday Enrichment Program: All students participate in an enrichment program
on Fridays. The program places a heavy emphasis on the arts and physical education. The
Fantastic Friday program is comprised of art, pottery, music, physical education, and
personal safety classes.
Lindamood-Bell Response to Intervention (RtI) Program: A key component of our RtI
program is our partnership with Lindamood-Bell. Students who need varying levels of
support can access the curriculum through Lindamood-Bell small group instruction with
our Lindamood-Bell trained RtI aides and classroom teachers. Lindamood-Bell
techniques are used in all of the classrooms for language arts and math instruction, as
well as used for target intervention with struggling or at-risk students.
Electives: All of our Intermediate and Middle School students participate in the elective
program. Students select a different elective each day of the week Monday through
Thursday and keep that schedule for one trimester. Currently, the Intermediate and
Middle School programs offer 25-30 different electives each trimester. At least half of
these electives change from trimester to trimester. A total of 50-60 different electives are
offered throughout the course of a school year. At this time, Intermediate students and
Middle School students have one science related elective that is mandatory. Middle
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•

•

•

School also takes a Social Political Action class during elective time on Thursday. All
other electives are student choice.
Instrumental Music: Our instrumental music program is an important component to our
elective program for Intermediate and Middle School students. Students may learn an
instrument by participating in our strings or band program. Three levels of experience are
offered for students who continue to participate past their first year in the program.
SMILE: The Sensory Motor Integration Learning Experiences (SMILE) program is a
gross motor movement development program for Primary and Elementary students.
Students participate in the program Monday through Thursday for a total of one hour.
One half hour is spent on gross motor development with activities such as scooter boards,
obstacle courses, and relay races. The additional half hour is spent practicing either Brain
Gym or Yoga for motor control and concentration.
Integrated Listening Systems (iLs) Program: iLs is a program combining music,
movement, and bone conduction to improve brain function. Students use special designed
headphones with bone conduction to listen to a wide range of music while participating in
gross motor activities. The research-based program is designed to help improve
emotional and physical self-regulation, self-confidence and social engagement, sensory
integration, and cognitive processing.

Parent Involvement
Parent involvement is an integral part of the mission of ACA II. From the inception of
our school, parents at ACA II have given countless hours to ensure the continued success of our
program. The Family Network was created at the school’s opening as a vehicle for parent
involvement in our school. The Network includes a board of parent leaders providing mentoring
opportunities, volunteer opportunities, and fundraising efforts to assist in the day to day
operations of ACA II.
Fundraising efforts of the Family Network brought in over $20,000 last school year. Two
of our most popular of our events, our annual ACA II Walk-a-thon and Silent Auction, have
raised close to $50,000 for our school in the last three years. These funds have been used for
technology upgrades, classroom materials, capital improvements, and teacher training.
ACA II also relies on parent volunteers to assist in the development and ongoing success
of our program. Families are encouraged to donate 40 hours of volunteer time per year to our
school. Volunteer opportunities include campus beautification, field trip chaperoning, elective
teaching, party and event planning, fundraising efforts, student birthday celebrations, and
classroom support. Last year, families donated a total of 6,136 hours in support of our school,
which was one of the highest volunteer hours totals in our school’s history.

Community Involvement
One of ACA II’s initial goals was to become more involved with the Antioch community.
Over the last eight years, we have made it a point to use our resources in the community, as well
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as seek out new opportunities within the city of Antioch and surrounding area. Our students
experience what the community has to offer through field trips to Antioch’s historical El
Campanil Theatre, the Antioch Historical Museum, the local fire stations, the San Joaquin River
Delta Marina, the Dow Wetlands, city hall, city parks, and a variety of local businesses. ACA II
also sponsors community events through the Family Network, which include the Back to School
Bash, the End of the Year party, and the annual Silent Auction. Last year, our Middle School
class planned Social Political Action projects (SPA’s) which included hosting a canned food
drive for the Contra Costa County and Solano County food banks, collecting toiletries for the
homeless in our community, raising funds for the Red Cross hurricane relief, and each working
on their own civic change project to improve our community.
Each fall, ACA II students participate in Coastal Cleanup Day with the city of Antioch.
ACA II students, families, and staff work alongside city of Antioch employees and community
members to clean the area around the West Antioch Creek, which runs alongside the Contra
Costa County Fairgrounds and feeds directly into the San Joaquin River Delta. ACA II
participants pick up litter in the creek and from the surrounding area in attempts to prevent
flooding to the ACA II campus and Contra Costa County Fairgrounds. Students have routinely
studied the creek’s ecosystem, as well as the effects of garbage on the creek and the river.
The ACA II Family Network has made it a priority to include local businesses and
community members in need as a part of whole school fundraisers. For example, during the
annual Christmas Tree Lot Fundraiser, ACA II gathers donations to provide families in need
within Contra Costa County with a Christmas celebration. Christmas trees, decorations and
presents are donated to families in the community who may never have experienced a Christmas
celebration or are financially unable to do so this year. ACA II families deliver the Christmas
packages personally to the recipients and students take pride in their donations.
ACA II has incorporated larger events into our fundraising efforts in the last three years.
Parent volunteers now organize our annual Walk-a-thon and Silent Auction to raise funds for our
school. In the last three years, these fundraising efforts have raised over $50,000 in donations
and pledges from local businesses and community members to benefit students at ACA II. Over
100 local and statewide businesses routinely donate prizes and services for the Walk-a-Thon and
Silent Auction. Community members and ACA II families take pride in volunteering at the
Christmas Tree Lot, Walk-a-thon, and Silent Auction. Our family volunteers are a great support
to our students.

ACA II Staff
There are currently ten credentialed classroom teachers at ACA II, which is one per grade
level, including Transitional Kindergarten. The Primary and Middle School levels have two
teachers each, while Elementary and Intermediate levels have three teachers each. A total of 24
classified staff members work at ACA II. Of those, two are RtI instructional aides and five are
classroom instructional aides. We also have eight staff members that teach within our enrichment
program, which includes credentialed teachers for music and physical education.
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Teacher Credentials
ACA II’s charter states that all teachers employed at ACA II will be fully qualified.
Throughout the history of ACA II, all teachers have been fully qualified to teach at their
respective levels. All substitute teachers come from the Learner-Centered Schools substitute
pool. Substitutes are interviewed by human resource personnel to ensure they are fully qualified
to substitute in our classrooms.
Teacher Education and Experience
The teaching staff at ACA II has a wide range of expertise and experiences. Over half of
the teachers at ACA II have degrees beyond a bachelor’s degree. Master’s degree subjects of
these teachers include special and general education. One teacher has a specialist degree in
school psychology and is certified as a school psychologist. Our Middle School teachers each
have single subject credentials in their primary area of instruction in addition to a multiplesubject credential. Three of our Primary and Elementary teachers have Montessori credentials or
certifications. Many of the staff members at ACA II have backgrounds in a variety of both
educational and non-educational related expertise. All of our classroom teachers have been
trained in the Lindamood-Bell instructional techniques for Seeing Stars, Visualizing and
Verbalizing, and Cloud 9.
Level

Total years teaching
(including this school year)

Years at ACA II/ACA
(including this school year)

Primary

18

3

Primary

6

2

Elementary

6

3

Elementary

12

2

Elementary

8

2.5

Intermediate

15

15

Intermediate

8

2

Intermediate

3

2

Middle

16

5

Middle

10.5

7

average

10

4.35
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Teacher Ethnicity and Gender
ACA II has worked diligently to diversify our student population and we are looking to
do the same with our staff members as currently the majority of our teachers are of Caucasian
descent. During the first year of ACA II, all classroom teachers were female. As we have
expanded, we have hired more male teachers. Currently one-fifth of our teaching staff is male.
Professional Development
Professional development is an integral part of the continued evolution of ACA II.
Teachers are encouraged to attend conferences and seminars on the school’s main philosophies
including Montessori, HET, and Positive Discipline. Our co-administrators have attended the
Charter School Development Center’s (CSDC) Leadership Institute within the past four years. In
the summer of 2013, all ACA II staff members participated in a weeklong Highly Effective
Teaching training in order to strengthen the use of HET schoolwide. That same summer, three of
our teachers, along with teachers from our sister school, ACA, attended a weeklong training with
the Critical Friends Group in order to facilitate professional learning communities. three years
ago, the majority of staff members were trained in Integrated Listening Systems, an important
component to our Primary and Elementary Program. Beginning in January of 2015, all ACA II
staff members began their training in Lindamood-Bell techniques and have partnered with
Lindamood-Bell, Inc. to bring more of their techniques to our instructional methods. Staff
members have been trained in the Seeing Stars, Visualizing & Verbalizing, and On Cloud Nine
Lindamood-Bell Programs.
In addition to conferences and seminars, the Learner-Centered Schools work together to
provide trainings at the monthly combined ACA and ACA II staff meetings. Last year, training
topics included Montessori, HET, Project Zero, and Positive Discipline. This year, the training
topics will include special education, school safety, Positive Discipline, HET, and other
important aspects of our charter. These training topics are created and presented by the staff to
meet the training needs of all staff members. Teachers at ACA II also collaborate with same
level teachers at ACA in order to train new staff members, discuss philosophies, and create new
curriculum.

WASC Accreditation History
ACA II participated in a WASC Focus on Learning visit during the 2008-2009 school
year. Following the initial self-study, ACA II was awarded WASC accreditation. The visiting
team identified the following areas of improvement: expansion and renovation of facilities,
develop spiraling science curriculum, upgrade technology, enhance school library, further
develop the SMILE program, expand funding for additional staff members, and include more
community outreach programs. ACA II has addressed these areas, as well as additional
observations made by the initial WASC visiting team.
ACA II conducted its first full self-study during the 2011-2012 school year. The WASC
visiting team assessed our program in March of 2012, awarding ACA II with K-7 grade
th
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accreditation, with a revisit after three years. In March of 2013, a smaller WASC team visited
our campus for one day to add our new 8 grade program to our accreditation. The Focus on
Learning visiting team agreed with our assessment of needs in the areas of math,
communication, and assessment. In addition, the team also identified the following areas of
improvement: create a system of recording curriculum for Intermediate and Middle School levels
that reflect state standards, develop a bridging and support system for students moving from one
level to another, analyze assessment protocols for strengths and weaknesses, improve student
performance on math assessments, and improve communication between the school and parents
regarding assessment, performance, and general school information. ACA II has worked hard to
address our three areas of need, as well as the recommended areas of improvement.
th

During the 2014-2015 school year ACA II participated in a three-year revisit. The WASC
team visited our campus in March of 2015 and awarded ACA II with a three-year accreditation,
which included a one day follow up visit in the 2015-2016 school year. The visiting team
provided a list of eleven recommendations, which included expansion of our action plan,
expansion of our online grading system, a system of assessment for our ESLRs, and the
expanded use of formative assessments. While staff disagreed with aspects of the visiting team’s
recommendations due to those recommendations coming from a single interview participant, all
recommendations were followed up with and assessed for validity with our school community.
In the Spring of 2016, a small visiting team returned for a one day visit and confirmed
our three-year accreditation until the 2017-2018 self-study. This visiting team highlighted many
of our school’s strengths and made recommendations for carrying out our action plan, as well as
shaping possibilities for areas to focus on within the next self-study. This visiting team’s
recommendations can be reviewed in the previous chapter.

Schoolwide Learner Outcomes
ACA and ACA II created nine areas of student performance that are important to 21
Century Lifelong Learners. These nine ACA II Graduate Goals guide curriculum planning and
instruction, as well as behavior expectations and community participation at ACA II. These
performance goals will serve as ACA II’s Schoolwide Learner Outcomes during this WASC
Self-Study.
st

By 8th grade, students at ACA II will be able to:
1. Communicate effectively with others orally and in writing, work
collaboratively, cooperate with others, and contribute to society.
2. Be able to organize materials and self.
3. Be able to manage time effectively.
4. Be able to set and accomplish goals.
5. Be able to work independently.
6. Identify themselves as lifelong learners.
7. Demonstrate use of Lifeskills and Lifelong guidelines in daily life.
8. Have and show respect to others and self, including respect to diversity.
9. Feel empowered to make change.
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California State Priorities
In 2016-2017, stakeholders revamped the LCAP goals to be more closely aligned to our
charter, WASC, and graduate goals. Co-administrators and some staff members combed through
the charter, our previous WASC reports, the previous LCAP goals, and our graduate goals to
identify which state priority each of the goals could be grouped under. Then, the team combined
the goals which met each state priority to create a goal with actions and measurable outcomes.
Certificated staff from ACA II made adjustments to each of the goals over the course of several
staff meetings. Then, since our two schools operate with the same philosophies and basic
programs, certificated staff from ACA and ACA II met to discuss the LCAP goals and to word
goals similarly as appropriate for both sites. The goals were shared with parents at a 2nd cup of
coffee meeting, and parents were given the chance to ask questions and make suggestions about
the goals. The final version was brought to Charter Council for approval. The LCAP was written
to reflect the goals, actions, and measurable outcomes listed in the chart below:

State Priority 1: Basic Conditions of Learning
Goal

Actions

Measurable Outcomes

To have qualified credentialed
teachers partner together in
grade level clusters with
approximately 20 students per
teacher in multi-age settings
(TK-K, 1st-3rd, 4th-6th,7th-8th).

- Hire teachers with valid CA
teaching credential.
- Group students into multi-age
level groupings.
- Encourage team teaching and
collaborative lesson planning
- Provide common planning time
for collaboration amongst teachers
and across grade levels by hiring
Fantastic Friday staff.

- 100% of teachers of core
academic subjects will hold
a valid CA teaching
credential.
- Grade levels will be
organized into multi-grade
level groupings of TK-K,
1st-3rd, 4th-6th, 7th-8th.

State Priority 2: Implementation of Common Core State Standards
Goal

Actions

Measurable Outcomes

To develop a Common Core key
concept matrix for language arts
and math and align assessments
to the key concepts in each grade
level.

- Identify 25 math and 25 language
arts key concepts for each grade
level.
- Align local assessments to reflect
key concepts for each grade level.
- Communicate key concepts matrix
to parents and stakeholders.

- By 2017-2018 school year,
the Key Concepts Matrix
will contain 25 math
concepts and 25 language
arts concepts from each
grade level from the
Common Core Standards
- By 2017-2018 school year,
assessments will reflect
those key concepts for each
grade level
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State Priority 3: Parental Involvement
Goal

Actions

Measurable Outcomes

To include parents as a vital
part of our school’s dynamics
and making them partners in
their child’s education.

- Encourage parent volunteering and
offer a wide variety of volunteering
options.
- Maintain the community network
“The Family Network” through a
Family Network Board made up of
parents and community members.
- Offer parent education on school
programs, philosophies, and curriculum
through Parent Education Program
meetings, 2nd Cup of Coffee meetings,
and archived videos
- Offer varying methods of
communication to meet the
communication needs of all families.
- Send weekly newsletters with school
philosophies, events, and news.

- Majority of parents
surveyed are satisfied or
higher on end of the year
survey.
- 85% of families sign and
return communication
policy each year.
- Provide at least one
parent education meeting
per month on school
philosophies, programs,
and/or curriculum.
- parent volunteer hours
recorded in parent
volunteer log

State Priority 4: Pupil Achievement
Goal

Actions

Students will show progress - Bridge math curriculum between the
towards or meet grade level levels.
standards in math.
- Institute new research-based math
programs, trainings, and materials based
on student needs.
- Identify all students not performing at
Proficient or above on CAASPP/local
assessments.
- Track progress/ development of each
student’s math skills over time.
- Train new staff in Lindamood-Bell On
Cloud Nine
- Offer RtI interventions and On Cloud
Nine small group support for At-risk and
struggling students.
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Measurable Outcomes
- Student achievement on the
CAASPP math test will
match or exceed the CA state
average.
- Student growth in math will
increase annually as
measured by local
assessments

California Dashboard State
Indicator: Math

Students will show progress
towards or meet grade level
standards in English
Language Arts.

- Offer RtI intervention and Seeing
Stars or Visualizing & Verbalizing small
group support for At-risk and struggling
students.
- Maintain alignment of all reading
instruction with Common Core
Standards.
- Utilize Seeing Stars and Visualizing &
Verbalizing techniques in everyday
reading instruction.
-Train new staff in Lindamood-Bell
Seeing Stars and
Visualizing/Verbalizing

- Student achievement on the
CAASPP language arts test
will match or exceed the CA
state average.
- Student growth in reading
will increase annually as
measured by such
assessments as the CAASPP
test, TOWRE tests scores,
Basic Reading Inventory
and/or STAR test scores.
California Dashboard State
Indicator: ELA
California Dashboard State
Indicator: English Learner
Progress Rate

State Priority 5: Pupil Engagement
Goal
To present a highly
successful program for all
students through critical
thinking activities,
acknowledging individual
strengths, and awareness and
celebration of diverse
learning styles.

Actions

Measurable Outcomes

- Tailor instruction and curriculum to
- 90% or better attendance
meet the diverse needs of individual
rate
students.
each year.
- Track student absences and inform
parents as their student approaches or
California Dashboard State
exceeds 10 absences.
Indicator: Chronic
- Utilize the ACA II SARB board to
Absentee
create a student attendance plan for
Dashboard
students who have an excessive amount
of absences.
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State Priority 6: School Climate
Goal
To create classroom settings
that address individual needs
with regards to academics,
emotional and physical
structure, and time
management.

Actions

Measurable Outcomes

- Maintain small class sizes of
approximately 20 students or less.
- Offer empowerment for self and
others through Positive Discipline
which encourages respect for the
individual, peers, and the
environment.
- Empower learners through Brain
Compatible learning to internalize
concepts through repetition, absence
of threat, immediate feedback, and
adequate time.
- Work to achieve mastery of basic
academic concepts and ownership by
designing curriculum based on
student strengths, interest, and choice.
- Teach and demonstrate the use of
Lifeskills and lifelong guidelines.
- Encourage cross grade level
interactions through the use of
Community Council and whole
school activities.

- 0.5% or lower suspension
rate
California Dashboard State
Indicator: Suspension Rate

Student Enrollment
ACA II’s overall student enrollment has been stable since the addition of 8th grade in
2012. Our current enrollment is 197 students in grades K-8 . Important to the school philosophy
of ACA and ACA II is small school size. Our goal is to keep our school as close to 200 students
as possible. In order to maintain this goal over time, ACA II has one class of approximately 20
students per grade level. From the 2014-2015 school year through the 2016-2017 school year, we
had a higher student transient rate than prior years. Since our program is so different from a
traditional school program, adding that many new students at older grades impacted the program.
We brought in 75 new students, not counting new kindergarteners, since the 2014-2015 school
year, with the highest number of new students in 2015-2016.
th

Student Population by Gender
ACA II’s student population has been distributed relatively evenly over time. Currently
there are few more female students than male students in our overall population. Most of our
grade levels are evenly comprised of female and male students, although a few grade levels
currently favor either males or females, which accounts for the slightly higher population of
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female students. Our lottery selection process means that the composition student gender is the
result of random chance.
Student Population by Ethnicity
During the planning process for the opening of ACA II, a goal for our school was to more
accurately match the student demographics within the Antioch Unified School District. In order
to achieve this, ACA II staff and families have worked diligently over the last ten years to spread
the word about the educational benefits of our program to all members of the community.
Especially encouraging is our percentage of Hispanic and Latino students, which has risen from
4% to 39% of our overall student population since opening ACA II. In addition, our student
population of African American and Asian students has stayed relatively steady. Our school
community continues to implement new ways of building a diverse population reflective of the
greater Antioch community.

Enrollment of Special Education Students
The education of students with special needs has always been important at ACA II. Our
philosophy of teaching to each individual child allows our population of special education
students to receive accommodations and modifications, as well as small group and individual
instruction, within their classroom setting. We are currently partnered with the Antioch Unified
School District to identify and provide services to our special education student population, but
have begun the process of becoming our own Local Education Agency within a Charter SELPA.
Beginning in the 2013-2014 school year, more special education personnel have been allotted to
our campus and we have added facilities to accommodate increased small group instruction.
ACA II’s special education population has steadily increased over the last six years from 6% to
11% of our overall student population, while AUSD’s special education population is
approximately 12%.
ACA II is proud of our work meeting the needs of diverse learners. Students who are
identified as a student with a disability under the Americans with Disabilities Act are provided
with accommodations as outlined in their Section 504 Accommodation plan. These plans are
monitored closely and updated at least once a year.
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Our school has also developed a robust Response to Intervention program, which
includes all teachers trained in the philosophies and programs of Lindamood Bell interventions,
two instructional aides assisting students in individual and small group instruction in Lindamood
Bell interventions, two instructional aides who are training in and assist students who may
benefit from Integrated Listening Systems (iLs) interventions, and curriculum tailored to the
needs of individual students. Additional RtI tiered accommodations may vary from level to level
depending on the curriculum and the needs of the students.
Students enter the RtI program through our Student Study Team (SST) process. Student
study teams are comprised of parents, staff, and other important personnel. Interventions and
accommodations are prescribed at that meeting and monitored for effectiveness are over the
trimester. SST meetings are held as needed to add or modify accommodations. If students are not
responding to a variety of RtI interventions or present with severe needs, then the student is
recommended for a special education evaluation.
ACA II Response to Intervention
Tier 1- Universal
Student Study Team (1 )
Parent Conference Regarding
Concerns
• TLCS Learning Philosophies
• Research Based Curriculum
• Montessori & Highly Effective
Teaching
• Brain Compatible Teaching
• Multiple Intelligences
• Small School/Class Sizes
• Multi-Age Groupings
• Small Group/Individualized
Instruction
• General Accommodations
•
•

st

Tier 2 - Targeted
Student Study Team (1 or 2 )
Targeted Short-term
Interventions
• Lindamood Bell Groups
• Small Group/One on One
Instruction
• Integrated Listening Systems
(iLs)
• Individualized
Instruction/Curriculum
• General Modifications/
Accommodations
•
•

st

nd

Tier 3 - Intensive
Student Study Team (2 or 3 )
Individualized Interventions
One on One Instruction
Targeted Skills/Curriculum
Individual Modifications/
Accommodations

•
•
•
•
•

nd

English Language Proficiency
In the 2017-2018 school year, approximately 10% of the students are English Learners.
This is well below the Antioch Unified School District average of 18%, but is more than twice
the percentage of English Learners enrolled in 2011 (4%). Each year, more students are entering
ACA II with diverse language backgrounds, but many are deemed English Proficient after taking
the California English Language Development Test (CELDT) in Kindergarten.
All teachers have been certified to teach English Learners and have been trained in
Specially Designed Academic Instruction in English (SDAIE) techniques as a part of that
certification process. ACA II’s instructional design model places a heavy emphasis on
differentiating instruction to meet the needs of English Learners based on their academic and
language readiness. Through the well-defined professional development plan that accompanies
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this instructional design model, teachers have been trained on a variety of instructional strategies
to be used specifically with English Learners, including the Lindamood-Bell strategies.

Supporting Data and Findings
Attendance Rates
ACA II’s Average Daily Attendance (ADA) rate has been 98% and 99% since the 20082009 school year. This rate includes apportionment attendance from independent study. The
actual attendance rate at ACA II was 95% in 2011-2012, 2012-2013, 2014-2015, 2015-2016, and
2016-2017. 2013-2014’s actual attendance rate was 96%, the highest actual percentage rate to
date at ACA II. Our school has a strict attendance policy which mirrors the Antioch Unified
School District policy of ten days of unexcused absences per child each year. If a child exceeds
fifteen absences for any reason, the family meets with the child’s teacher and other school staff
to devise a plan for better attendance. Continued absences may result in an attendance contract
between the family and the school. Our attendance policy continues to be revised each year with
input from staff and families. In 2013, ACA and ACA II formed our own Student Attendance
Review Board (SARB), which meets with families that have excessive absences. Tardiness rates
continue to be kept by the individual teachers at each level. Tardiness rates are relatively low at
ACA II and families meet with the teacher much like they do with excessive absences, if
tardiness is a problem. Families are notified when tardiness or absences exceed ten days and
continued absences are monitored closely.

Discipline
ACA II follows the discipline philosophy of Positive Discipline. As stated before, all
classrooms hold classroom meetings, based upon the Positive Discipline classroom meeting
structure, where students solve problems and plan activities utilizing an agenda. Students are
taught to discuss and solve problems peacefully following the guidelines of logical
consequences, which must be reasonable, respectful, related to the offense, and reflect
responsibility of the student who is being helped rather than punished. Behavior issues and
classroom disruptions are also resolved through discussion between the teacher and student using
Positive Discipline methods.
Suspensions and expulsions are reserved for serious behavior incidents such as physical
violence, endangering others, destruction of property, and severe behavior outbursts. In our
history, we have not expelled a student from ACA II. Suspensions occur mostly in our
Intermediate and Middle School classrooms. ACA II staff instituted a discipline policy in 2012
that allows for behaviors to be recognized by the student and corrected using the HET Lifeskills
and Lifelong Guidelines. Students are given the opportunity to reflect on inappropriate behavior
and discuss how to change the behavior with teachers and parents. The discipline steps are
leveled, which allows time for the student and teacher to change inappropriate school behaviors.
Recognitions of Misbehavior (Recs), also called Reflection Sheets by some teachers, are given to
open up dialogue between the student and teacher. Referrals lead to conferences with the teacher,
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parents, and student to correct the behavior. Suspensions are used for serious behaviors and have
lessened in the past three years due to the introduction of the new discipline policy. In 20112012, students were suspended for a total of 75 days, the most of any year at ACA II. In 20122013, suspensions dropped to 20 days, then 10 days in 2013-2014, and 9 days in 2014-2015. In
the 2015-2016 school year, our suspensions rose again to 32 days, which may be a result of a
high number of new students that year. Last year, suspensions dropped again to 8 days, an alltime low.

Socioeconomic Status
Free and Reduced Lunch
In the last three years, ACA II has seen its Free and Reduced Lunch percentages even
out. In 2010, only 24% of students qualified for the Free and Reduced Lunch program. That
quickly spiked to 36% the following year, where it stayed for four years. This year, our
percentage of students with Free and Reduced lunch rose slightly to 39%. Our Free and Reduced
lunch population continues to be lower than AUSD’s, which is 52%.
Parent Education Levels
Through the participation of our families at ACA II, it is apparent that education is
extremely important to the parents of our ACA II students. Our average parent education level
rating is a 3.34, which is above the average for the Antioch Unified School District, as well as
above the average rating of nearby elementary schools (Fremont Elementary: 2.10, Marsh
Elementary 2.24, and Kimball Elementary: 2.26). The percentage of parents with bachelor’s or
graduate degrees has increased to 52% over time, while the number of parents with at least some
college experience has increased to 85%.
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Student Performance Data
Academic Performance on CAASPP
With three years of scores on the California Assessment of Student Performance and
Progress (CAASPP), ACA II has taken time to analyze our student proficiency. Our student
proficiency improved from 2015 to 2016 in both language arts and math. In 2017, overall
language arts proficiency decreased, but math proficiency continued to increase, eclipsing the
scores of all of the schools in the surrounding district. In language arts, proficiency declined
seven percent to 44% proficiency and in math, proficiency rose three percent to 41% proficiency.
Both scores exceed the surrounding district's proficiency of 31% proficient in language arts and
19% proficient in math. Our scores were slightly below California’s average proficiency of 48%
proficient in language arts, but exceeded the state’s average of 37% proficient in math. ACA II
continues to have slightly lower proficiency levels than the average of Contra Costa County, but
is closing the gap in math proficiency.

ACA II

Language Arts
2015
2016
2017
46%
51%
44%

Math
2015
2016
31%
38%

2017
41%

CAASPP 2017
3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th
LA
44% 29% 25% 46% 33% 71% 80%
Math
41% 33% 32% 42% 17% 68% 50%

CAASPP 2016
ACA II
AUSD
Contra Costa
CA

LA
51%
33%
55%
49%

Math
38%
19%
45%
37%

CAASPP 2017
ACA II
AUSD
Contra Costa
CA

LA
44%
31%
54%
48%

Math
41%
19%
44%
37%

Looking at the CAASPP test result webpage at the change over time results, the data
shows an increase in every grade level every year in the scale scores for both ELA and math. The
percent proficiency increases when students get to 7th and 8th grade in both ELA and math. The
majority of students’ individual reports show progress: there is an increase in scale score even if
the proficiency level has not changed.
According to the CAASPP Area Achievement Level Descriptors, the ELA area with the
most number of students below standard is writing, at 34%. The ELA with the fewest number of
students above standard is listening, at 12%. The Math area with the most number of students
below standard is in concepts & procedures, at 40%.
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After reviewing our math proficiency as a part of one of our last self-study goals, we
determined that our students are making progress towards proficiency in math on both the
CAASPP test and local summative tests. Our students have demonstrated steady growth in math
on the CAASPP and local measures since the 2014-2015 school year. We believe this to be
reflective of our increased efforts with new math curriculum and increased instruction. The data
does reflect higher overall scores for older students, but that is a trend we share with our sister
school. We believe that our students become better at problem solving and creative thinking over
time, which may produce higher proficiency rates at the older grades.
Math
Proficiency
CST
Local
CAASPP

20092010

20102011

20112012

20122013

2013- 2014- 2015- 20162014 2015 2016 2017

39%
48%
42%
41%
No Data No Data No Data No Data
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Proficiency by grade
on local assessments
2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017
Math Proficiency by
grade on CAASPP
2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017

1st
76%
79%
96%

2nd
61%
38%
76%

3rd
38%
16%
70%

4th
29%
67%
85%

5th
26%
20%
50%

N/A
49%
N/A

6th
25%
74%
45%

N/A
42%
31%

7th
48%
68%
68%

N/A
55%
38%

N/A
70%
41%

8th
35%
81%
70%

3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
38%
20%
29%
23%
41%
39%
34%
34%
20%
47%
41%
59%
33%
32%
42%
17%
68%
50%

Last year, ACA II’s proficiency in language arts declined for the first time since our
students began taking the CAASPP. Several factors may have contributed to lower scores. As
stated before, our school has experienced a high turnover rate of students in the past three years.
Only 27% of students enrolled at our school for less than two years scored At or Above Standard
on the ELA CAASPP compared to 48% of students in the program for longer than two years.
Concurrently, ACA II’s percentage of students with IEP’s and 504’s, students receiving
RtI services, and English Learners have all increased in the last three years. This change in
learning needs for our students has led to a variety of intervention programs designed to increase
student skills in language arts and math. Like with math, our local data has shown student growth
for both decoding and vocabulary over time. Each level assesses reading comprehension
differently, so there is no comparative data compiled for this area. Many of our students who are
in the RtI program, have an IEP or a 504, or are an English Learner are scored below the grade
level standard for language arts. Our data shows that these students are making growth, but are
still below proficiency.
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PROFICIENCY LEVELS 2017 ELA CAASPP
Students enrolled over 2 years

3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th total percentage

Above Standard

2

4

4

0

7

0

17

19%

At Standard

3

1

5

4

4

9

26

29%

Near Standard

6

4

4

8

1

4

28

31%

Below Standard

5

6

3

1

1

2

18

20%

Students enrolled less than 2 years 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th total percentage

Above Standard

1

0

1

0

2

0

4

12%

At Standard

0

0

1

2

1

1

5

15%

Near Standard

0

3

2

1

2

1

9

27%

Below Standard

2

2

4

2

3

2

15

45%

After ACA II adopted Lindamood-Bell as a whole school program, we began tracking
reading proficiency through two main measures, Renaissance Learning’s STAR reading test and
the Test of Word Reading Efficiency, Second Edition (TOWRE). Each year, our staff reviews
these scores to better understand the impact the Lindamood-Bell program is having on our
students’ reading proficiency. In contrast to our CAASPP scores, these two measures show
growth over time for the majority of our students. Like the CAASPP, data from these two
measures shows a number of new students, EL students, and special education students
performing below average, but also shows that these students’ scores are improving from year to
year after intervention.
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Similar Schools
As a K-8 school, ACA II’s scores are only truly comparable to our sister school, ACA,
and the only K-8 Antioch Unified District school, Orchard Park. Our scores have been relatively
comparable to ACA’s for the previous two years, but showed differences in 2017, with our drop
in language arts proficiency. In previous years, ACA II’s proficiency has been higher than
Orchard Park’s in both language arts and math. In 2017, ACA II’s students had a slightly lower
language arts proficiency level, but continued to score higher levels of proficiency in math.
CAASPP 2016
ACA II
ACA
Orchard Park

LA
51%
54%
42%

Math
38%
29%
26%

CAASPP 2017
ACA II
ACA
Orchard Park

LA
44%
57%
45%

Math
41%
36%
32%

When comparing ACA II’s scores to the schools in the surrounding district, ACA II’s
scores were broken apart into third through fifth grade and sixth through eighth grade bands in
order to better compare to the surrounding district’s elementary and middle schools. For
elementary schools, the data shows that our student proficiency is below the state and country
averages, but higher than many of the other schools in the district, especially in math. ACA II
outscored all of the elementary schools in our surrounding geographical area which included
Kimball, Fremont, and Marsh. By contrast our sixth grade through eighth grade scores eclipsed
all middle schools in the district, as well as the state and county averages, in both language arts
and math. This data suggests that ACA II’s upward trend of proficiency differs from the
surrounding district. The surrounding district’s schools either maintain the level of proficiency
from nearby elementary schools or lower in proficiency as students transition from elementary to
middle school. The county and state data suggest that student proficiency is comparable from
elementary to middle school. The historical upward trend of cohort proficiency amongst ACA II
students is confirmed with this data.
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CAASPP 2017
ACA II 3rd-5th
Contra Costa 3rd-5th
CA State 3rd-5th
Kimball
Fremont
Marsh
Belshaw
Carmen Dragon
Diablo Vista
Grant
Jack London
Lone Tree
Mission
John Muir
Sutter
Turner

LA
33%
51%
45%
28%
17%
18%
27%
29%
38%
22%
29%
34%
30%
37%
32%
20%

Math
35%
46%
40%
21%
9%
8%
20%
19%
32%
20%
23%
28%
16%
21%
20%
21%

CAASPP 2017
ACA II 6th-8th
Contra Costa 6th-8th
CA State 6th-8th
Antioch Middle
Black Diamond
Dallas Ranch
Park

LA
61%
55%
48%
14%
20%
34%
32%

Math
45%
44%
37%
6%
9%
24%
22%

Data on Addressing the State Priorities
LCFF Priority 1
ACA II met our goals in this area. 100% of teachers are appropriately credentialed.
Charter schools are not required to follow the Williams act regarding students having their own
copies of materials for use at school and at home. Our curriculum is a mix of teacher-designed
materials, Montessori materials, and a few textbooks aligned to the Common Core Standards.
Because of our school philosophies, not all students have textbooks.
LCFF Priority 2
ACA II met the local indicator of implementing academic standards. The curriculum for
K-8 is aligned to the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and
Mathematics. Each teacher has a list to track which standards have been taught. We are in the
process of creating a Key Concepts Matrix that will contain 25 math concepts and 25 language
arts concepts from each grade level aligned to the Common Core Standards. In 2015-2016, 10
math concepts and 10 ELA concepts were selected to be key concepts for each grade level. In
2016-2017, an additional 10 concepts each were added to the matrix. In 2017-2018, 5 more
concepts will be added for each subject. We chose to create this tool to track which standards
each grade level is focused on as part of our WASC (Western Association of Schools and
Colleges) accreditation process. K-3 students use the Montessori science curriculum. 4th - 8th
grade science classes are aligned to the Next Generation Science Standards. K-3 students use the
Montessori cultural curriculum, which encompasses history and social studies. 4th - 8th grade
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students study concepts from the History-Social Science standards. In 7th or 8th grade, students
take a trimester long heath class aligned to the Health Education Content Standards. Our students
have weekly PE, music, art, pottery, and Personal Safety (Shaolin Kempo Karate). In addition,
4th through 8th grade students are offered multiple elective choices including art, roller skating,
second language, and STEM. Our school's Graduate Goals share some overlap with the Career
Technical Education standards.
LCFF Priority 3
ACA II met the local indicator goal of seeking parental involvement and input in decision
making. Our governing board, the Charter Council, is composed of parents from both our site
and our sister site, Antioch Charter Academy, as well as local community members. We chose to
include parents on our governing board as a way to encourage stakeholder participation in our
program. We annually survey all families to gather their opinions about what is working well and
what needs to improve in our program. The results of the survey help guide our conversations for
making adjustments to our program. We chose to survey parents as one way to gather their input
as part of our ongoing WASC self-improvement process. 2. At our small school of 204 students,
the parent volunteer log shows over 5,000 parent volunteer hours every year. Every month, there
is a "2nd cup of coffee" meeting hosted by our Family Network, providing opportunity for
parents to learn about upcoming events on campus from the Family Network and from a staff
member representative. These meetings also are a forum for sharing information about LCAP,
WASC, and school philosophies. We chose to offer monthly meetings for parents as a way to
build connections between families and staff.
LCFF Priority 4
A review of our spring 2017 California Dashboard showed that the CAASPP scores for
both English Language Arts and Mathematics increased overall from 2015 to 2016, and both sets
of scores were slightly above the California state average. ACA II had no student groups two or
more performance levels below the “all student” performance. We planned to maintain that
success by continuing to have small class sizes allowing teachers to provide differentiated
instruction to small groups of students and to keep aides who provide additional intervention
support for struggling students.
The fall 2017 California Dashboard shows a decline in English Language Arts for all
students, and for all subgroups. The white population and students with disabilities declined
significantly. One possibility for this trend is that the majority of the lower scores came from
students new (2 years or fewer) to our school compared to students who have been with us for
longer than 2 years. Over the past 3 years, we have had an increase in student turnover in the
upper grade levels. Despite this decline, we still see students making progress overall on local
assessments and on the CAASPP individual reports. We did not meet our local goal of meeting
or exceeding the state average for ELA proficiency overall, although our middle school students
outperformed the state average.
Our LCAP goal for math was to meet or exceed the state proficiency average. We met
this goal. The fall 2017 Dashboard shows an orange level for all students. English Learners and
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Socioeconomically Disadvantaged students increased. Hispanic students maintained their score.
White and African American students declined, and Students with Disabilities declined
significantly.
LCFF Priority 5
ACA II has a very low chronic absenteeism rate, of only 0.9% compared to the statewide
and county average of around 11%. Our ADA is high, averaging 98%.
LCFF Priority 6
The California Dashboard shows our suspension rate as medium, at 1.9%. It is showing
as an increase on the dashboard because in the past our attendance records did not show students
as absent when suspended, and the state showed 0 days suspension for the prior year. However,
as noted above, our suspension rate has actually decreased from the prior years.
Students 4th through 8th grade participated in a student survey in Spring, 2017. The
survey includes 40 scale response questions and 2 open ended response questions to measure
student opinion about the school climate. The results of the survey indicate 100% of students feel
safe at this school. 100% of 4th through 6th grade students feel like they belong, while 95% of
7th and 8th grade students feel like they belong.
LCFF Priority 7
All students have access to a broad course of study. However, the CCI and UC a-g
requirements do not apply to us as a K-8 school.
LCFF Priority 8
Not applicable to ACA II.

Schoolwide Learner Outcomes
Overall, students are working towards mastering the Graduate Goals by the time they
finish 8th grade, especially the students who have been in our program from Primary. At this
time, we do not have a formal graduate survey that would provide us with more information on
how prepared our graduates are for high school and beyond. We currently rely on observation
and interviews of graduates and their families. Anecdotally, we hear from graduates who return
to visit our school that they are well prepared for high school. Many report using the essay
graphic organizer that they learned in Middle School to help them with writing, and that their
high school math class is “easy” because of the things they learned in Middle School. Freshmen
have told us they are the only students who know how to work on a group project and prepare
presentations in their classes.
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We currently track progress towards Graduate Goals using the Student Performance
Goals area of individual student report cards. Teachers rely on observation of students and
reflections completed by students in Intermediate and Middle to complete the section of the
report card. We do not have a system for tracking schoolwide progress towards the goals.

Survey Results
Surveys are an important part of information gathering at ACA II. Parents are surveyed at
the end of each school year on various aspects of our school. Surveys are also used throughout
the year by our staff and Family Network board to inquire about interest in new programs and
fundraisers. Students in the Intermediate and Middle School levels are surveyed at least every
two years. Elementary and Primary students are sometimes included in these surveys, usually
depending on the topics of the survey.
Student Survey
Last school year, Intermediate and Middle School students were surveyed on a variety of
topics, including expectations of performance on academic and non-academic pursuits. The
following table reflects a portion of the survey results. Students generally agree that ACA II is a
good school where students feel safe and are challenged to do their personal best.
2016-2017 Student Survey

Intermediate Students Middle School Students

Think ACA II is a good school

100% agree

87% agree

Feel successful at school

96% agree

87% agree

Feel safe at school

100% agree

100% agree

Feel a sense of belonging at school

100% agree

95% agree

Challenged to do their personal best

100% agree

88% agree

Teachers expect personal best

100% agree

95% agree

Family Survey
At the end of each school year, an electronic survey is sent out to all families. This survey
asks parents a variety of questions about our program. Last year, our survey was geared toward
many of the aspects of the WASC self-study. In 2017, overall satisfaction was 94%, with an
additional 6% stating that they were somewhat satisfied. This is higher than the 2016 survey,
which reflected 81% overall satisfaction, with an additional 12% somewhat satisfied. This rise in
satisfaction may be related to the low student turnover we experienced between the 2016-2017
and 2017-2018 school years.
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Last year’s survey noted that families thought we communicated our vision, mission, and
graduate goals well. Three-fourths of families thought that parents and families were included in
the development and monitoring of student work plans and contracts. Over 90% of families
thought that teachers responded well to the personal needs and goals of each student and
adequately instructed students through a variety of means. In addition, the majority of
respondents stated that ACA II better communicates the results of student assessments, which
was a focus on our previous action plan.
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Summary of Data Findings
The data shows that despite the changing demographic of students and turnover of
students and teachers, Antioch Charter Academy II continues to be an effective place for
students to learn.

Trends
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Increase in the number of special education students, from 6% to 11%
Increase in the number of EL students, especially in primary grades, from 4% to 10%
Free/Reduced percentage increased over time, from 24% to 39%
Increase in math proficiency over time
Decrease in ELA proficiency
Increase in both ELA and math by cohort over time
Continue to have CAASPP scores among the highest in Antioch
High teacher turnover, only 3 of 10 classroom teachers have been here longer than 3
years; 5 of 10 teachers have been here less than 2 years. No full-time teacher turnover
for 2017-2018.
Student turnover, 34 new students added to grades 3-8 within the past 2 years. Of those,
15 scored “below standard” on ELA CAASPP.
Students with disabilities, EL, African American, and socioeconomically disadvantaged
subgroups are underperforming other significant subgroups in LA
Students with Disabilities declined significantly in math on the CAASPP
We don’t have a means of tracking student progress towards the Graduate Goals, other
than the report cards which capture snapshots of students use of the Graduate Goals.
High attendance rates and low suspension rates.

Implications of the data
•

•

•

•
•

We need better progress monitoring to see why the students have dropped in ELA and
identify if there are trends in specific subgroups and/or trends with specific concepts or
skills in which students are underperforming.
We have more special education students, so we need more special education
resources. In order to have more control over the interventions the students receive, we
would need to become our own LEA for SPED. This would allow us to use our researchbased interventions, like LMB and iLs with SPED students as a regular part of their
program.
There is an increase EL students, especially at lower levels. Montessori curriculum is
picture-based, so it seems to support ELs well as they learn. More research, training or
enriched language instruction may be necessary if we continue to see an increase in EL
population in the Intermediate and/or Middle levels.
We need to better monitor special education and EL student progress to understand their
specific needs.
The Free/Reduced lunch students may not be eating breakfast regularly, so we may need
resources to help those families (investigate a breakfast program). Some families may
need help financially for field trips, so we may need to ask the Family Network for an
increase in the “scholarship” budget to cover the cost of those students attending the trips.
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•
•
•
•

•

•

The increase in math means keep doing what we are doing, our increased efforts have
paid off
An increase by cohort in ELA and Math shows students are improving over time,
differentiation is high. Our program is building well.
Teacher turnover has decreased this year. Support for new teachers has helped this trend.
High student turnover from multiple causes, have replaced a lot of students in the last two
years (34 in grades 3-8), over 70% of those 34 students are below proficiency on the
CAASPP. All grade levels should have a beginning of year assessment in place to help
determine the skill levels of new incoming students. We need to quickly identify who
needs RtI intervention groups.
ELA scores show that students are lowest in listening, but a lot of students are near
standard. Students are low in writing, but there is more of an even split between above
grade level, near grade level, and below grade level. We need to share writing instruction
across grade levels and use similar vocabulary which builds toward a standard essay.
We need to create a way to monitor student progress towards Graduate Goals.

Identified preliminary critical student learning needs
•
•
•

Students need to improve in ELA, particularly in writing and listening proficiency
Students with disabilities need to improve in both ELA and Math
Students need to be prepared for high school and beyond by mastering the graduate
goals

Important questions to be discussed in the Focus Groups
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Are there trends in curriculum and/or instruction that might account for the drop in ELA
proficiency?
Do we have any “holes” in the curriculum? What opportunities do we give students to
practice “listening” skills?
How are we bridging between levels for writing instruction?
Are there trends in curriculum and/or instruction that might account for the
underperformance of students in significant subgroups?
How effective are we at identifying which specific concepts students struggle with or
show mastery of?
Are there deficiencies in assessments that do not provide adequate data to fully
understand student proficiency in ELA and Math?
Is there a lack of data collection for academic and student learning outcomes (graduate
goals)? Could we better use the report cards to track this progress?
Is curriculum/instruction at all levels fully aligned with common core state standards and
does it lead to mastery of academic concepts?
Is there adequate curriculum and instruction for Graduate Goals at all levels? Do
students know what the Graduate Goals are and understand what it means to master each
goal at each level?
What are we doing now and what can we do better to retain staff?
How do we assess new students to determine their strengths and weaknesses?
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CHAPTER 3
SELF-STUDY FINDINGS
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CHAPTER 3: CATEGORY A
Organization
A1 Vision and Purpose Criterion
A1.1 Vision – Mission – Schoolwide Learner Outcomes – Profile
Evaluate the degree to which the development of the school’s statements has been impacted by
pertinent student/community profile data, the district LCAP, identified future global
competencies, current educational research and an overall belief that all students can learn and
be college and career ready.

The development of the mission and vision of Antioch Charter Academy II (ACA II) was
impacted by community profile data, identified future global competencies, followed current
educational research, and demonstrated an overall belief that all students can learn and be college
and career ready.
Our school is bound and guided by the statements within our charter. This document
includes our vision and mission statements, our philosophies, curriculum, governance structure,
and a vision of our academic program. The charter is renewed every five years, most recently in
2017, after being reviewed and updated by staff and the school stakeholders. ACA II is a charter
school that is considered its own Local Education Agency (LEA) for financial purposes, so there
is not a district LCAP, only the ACA II LCAP. In Spring 2017, the goals of the LCAP were
updated to reflect goals from the charter, the previous WASC document, our graduate goals and
their alignment to the State Priorities.
The mission of ACA II is to facilitate students’ educational and personal growth by
nurturing and supporting a partnership of students, teachers, families and the community; by
building upon research-based educational philosophies; and by encouraging critical thinking,
individual strengths, and diverse learning styles.
Our vision is to provide a learning environment where students of all socio-economic
levels and ethnic backgrounds embrace education, exhibit compassion, and accept personal
responsibility. The targeted student population consists of families desiring a positive and
innovative change in public education with an emphasis on individualized instruction.
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A1.2 Development/Refinement of Vision, Mission, Schoolwide Learner Outcomes
Evaluate the effectiveness of the processes that engage representatives from the entire school,
the district board, business, and the community in the development and periodic refinement of
the vision, mission, and schoolwide learner outcomes.
We believe that our mission and vision statements and Graduate Goals (ACA II’s
schoolwide learner outcomes) are up to date with 21st Century learning. However, we have not
created a process for refining the vision, mission, or Graduate Goals since their development.
The Antioch Charter Academy II Charter was developed in 2006-2007 by parents,
teachers, and community members from the original Antioch Charter Academy with the purpose
of creating a replicated school. We used the same mission, vision, and Graduate Goals as the first
Antioch Charter Academy because of its ten years of positive results with students. The main
components of our Graduate Goals stem from ideas of students, parents, and staff at that time.
The purpose of our graduate goals is to prepare our students to be lifelong learners. It is
important for us to have students who respect each other and their environment, have selfstarting goals and perseverance to complete them, while being responsible for their own learning
as well. Changes to the vision and mission must be approved by consensus of staff from both
ACA and ACA II.
We have not updated the Graduate Goals since our school began in 2007, so this is an
area of growth.

A1.3 Understanding of Vision, Mission, Schoolwide Learner Outcomes, District LCAP
Evaluate the degree to which the school ensures that students, parents, and other members of the
school’s community understand and are committed to the school’s vision, mission, and
schoolwide learner outcomes.

The school has a variety of methods for ensuring that parents and other members of the
school’s community understand and are committed to the school’s vision and mission statements
and our Graduate Goals. We currently do not spend much time making sure students understand
the school’s mission and vision, but we do work to ensure they understand and work toward
mastering the Graduate Goals.
ACA II has a Family Handbook that contains the core values of our school and is refined
regularly. When students enroll at ACA II, both parents and students sign the handbook to ensure
they understand and agree to the school vision and policies. Every whole-school weekly
newsletter opens with the vision and mission statements. There is also a weekly “blurb” in the
newsletter about one of our philosophies, research about education, or information about our
graduate goals. For staff members, there are frequent professional development meetings to
provide training and support for everyone to remain aligned in both the philosophies and
teaching practices of our school. Opportunities for staff and teachers to learn from each other is
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encouraged at a monthly combined (both ACA and ACA II) staff meeting and bi-weekly campus
staff meetings.
In surveys of Charter Council members and teachers, 100% of the respondents agreed or
strongly agreed that they are familiar with and are committed to the mission and vision of the
school. All teachers agree or strongly agree that they are familiar with the schoolwide learner
outcomes (Graduate Goals). One Charter Council member disagreed and four agreed with the
statement that they are familiar with ACA II’s schoolwide learner outcomes.
One of the suggestions from the last WASC mid-cycle visit was that students become
more familiar with the graduate goals. In response, the Elementary and Middle School teams
revised their level report cards to align the Graduate Goals portion of the report card more
closely to the language of the Graduate Goals. Teachers now use the language of the goals more
frequently throughout the day. Both Intermediate and Middle School levels have students selfreflect at the end of each trimester on their progress towards achieving these goals. Based on
their self-reflection, students set goals for the next trimester that are shared with parents during
parent conferences and/or at parent-teacher-student conferences.

A2 Governance Criterion
A2.1 Governing Board and District Administration
Determine the clarity of board policies and procedures regarding the roles of the board and
district administration, including supporting the school’s vision, mission, schoolwide learner
outcomes, monitoring student progress, engaging parent and community participation in site
governance, implementing complaint procedures, and reviewing program effectiveness in
alignment with the district LCAP requirements.

There are clear board policies and procedures regarding the roles of governing board.
Policies surrounding the governing board are detailed in the charter document, within the
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with Antioch Unified School District, and in the Charter
Council Bylaws.
The governing board (Charter Council) meets regularly to ensure the school’s mission
and vision are continually in the forefront of all decision making. The meeting schedule for the
Charter Council is posted and published annually at the beginning of each school year.
Currently, the Charter Council includes some parents from both Antioch Charter
Academy and Antioch Charter Academy II, providing parent engagement in site governance.
When an opening occurs on the Charter Council, a committee made up of staff and Charter
Council members search for, interview, and recommend candidates from parents, past parents,
and community members.
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The complaint procedures are detailed for families in the Family Handbook in the section
titled “Suggestions for Positive Communications” and for staff in the Employee Handbook in the
section titled “Internal Complaint Review.” In October 2017, the Charter Council approved a
new Uniform Complaint Procedure which was emailed to parents and will be included in future
Family Handbooks.
The Charter Council reviews and approves ACA II’s LCAP on an annual basis. There is a
need to improve the communication between the staff and the Charter Council with regards to
updates of the school’s action plan and the progress towards those goals.

A2.2 Understanding the Role of the Governing Board
Determine the extent to which there is clear, sustainable understanding regarding the
relationship between the governing board and the professional staff.

Our charter clearly lists the specific responsibilities of the Charter Council and the
responsibilities of the Administrative Team.
The Charter Council’s primary role is monitoring and maintaining the Mission and
Vision of the Antioch Charter Academy and overseeing academic and financial accountability.
The designation of duties and responsibilities for professional staff were developed by
ACA and ACA II staff and are found in the Employee Handbook as well as additional job
description addendums. These have been viewed and approved by the Charter Council. Charter
Council members are selected based on their interests in maintaining the vision and mission of
ACA. This process eliminates conflicts between board members and staff because all interested
parties are working toward the same outcomes. These policies are clearly written and defined
within the charter document. The qualifications of Charter Council members and potential
Charter Council members are scrutinized by and are continuously monitored by the
administrative team and staff. At least one staff member from ACA II attends each Charter
Council meeting to give updates.

A2.3 Governing Board and Stakeholder Involvement
Evaluate the ways the school community and parents are a) informed as to how they can
participate in the school’s governance and b) engaged in the governance of the school through
their participation on the School Site Council, ELAC, district LCAP committees and other
advisory or shared decision-making groups that provide guidance or direction to the school.

An area of strength is that staff and students are highly engaged in the governance of the
school.
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There is a core group of parents that are engaged in the governance of the school, but an
area of growth for us would be to get more community members and parents involved in the
governance of the school.
Students participate in the management of their own classroom through daily class
meetings. The students and teachers decide together the procedures and guidelines that they want
to have implemented in the classroom. Any student may put items onto the class or level agenda.
Items may include requests to put together committees for event planning. Items may also be put
on the agenda for problem solving. When an issue needs a solution, each person in the class has a
chance to give an idea for a solution or voice their support or disagreement for a suggestion.
After ideas have been heard, if it is an issue that affects one or two people, the people in question
decide on a solution to try. If it is an issue that affects the entire class, the class votes on which
solution they prefer to implement. In Middle School, students take turns facilitating the
discussion of whatever is on the class meeting agenda.
One way that parents can participate in the school’s governance is by completing an
annual parent survey. This survey gathers information about parents’ opinions of certain aspects
of our school program. We use the data to help us make adjustments to the program. For
example, the end of year 2017 survey revealed that Elementary parents felt they were not well
informed about their students’ daily work. In response to this survey, the Elementary teachers
adopted the use of an app called Seesaw that allows students to take pictures of their work to
share with their teachers and their parents.
Our governing board, the Charter Council, includes parents from both our site and our
sister site as well as community members. When a seat on the Charter Council opens up, staff
actively recruits parents from the school to apply for the vacancy. This practice ensures the voice
of parents is always included in decision making process. The Family Handbook encourages all
families to attend the Charter Council meetings, and notice of Charter Council meetings is
included in newsletters to families.
The Family Network Board, made up of parent volunteers, meets together to plan school
fundraisers and events. The Family Network Board makes budget decisions about how to spend
a portion of the fundraising money to support the school and classrooms. Once a month, the
Family Network hosts a “2nd Cup of Coffee” meeting at which parents get updates and
information about things happening at our school site, and are informed about our school
philosophies and LCAP.
For the past six years, the school has hosted several “summer meetings” every summer at
which parents are invited to bring comments and concerns regarding ACA II WASC goals to
share with staff. Suggestions from these meetings have resulted in changes in school policies and
program implementation. For example, based on parent input, we looked into programs to
support students with visual processing weaknesses, found Lindamood-Bell, and implemented it
schoolwide. Additionally, we incorporated parent suggestions for improving communication.
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A2.4 Board’s Evaluation/Monitoring Procedures
Determine the degree to which there are evaluation and monitoring procedures conducted by the
district administration and reported to the governing board, including the annual LCAP
assessment of district goals and the Eight State Priorities, the review of student performance
toward career and college readiness, assessment of overall school programs and operations, and
the fiscal health of the school.
The Charter Council regularly evaluates the school’s operations and fiscal health by
reviewing budget reports, audits, and Average Daily Attendance reports. The Charter Council
also reviews and ensures that the school meets the requirements of Categorical funding
programs. Staff shares the results of the Smarter Balanced tests with the Charter Council and
discuss trends in the data. The LCAP plan and update is submitted for Charter Council approval
annually.

A2.5 Complaint and Conflict Resolution Procedures
Evaluate the effectiveness of the established governing board/school’s complaint and conflict
resolution procedures, including the ways the complaint procedures are communicated to
parents.

ACA II has a very powerful conflict resolution procedure which incorporates the respect
policy, Positive Discipline techniques, and classroom meetings. The Suggestions for Positive
Communications and respect policy are included in the Family Handbook. Students, parents, and
staff who are experiencing a conflict are encouraged to directly resolve the issue using their
Lifeskills. If that process is unsuccessful, the shareholder meets with involved parties (which
may include parents, students, and staff members) to voice their concern in a supportive
environment. Issues are usually resolved after one meeting and all sides are heard. In the event
that the conflict is not resolved through meetings with involved parties, the parties can meet with
the Co-administrative team, and then the Charter Council if necessary, in order for mediation to
occur.
In the fall of 2017, the Co-administrator team developed a draft uniform complaint
policy. The draft policy was reviewed by the certificated staff at both sites. It was then approved
by the Charter Council. Finally, copies of the policy were emailed home to families and provided
in paper version for families without email. The new policy will be included in future versions of
the Family Handbook.
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A3 Leadership
A3.1 Broad-Based and Collaborative
Determine the effectiveness of the continuous school improvement planning process to ensure
that it is broad-based, collaborative and fosters the commitment of the stakeholders.

ACA II is highly effective at using a broad-based, collaborative process to improve the
school program. A cycle of continuous school improvement is generated through a collaborative
planning process by committed stakeholders. Student achievement is viewed using assessment
data, observation, and seeing the whole child as an individual with various needs, abilities,
strengths, and weaknesses. Our small school environment allows all staff members to get to
know students individually. We pride ourselves on teaching to the whole child and our ability to
continually revise our teaching to meet student needs.
To ensure students success throughout the grade levels, teachers meet and monitor
student work on a regular basis. At the Primary and Elementary level, the teacher teams discuss
individual student progress daily and weekly based on their observations and examples of
student work. Weekly reflection books, daily work, and report cards are used in this process. At
the Intermediate level, teachers discuss individual and group progress on a weekly basis using
the students’ Weekly Work folders, daily work, report cards, weekly math and spelling
assessments, Reader Response Journals, CAASPP scores, reading logs, and computerized STAR
reading assessments. At the Middle School level, teachers meet weekly to discuss group progress
as well as council with students on an informal basis as needed based on daily work, math
assessments, report cards, STAR computerized reading tests, CAASPP scores, and writing
rubrics.
The planning process includes a variety of collaborative methods. Teachers collaborate
with their teaching partners, across grade levels, and across subjects. At every level, teachers
discuss individual students’ needs. At the end of the year, incoming fourth-grade students’
progress is discussed between the Elementary teachers and Intermediate teachers in order to plan
for the needs of the students moving up a level. A transitional meeting is held at the end of the
year for incoming seventh graders with the Intermediate and Middle School teachers so that
students can transition to the Middle School program more easily. Middle School students attend
orientation meetings with teachers and ACA II graduates that facilitate their transition into
various high schools.
A variety of assessments help teachers to implement the best teaching practices for
continuous academic improvement. ACA II is not solely focused on standardized test scores. We
are however, very assessment driven and complete many informal types of assessment
throughout the day, as well as over the course of the school year. We are monitoring for student
growth in gaining subject specific knowledge, if their needs are being met at their individual
level, and if they are being challenged academically. The staff reviews CAASPP test scores and
CELDT results annually and discuss any concerns that arise from these test results, as well as the
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general results of our individual classroom assessments. As a part of this discussion, staff may
make decisions regarding any adjustments that need to take place both within the classrooms and
the entire school community. This discussion is also carried out in a smaller group within grade
level teams. If adjustments and or changes need to be made, staff creates a plan for action to be
completed by the classroom teachers. Student growth is also discussed at staff meetings if there
is an urgent concern that we feel needs to be addressed prior to the annual discussion. Students
are encouraged to communicate with the staff regarding any concerns they may have as well
regarding both academics and assessment practices.
By implementing this variety of planning processes, schoolwide improvements increase
and individual students needs are met.
As an example of this process, ACA II has implemented the use of Lindamood-Bell
strategies to improve reading and math skills. An analysis of student observations showed an
increase in the number of students who had difficulty creating visual images in their thinking,
whether when asked to picture something in a reading passage or to picture using math
manipulatives. One of our staff members found mention of Lindamood-Bell in the research,
investigated, and shared the findings with the rest of the staff. The staff agreed to be trained in
three of the curricula of Lindamood-Bell: Seeing Stars, Visualizing and Verbalizing, and On
Cloud 9. The school paid for the training, but the staff donated their time to attend training after
hours on Friday and Saturday. As follow up to the professional development, staff received
coaching from Lindamood-Bell experts via the Internet and a robot with camera interacted with
students and staff virtually during lessons. The filming also provided feedback to teachers
afterwards. After implementing the program in 2013-2014 and seeing positive results in student
achievement, the staff decided to continue to pay for newly hired teachers to receive the training
and robot support in 2014-2015, 2015-2016, and 2016-2017. This entire process has been
collaborative, approved by staff and Charter Council along the way.

A3.2 Single School Plan for Student Achievement Correlated to Student Learning
How do staff ensure that the analysis of student achievement of the critical learner and collegeand career-readiness needs, schoolwide learner outcomes, and academic and career-readiness
standards are incorporated into the SPSA and impact the development, implementation, and
monitoring of the SPSA and the LCAP?
Student achievement data directly drives our school’s action plan. In our 2012 self-study,
three goals emerged based on the data: improved assessments, math achievement, and
communication with parents. Over the course of the past five years, the goals of the action plan
evolved during the process of preparing for our mid-cycle review and our one-day follow up
visit, as well as during our conversations about LCAP and the state priorities. The goals evolved
to become more specific and measurable as well as to incorporate the adjustments made because
of the adoption of the Common Core standards. Adjustments were made at staff meetings in
which we discussed what part of the plan was going well and what wasn’t, and teachers
brainstormed ideas for making improvements.
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For example, at the time of the 2012 self-study, the data trend was that student
performance on the state STAR test was lower for math than for language arts. We made
adjustments to the math program curriculum and to the process of assessing all subjects,
including math. We worked to align assessments to the Common Core (assessment and math
goals), to create a system for tracking student progress (assessment), and to bridge the math
vocabulary and concepts between levels (math). We observed that math scores improved. So, we
kept the successful practices that we had implemented and continued to brainstorm ideas for
increasing student math achievement. During this time, there was an increase in staff turnover,
which necessitated additional training for new teachers so that they could participate in achieving
our math goals.
In 2016-2017, the staff spent a lot of time working on updating the LCAP goals to make
them more aligned to the charter, the current Action Plan, and the state priorities. Previously, we
had two broad LCAP goals which were not specific or measurable with data. As we developed
new goals, we discussed student achievement data on local assessments and CAASPP to help us
determine what percentages of proficiency to aim for. We tried to keep expectations high while
also keeping goals realistic and achievable.

A3.3 Staff Actions/Accountability to Support Learning
Determine the effectiveness of the processes and procedures for involving staff in shared
decision-making, responsibility, and self-reflection on actions and accountability to support
student learning throughout all programs.

The processes and procedures in place that involve staff in shared decision making and
the responsibility for implementing that shared vision to support student learning are highly
effective. One of the most unique aspects of ACA II is its method of governance. ACA II is
governed in a democratic manner by teachers and staff. There is not a principal at the school as
may be found at a more traditional school. Select staff members double as “Co-Administrators”
in addition to their teaching position in order to complete the numerous duties and tasks that may
be required of a principal (See Charter, Element 4: Governance Structure). Furthermore, one
teacher in each level is designated as that level’s School Representative to assist in continuity of
information and decisions, as well as provide whole-school parent support. The daily operations
of the school are the responsibility of the Co-Administrators, along with ALL staff. Staff makes
the most important decisions through a consensus model by all staff members of both schools
(ACA and ACA II).
Decision Making Process
The original name of the first ACA school was “The Learner-Centered School.” As such,
each school puts the student at the center of all decisions. Discussion items come from and flow
through the Learner, the Faculty, the Steering Committee, and the Charter Council (see Diagram
A). Staff makes decisions in a manner that allows for each member to feel they have a voice and
to provide students with the best decisions. Staff members are encouraged to put ideas or
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suggestions on our faculty meeting agenda. Items are presented to the staff and then discussions
occur amongst all staff. If a decision needs to be made on the item, a voting session then occurs
among staff and the decision is then announced based on the voting decision. Our staff uses four
distinct processes to make decisions: Autocratic, Consultive, Democratic, and Consensus
(Diagram B). Staff makes the most important decisions through a consensus model (Diagram C)
by all staff members of both schools (ACA and ACA II).
Diagram A

Autocratic
Definitions

One person
makes
decisions.
"I decide."
Top down
decisions.

Advantages Fast, quick
decisions

Consultive

Democratic

Consensus

One person
makes decisions
with input from
others. "I decide
with input from
you." Input in
invaluable

Majority rules.
"One person,
one vote."

Collective Agreement; shared
decision by all team members.
Commitment of team
members to support the
decision once it has been
made.
"We decide.”

Input in
invaluable
Employee
opinions are
heard

Fairness
Everyone has
equal input
Those with the
most votes win

Respects individual opinion
while simultaneously
establishing one collective
decision that everyone agrees
with and supports.
Aims to be inclusive and
participatory.
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Disadvantages

Decisions
may not take
into account
how they
impact
people
/systems.
Decisions
might lead to
distrust and
low morale

People giving
input might
mistakenly think
they will have a
say in final
decision

Those with the
fewest votes
lose (someone
has to lose)
Can lead to
anger,
frustration and
people trying
to get even.
Competitive,
not cooperative
Ignores the
possibility of
compromise
Members of
minority
position may
feel less
commitment to
and reduced
sense of
responsibility
for the
decision.

When to
use

When there
are critical
time
pressures or
crises
When there
are
inconsequenti
al matters
with little
impact

When the
decision lies in
another area but
still has impact
on the team.
When specific
expertise is
required.

For quick
When the decision has a
decisions when major impact on the team or
the general
entire organization's direction.
opinion of the
team is needed
and when the
impact of the
decision is not
critical
Can be used to
speed up
results or when
the full support
of the team
isn't critical.
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Takes time and a great deal of
discussion and facilitation.
Requires group understanding
of the issues and the
willingness of team members
to share their opinions openly

Specific
Uses

*Calendar
dates (first
day school,
BTS/NPO
nights, YA,
CAASPP
testing)
*Safety
issues (CPR
training, fire
drills)
*Goods and
Services
(supply
orders, lunch
program,
orders &
money)
*Faculty
meeting dates
*Whole
School
Fundraisers

*Hot lunch
distribution
*Yearbook
distribution
*Calendar –
changing
structure
*Fair-whole
school/level
*Recess-whole
school/level
*Flyers,
newsletters,
permission slips
- level
*Classroom
procedures- level
*Parent
suggestionswhole
school/level
*Yard duty
Responsibilities
*Charter MOUs
*Staff
Development
Days

*Ideas for
whole school
fundraisers
*Event
planning
*Staff
development
topics
*Human
Resources
processes
(hiring and
training staff)

*Educational philosophy
changes
*Vision & Mission changes
*Charter document changes
*Budget expenditures
*Policies & procedures –
changes
*School structures:
(school/class size, Multi-age,
team teaching, hiring/staffing,
team make-up
*Evaluations
*Community involvement –
parent/teacher/student/staff/
*Governance
*Parent network
*Employee relations –
contracts/tenure/unions/leave/
benefits/salaries/professional
development

A3.4 Internal Communication and Planning
Evaluate the effectiveness of the existing structures for internal communication, planning, and
resolving differences among the staff or administration?

In some ways our structures for communication and planning are effective and in some
ways, they are not.
The most effective planning happens within levels. Grade level planning time occurs on
Fridays during a four-hour block of prep time. These times are designated for teachers to
collaborate, discuss, and plan for all activities and instructional strategies as a group.
ACA II staff meet at all together at least bi-monthly and also have a combined meeting
with the staff from ACA once a month. Most teachers respond quickly through email, and
sometimes levels use communication techniques such as text messages and after school informal
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meetings to discuss urgent issues. School Representatives, also called “Level Reps,” one from
each level, meet every other week with on-site ACA II Co-Administrators to communicate about
issues and discuss upcoming events. ACA II Co-Administrators meet at least every other week to
discuss ongoing issues, plan for upcoming events, develop required reports, and prepare for
future professional development for staff. Because most staff members are present on campus
each day, level teams are able to communicate quickly and efficiently between themselves
during the day. Co-administrators from both sites meet at least monthly to discuss issues that
impact both campuses. While these structures are in many ways effective, sometimes due to the
nature of our group decision making process, long-term planning takes longer than it would if
one person, such as an administrator, was making the decisions.

A4 Staff
A4.1 Qualifications and Preparation of Staff
Evaluate the procedures to ensure all staff members in all programs, including online
instruction, are qualified for their responsibilities based on employment policies and practices,
staff background, training, and preparation.

Effective policies, procedures, and practices are in place to ensure that all staff members
are prepared for their responsibilities.
The hiring process at ACA II is designed to provide the school with highly qualified
teachers. The school has a three-interview hiring process. The first interview is a way to get to
know the applicant, the second interview informs the applicant about the school, and the third
interview allows the applicant to demonstrate a lesson. All staff members are invited to attend all
the interviews. The members of the existing level the applicant is applying for are usually in
attendance at all three interviews. The third interview is usually attended by members from the
other levels. All applicants to the school are asked to give references that can be verified and
contacted. These references are contacted by the hiring team or human resources. All applicants
meet state standards for requirements of teaching such as proper credentials, education, and
background check/fingerprinting.
The school works in conjunction with the local school district, Antioch Unified School
District (AUSD), to provide support to the newly-credentialed, beginning teachers. The AUSD
provides the AUSD Teacher Induction Program (ATIP). ATIP fulfills the state requirements of
the California Clear Multiple and Single Subject Credentials, as well as the Clear Education
Specialist Credential. The program provides job-embedded professional development experience
combined with individualized support. Each new teacher is paired with a trained, experienced
teacher from the school who serves as a support provider and assists the teachers in completing
the formative assessment process. All teachers at the school are part of a teaching team. New
teachers are trained and supported by their team members throughout the day and school year.
Teams schedule time to meet and work during their joint prep time, or at other times.
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A4.2 Staff Assignment and Preparation
Evaluate the process to assign staff members and provide an appropriate orientation process,
including online instruction and focused programs, to maximize the expertise of all staff
members in relation to impact on quality student learning.

We have an effective process for assigning staff members and providing appropriate
orientation. Our plan when bringing on new teachers is to pair them with teachers experienced in
that level. As part of the hiring process, team members from each level participate in the
interview of any potential candidates to be sure that the person hired brings needed talents and
skills that are important to the team, and to be sure the entire team has a voice in making sure
they will be able to work well together. Before school starts, level teams met together to plan the
beginning of the year, particularly the first six weeks, as well as to develop a year-long theme.
Once school begins, new teachers in Primary and Elementary are in the same room as
experienced teachers, which allows the new teachers to observe procedures in place for
students. New teachers in Intermediate and Middle School levels have opportunity to observe
experienced teacher partners in action during combined class meetings. Additionally, the fourhour collaboration time on Fridays gives new teachers opportunities to ask questions as they
work with their level colleagues to plan curriculum, discuss students, and create collaborative
projects.
In 2016-2017, five new teachers were hired, out of 10 total classroom teaching positions,
and before the year started the co-administration team and veteran staff created a plan to support
the new staff with orientation and throughout the year. A teacher handbook was revised and
developed to give teachers a reference for school operational procedures and an overview of
school philosophies. There was an orientation meeting to go over some of the more important
parts of the handbook before schools started. In addition, professional development on school
philosophies was periodically given throughout the year. Before school began there was a oneday training for all staff members, including pupil supervisors and classroom aides, about
Positive Discipline, the school’s management philosophy. Several times at staff meetings, coadministrators presented information about Highly Effective Teaching strategies and set small,
manageable goals for teachers to implement in their classrooms. New teachers and an aide
attended several days of off-site training for Lindamood-Bell, which was followed by a
professional consultant via robot who continued to provide support in using the Lindamood-Bell
curriculum. Throughout the year, the veteran staff members carefully chunked the information
and the process of planning to give support to new staff to help them feel less overwhelmed. We
decided to have one co-administrator come out of the classroom in order to provide full support
to Primary and Elementary, which had three of the new staff members paired with teachers who
had been here for only one year.
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A4.3 Defining and Understanding Practices/Relationships
Evaluate the system used to communicate administrator and faculty written policies, charts,
pacing guides and handbooks that define responsibilities, operational practices, decision-making
processes, and relationships of leadership and staff. Determine the degree of clarity and
understanding of these by administration and faculty.

ACA II provides a system of communicating policies, practices, processes, and
responsibilities. There is an abundance of written policies, handbooks, decision-making
processes, and documentation of procedures. Most of these are housed on the school wiki page,
pbworks.com. All teachers are given access to the wiki page. However, the volume of these
documents may be overwhelming for new staff members. The wiki is difficult for some to
navigate, and at the beginning of the 2016-2017 year there was a delay of several months in
getting new staff members access to the wiki. That school year, ACA II started developing a
shared google drive housing, among other things, important school-wide documents.

A4.4 Support of Professional Development/Learning & Measurable Effect on Student Learning
Determine the effectiveness of the professional development support, time and resources to meet
the needs. To what measurable effect have the professional development/ learning activities,
including coaching and mentoring, had on student learning?

ACA II has an effective professional development program that has a positive impact on
student learning. ACA II prides itself of being a school that bases its educational practices on
research/data-based philosophies proven to focus on student learning. Montessori, Highly
Effective Teaching, Positive Discipline, Integrated Listening Systems, and Lindamood-Bell are
our main areas of professional development. Professional Development includes reading books
about teaching practices, bringing and sending staff members to conferences, bringing
professionals to the school to provide training and support, allowing staff to attend outside
professional development trainings, and using teachers to conduct in-house trainings. We believe
that the one reason our students out-perform students from our local school district is because of
the effectiveness of our professional development plan.
In spite of its successes, our professional development program also faces challenges.
One challenge that we have had over the past five years is the high rate of teacher turnover. We
have spent much time and money on professional development for teachers that left our school
and have had to repeat the process for new hires.
We initially invested many resources into the Lindamood-Bell program in 2014-2015,
and have continued to invest in the program based on the results of the data monitoring student
progress. During the first year of implementation, we paid for LMB trainers to come to our site
and do three full day trainings for teachers. The following summer, five new teachers were hired
and we paid for them and one of our classroom aides to go to the Lindamood-Bell headquarters
for three days to be trained in the Lindamood-Bell techniques the other staff members received
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the previous year. Additionally, for two years, we allocated funds for hundreds of hours of LMB
consultation support in the form of a “robot”, a state of the art communication system that
connected a Lindamood-Bell expert live to observe teachers in action with students and offer
constructive feedback on how to improve the sessions. This year, we are paying one of our welltrained RtI aides to provide additional workshops, training, and in-class support for teachers,
especially the teachers newer to the program and who did not get as much robot time the
previous year. The local data shows an increase in student reading fluency and comprehension.
In 2015-2016, one of the staff members received a grant to become trained as a Project
Lead the Way lead teacher, allowing her to train other staff members in Project Lead the Way.
This STEM curriculum has been used in Primary, Intermediate, and Middle School. It has
increased the connection between math, science and engineering for students while giving them
practice with critical thinking and problem solving. Although it is difficult to directly measure
the results of this program on student learning, it may have contributed to the growth in students’
math scores.
In 2016-2017, the staff approved paying a yearly stipend for teachers that obtain their
Montessori credentials as a means to encourage teachers to become Montessori certified. Several
of our newly hired Elementary teachers went through the year-long training program to receive
this credential. We have not measured how this has impacted student learning.
In 2017-2018, for the first time in over five years, every teacher returned to the
school. Before school began, the three teachers who had attended a week-long Highly Effective
in 2013 presented the main ideas of that philosophy to the rest of the staff, along with helpful
resources and tips for implementation.

A4.5 Supervision and Evaluation
How effective are the school’s supervision and evaluation procedures?
Our school’s supervision and evaluation procedures are effective, although perhaps
unconventional. The majority of our evaluation process for teachers is self-directed. The main
evaluation that occurs for teachers are self-reflections and goal setting at the beginning, middle,
and end of the school year. Each teacher is given a rubric at the beginning of the year including
components for Philosophies, Student Interaction, Staff Interaction, Parent Interaction, and
Teaching Methods. Teachers self-evaluate each rubric component, and then choose one goal for
themselves from each of the sections to focus towards for the year. Mid-year and at the end of
the year, teachers are given opportunity to self-reflect on their goals. The self-evaluations and
goal sheets are given to co-administrators for review. Over time, co-administrators have seen that
teachers choose appropriate goals for themselves that are beneficial to their own professional
growth and that positively impact the students and school.
In addition to the self-evaluation that each teacher uses, there is a process for formal
classroom observations and evaluations. A member of the Co-Ad team observes teachers and
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then meets with each teacher to review their observations and reflections. The Co-Ad team is
also available to meet with teachers throughout the year to discuss any issues or concerns.

A5 Resources Criterion
A5.1 Allocation Decisions and Their Impact
Evaluate the extent to which the resources are allocated to meet the school’s vision, mission, the
schoolwide learner outcomes, the critical student learning needs, the student needs identified in
the district LCAP and the SPSA, the academic standards, and the college- and career-readiness
standards. Determine the extent to which leadership and staff are involved in the resource
allocation decisions. What impact has the process for the allocation of resources made on
student learning?

Financial resources are effectively allocated at ACA II to meet the needs of students.
Small classrooms and small school size are two of the school's primary strategies for achieving
the critical student learning needs and the school-wide learner outcomes. Resource allocation
decisions are driven by these overarching school structures and are directly correlated to the
actions and services outlined in the school's LCAP. The school maintains a 21:1 student to
teacher ratio in all grade levels (kindergarten through eighth grade), along with an instructional
assistant for each team of teachers. The objectives include increased attendance rates, decreased
dropout rates, better grades, more extra activity participation and fewer behavior problems. We
firmly believe that smaller class size leads to greater student achievement and helps foster a lifelong love of learning.
Each level has an annual budget that may be spent at the teachers’ discretions for the
needs of the classroom. The Family Network holds fundraisers to earn funds for the school to be
used for designated expenditures. Through staff meetings and partner teacher meetings, teachers
decide how to spend the Family Network funds as well as an annual $5,000 school budget.
Materials are sometimes shared between classroom levels, for example, a cart of Chromebooks
or science lab materials.
Over the past four years, there has been an increase in expenditures for supporting our
struggling students with Response to Intervention programs. Teachers and aides were trained in
Lindamood-Bell and iLs (Integrated Listening Systems), two programs that are very unique to
schools, improving student auditory processing and visual processing.
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A5.2 Practices
Evaluate the effectiveness of the school’s processes in relationship to district practices for
developing an annual budget, conducting an annual audit, and at all times conducting quality
business and accounting practices, including protections against mishandling of institutional
funds.
There is an effective process for developing an annual budget, conducting an annual
audit, and conducting quality accounting practices. The school employs a financial director to set
an annual school budget and to ensure that financial resources are sufficient to sustain its
educational program. Purchases are processed and approved through the financial director, the
staff, and the Charter Council. The financial director and faculty meet to review and discuss the
school budget as needed, and factors that may affect the operating budget are reviewed (e.g.
staffing, classroom materials, capital improvements.
Annual Audits are conducted in accordance with applicable provisions of the California
Code of Regulations, with scope and responsibilities described in the audit engagement letter and
the school's charter document (Element 9 - Annual Independent Financial Audits). Policies,
procedures and internal controls have been developed to manage the financial operations of the
school, and the school’s books and records are kept in accordance with generally accepted
accounting procedures as required by applicable law.

A5.3 Facilities
Determine the extent to which the facilities enable the school to maintain a learning environment
to meet the educational health and safety needs of students.

The school's facilities are safe, functional, well-maintained, adequately meet the students'
learning needs and support the educational program. Additional portable classrooms were
installed in the summers of 2014 & 2016 to house the Response to Intervention (RtI) and Special
Education programs. Internet services in 2016 were upgraded for CAASPP testing purposes, and
the school has been awarded Energy Efficiency funds to improve interior classroom lighting,
heating/air conditioning and climate controls. Fire drills are conducted monthly, central fire
alarms and fire extinguishers are tested annually, and shelter in place drills are conducted during
the annual Great California Shake Out as part of the Site Safety Plan. Deferred Maintenance
plans are also in place to ensure facilities meet quality standards.
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A5.4 Instructional Materials and Equipment
Evaluate the effectiveness of the policies and procedures for acquiring and maintaining adequate
instructional materials and equipment, such as technology tools and software, the support
systems for technology, software, textbooks, other printed materials, library media resources,
manipulatives, and laboratory materials for instruction including online.

The policies and procedures for acquiring and maintaining adequate instructional
materials are effective. Each classroom teacher (Primary/Elementary-5, Intermediate-3, Middle
School-2) and our Enrichment Program teachers-Art (2), Music, Personal Safety, and PE are
provided appropriate funds to purchase classroom materials. Team teachers use their classroom
budgets to purchase curriculum and materials specifically for their students. Needs are assessed
and prioritized by the team of teachers, and students are given opportunities to discuss what they
would like to learn or have available to them in the classroom. Classrooms at all levels, but
especially Primary and Elementary, have an abundance of hands-on manipulatives. All levels
have classroom libraries. Intermediate and Middle have science laboratory materials.

A5.5 Well-Qualified Staff
Determine if the resources are available to hire, nurture, and provide ongoing professional
development for a well-qualified staff. Include specifics if online, IB, and/or college and career
preparation programs are in place.

Resources are available to hire and develop well-qualified staff. The teacher salary
schedule was augmented in 2016 by $1,000 to $3,000 for beginning teachers to attract and retain
new teaching staff. New teachers are trained in core school philosophies (e.g. Montessori, Highly
Effective Teaching, Positive Discipline) and have been trained in the Lindamood-Bell programs
“Seeing Stars”, "Visualizing / Verbalizing” and “On Cloud Nine Math” utilized at the school.
Staff regularly attends the annual Charter Schools Development Center Leadership Conference
and annual American Montessori Society Conference. Teachers may request to attend
professional conferences or trainings. Stipends are given to teachers who complete Montessori
credentialing, Masters, or PhD degrees.

A5.6. Long-Range Planning
Evaluate the effectiveness of these processes.

The school regularly aligns the Local Control Accountability Plan (LCAP) with longterm resource decisions to ensure students' learning needs and the school-wide learner outcomes
are met. Stakeholder input is gathered through teacher meetings, with families at Parent Network
meetings, through Parent Education Program (PEP) meetings, 2nd Cup of Coffee parent
meetings, and at monthly governing board meetings (Charter Council). Multiple staff meetings
over the course of the year include training on what LCAP is and the specific LCAP goals for
student achievement, discussion about how to measure the progress towards the goals, and
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discussion about ways to revise the LCAP goals and actions each year. Teachers also conduct
informal and formal surveys of students in the classroom, both in writing and through classroom
meeting discussions throughout the school year, and surveys about the school's outcomes and
graduate goals are sent to each family during the summer.
Stakeholder input indicated a clear desire to maintain small class sizes within a small
school setting, thus long-term resource decisions revolve around these two key components of
our school's educational philosophies and structures. Our program requires 2.29 FTE additional
teaching positions in grades K-8 versus the current student to teacher ratio in our surrounding
District. We spend approximately $200,000 more in grades K-8 each year compared to our
surrounding District in order to reduce class sizes and provide individualized instruction in all
grades. A portion of K-3 additional spending is covered by the K-3 Class Size Reduction (CSR)
funding received from the state (approximately 68%), however we do not receive any funding
from the state for reduced class sizes in grades 4 –8. We spend approximately $110,000 on 1.23
FTE certificated teaching staff in order to reduce class size in the Intermediate and Middle
School classrooms and to provide individualized instruction in these grade levels.
Individualized instruction is another key component of our educational program, and one
of our goals is to create classroom settings that address individual needs with regard to
academics, emotional and physical structure, and time management. Our small school size (K-8
of around 200 students) and small classrooms (twenty-one-to-one student to teacher ratio in each
classroom) enable teachers to check for understanding quickly and easily while more closely
engaging and monitoring students. We believe this long-range plan and allocation of resources
helps ensure all students achieve the critical student learning needs, the goals of the LCAP, the
academic standards and the school-wide learner outcomes.

A6 Resources Criterion [Charter Schools only]
A6.1 Long-range Financial (and Other Resources) Plan and Stakeholder Involvement
Evaluate the effectiveness of how the school regularly reviews its long-range plan/capital needs
(and other resources) and makes decisions about resource allocations.

The process for reviewing long-range plan/capital needs and making decisions about
resource allocations is effective. The charter school's governing authority, or Charter Council,
has ultimate responsibility for ensuring the school remains fiscally solvent with adequate
reserves, that audits are prepared and submitted on an annual basis, and that financial operations
of the school remain transparent, legal and accurate. The Charter Council and school leadership
oversee a three-year Financial Plan to ensure our school will be a long-term fiscally and
operationally sound educational organization. The plan addresses critical success factors in the
areas of staffing, enrollment projections, budgeting, cash flow, and audit requirements. The plan
is reviewed by the school’s financial director, faculty, Charter Council, and charter authorizing
agency throughout the budget reporting process. Preliminary budgets are prepared in May and
are updated during the 1 and 2 interim reporting periods to adjust assumptions regarding
st

nd
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projected revenues and expenditures. A final unaudited budget report is prepared in September,
and an independent fiscal audit of the school’s books and records is conducted annually.
Resource allocation decisions are directly related to the school's purpose and the critical
academic needs of the students. Teachers, students, and parents are integral in identifying needs
and help make decisions regarding the allocation of resources toward these needs. A complete
facility assessment was conducted in January 2016 to identify short and long-term cost estimates
for deferred maintenance items and to guide discussions regarding long-term capital needs.
Small classrooms and small school size are two of the school's primary strategies for achieving
the school-wide learner outcomes. The school maintains a 21:1 student to teacher ratio in all
grade levels (kindergarten through eighth grade), along with an instructional assistant for each
team of teachers, and firmly believes that smaller class size leads to greater student achievement.
The school has a 175-day school year that exceeds minimum pupil instructional minutes, and
believes students need more time, not less, to become self-motivated, competent, life-long
learners.

A6.2 Regular Accounting and External Audit Procedures
Comment on the effectiveness of the accounting procedures and review process to determine if
they meet the generally accepted principles of accounting and audit procedures and education
code for charter schools.
Policies, procedures and internal controls have been developed to manage the financial
operations of the school, and the school’s books and records are kept in accordance with
generally accepted accounting procedures as required by applicable law. Prior to becoming an
independent charter school in 2008, we contracted with our sponsoring district for business
services, thus most district policies and procedures were in effect for the school. The school
developed its own policies and procedures as needs were identified or when district policy
wasn’t reflective of school practice or culture. Additional procedures and internal controls were
developed due to the change to an independent charter school status (i.e. purchasing and
accounts payable procedures). The school currently contracts with an external business service
provider, Delta Managed Solutions (DMS), for administrative support services including budget
reporting, payroll, attendance accounting, and accounts payable.

A6.3 Processes for Implementation of Financial Practices
Evaluate the effectiveness of the school’s processes and protections for the following: 1) who is
authorized to sign contracts, write checks, and release institutional funds; 2) the monitoring of
payroll information; 3) the review of bank reconciliations and deposits/withdrawals of all school
financial accounts; and 4) the policies and procedures for the use of credit cards and other lines
of credit.

There are highly effective processes and protections for following sound fiscal policies
and procedures. Key personnel, including the financial director, operations manager and office
assistants, have responsibility for compliance with the fiscal policies and procedures of the
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school. The financial director and human resource manager, along with the school's business
service provider, have a shared responsibility for maintaining and monitoring payroll
information. Employee credentials and certifications are reviewed by the human resource
manager for salary placement purposes upon initial hiring. Payroll register reports are prepared
and reviewed monthly, and employee certification and sick leave balance reports are verified on
a quarterly basis.
Processes are in place to ensure the proper handling of institutional funds. Funds are
maintained at a federally insured commercial bank and are deposited in non-speculative
accounts. Bank accounts are reviewed and reconciled monthly by the financial director and
business service provider. The school's governing board, as outlined in the charter document
(Element 4, paragraph C - Charter Council Duties), is responsible for the approval and
monitoring of fiscal policies, check signing and credit card authorizations, and contractual
agreements.

A6.4 Budgeting Process — Transparency
Evaluate the effectiveness of the school’s procedures to develop and monitor its annual
budgeting process to ensure transparency and stakeholder involvement.

There is an effective process for developing an annual budget. The school employs a
financial director to set an annual school budget and to ensure that financial resources are
sufficient to sustain its educational program. Purchases are processed and approved through the
financial director, the staff, and the Charter Council. The financial director and faculty meet to
review and discuss the school budget as needed, and factors that may affect the operating budget
are reviewed (e.g. staffing, classroom materials, capital improvements). Regular budget reports
are given to the Charter Council.

A6.5 Adequate Compensation, Staffing, Reserves
To what extent does the school’s governing body provide adequate compensation to faculty,
administrators, and staff; adequate staffing for the school’s program; and reasonable
accumulation of reserves?

The school has been fiscally solvent in all years of operation and the financial plan
projects a positive ending balance through the period ending June 30, 2020. Reserve funds have
been critical in maintaining the financial stability of the school during recent uncertain economic
conditions in California. The substantial reserve fund enables the program to operate at current
funding levels without making cuts to educational quality. The school has not cut employee
salaries nor eliminated any staff in any year of operation, and employee compensation is
comparable to that of the surrounding school district.
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A6.6 Marketing Strategies
Evaluate the effectiveness of the school’s marketing strategies to support the implementation of
the developmental program, including research and information to help develop future planning.

ACA II does not currently have paid marketing strategies in place because we have a
healthy waiting list of students at all grade levels interested in enrolling, based mainly on word
of mouth and families finding our school via the internet. At this current time, the decision has
been to not put funds into a marketing program because the waiting list is so long. We have seen
an increase over time in diverse student population that has become more reflective of the
surrounding community.

A6.7 Informing the Public and Appropriate Authorities
Evaluate the effectiveness of the processes for the governing authorities and school leaders for
informing the public and appropriate governmental authorities about the financial needs of the
organization.
The school has clean audit reports for every year of operation, and audits are conducted
in accordance with applicable provisions of the California Code of Regulations. The scope and
responsibilities related to the independent financial audit are described in the annual audit
engagement letter and the school's charter document (Element 9 - Annual Independent Financial
Audits). The school prepares and submits all required fiscal reports to our charter granting
agency per state law and the terms of the school’s charter. Copies of the auditor's findings are
sent to the District and County Superintendent of Schools, the State Controller, and to the
California Department of Education by December 15th each year.
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CATEGORY A SUPPORTING EVIDENCE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Charter council and teacher surveys
School newsletters
ACA II School website
Classroom observations (Graduate Goals displayed in classrooms)
ACA II Charter Document and Memorandum of Understanding with AUSD
ACA II Mission and Vision statements
Schoolwide Graduate Goals
ACA II Family Handbook
Employee Handbook
Teacher Handbook
ACA II Staff Meetings minutes
Charter Council Meetings minutes
Middle school Graduate Goals reflection papers
Level report cards
Parent-teacher conference records
Teacher Evaluation Rubric, Goal setting examples
School Diagram “Strategies & Structures”
Small School and Small Class Size
Instructional Assistants in each level
RtI Aides/Lindamood-Bell Program/iLs aides
Enrichment Program (Art, Music, Personal Safety, PE)
Schedule of Instructional Minutes
School Calendar - 175 Days of Instruction; 6 weeks on, 1 week off
Salary schedules
Money allocated to classrooms yearly for materials (Instructional Supplies Budget)
Charter Document “Annual Independent Financial Audits” (Element 9) - description of
budgeting process and audit requirements (see also "Budgeting and Direct Funding”
Miscellaneous Charter provisions).
3 Year budget reports (reviewed by stakeholders at each reporting period)
Audit Reports and Audit Engagement letters
Policy and Procedures binder, including Banking, Purchasing and Accounts Payable
procedures
Contract with Business Service provider (Delta Managed Solutions)
Deferred Maintenance Plans
Site Safety Plans
LCAP document
Parent Network meeting agendas and minutes
Parent Education Program (PEP) meetings, 2nd Cup of Coffee meetings, archived videos
Weekly newsletter
Co-Ad meeting minutes and agendas
Corporate Bylaws
Conflict of Interest policy
Annual audit - internal control questionnaire
Comprehensive Benefits packages (medical, dental, vision, retirement, etc.)
Financial Statements and Budget Reports
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Category A Summary
The mission and vision statements of ACA II are clear and based upon high-quality
standards and a belief that all students can learn and be college and career ready. There is a need
to implement a revision process for the mission and vision statements and the graduate
goals. ACA II informs its stakeholders of the vision, mission, and graduate goals, but there is a
need to increase student understanding and buy-in of the graduate goals. One of the critical
student learning needs is for students to be prepared for high school and beyond by mastering the
graduate goals, so it is important that students know what those goals are in order to be able to
work towards them.
The governing board has clear policies and bylaws that are aligned with the school’s
purpose and support the achievement of the schoolwide learner outcomes. There is a clear
relationship between the board and the staff. The board regularly monitors the Local Control and
Accountability Plan, but there is not a regular place on the agenda for the staff to report updates
regarding the WASC action plan. Staff and students are highly engaged in the governance of the
school. There is a core group of parents that are highly engaged in the governance of the school,
but an area of growth for us is to get more community members and parents involved in the
governance of the school. ACA II has a very powerful conflict resolution procedure.
ACA II is highly effective at using a broad-based, collaborative process to improve the
school program. The processes and procedures in place that involve staff in shared decision
making and the responsibility for implementing that shared vision to support student learning are
highly effective. Student achievement data directly drives our school’s action plan. The staff
regularly monitors and refines the action plan and the LCAP based on analysis of data.
Effective policies, procedures, and practices are in place to ensure that all staff members
are prepared for their responsibilities. There is an effective process for assigning staff members
and providing appropriate orientation, a system of communicating policies, practices, processes,
and responsibilities with staff, and a professional development program that has a positive
impact on student learning.
The human, material, physical, and financial resources are sufficient and utilized
effectively and appropriately in accordance with the legal intent of the program(s) and LCAP to
support students in accomplishing the academic standards, and the graduate goals.
The governing authority and the school leadership execute responsible resource planning
for the future. ACA II has developed policies, procedures, and internal controls for managing the
financial operations that meet state laws, generally accepted practices, and ethical standards. The
school is fiscally solvent and uses sound and ethical accounting practices.
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Areas of Strength:
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Our charter clearly lists the specific responsibilities of the Charter Council and the
responsibilities of the Administrative Team.
Staff and students are highly engaged in the governance of the school. The processes and
procedures in place that involve staff in shared decision making and the responsibility for
implementing that shared vision to support student learning are highly effective.
Highly effective at using a broad-based, collaborative process to improve the school
program. A cycle of continuous school improvement is generated through a collaborative
planning process by committed stakeholders.
Effective policies, procedures, and practices are in place to ensure that all staff members
are prepared for their responsibilities. We have an effective process for assigning staff
members and providing appropriate orientation.
Effective, research-based professional development program has an positive impact on
student learning
Financial resources are effectively allocated at ACA II to meet the needs of students.
There is an effective process for developing an annual budget. conducting an annual
audit, and conducting quality accounting practices.
Policies, procedures and internal controls have been developed to manage the financial
operations of the school, and the school’s books and records are kept in accordance with
generally accepted accounting procedures as required by applicable law.

Areas of Growth:
•

•
•
•
•

Develop a process for reviewing and revising of Graduate Goals as necessary. Ensure
that the Graduate Goals are clear enough to be understood by all students K-8 and their
families, and that academic success is included among the goals.
Increase stakeholder understanding of vision, mission, and Graduate Goals. Students will
have a better chance of mastering the Graduate Goals if they know what they are.
High staff turnover rates in past years has impacted the program. Decrease teacher
turnover by providing enough support to staff.
In addition to the annual LCAP report, develop a process for regularly updating the
Charter Council about progress towards the action plan goals.
There is a core group of parents that are highly engaged in the governance of the school,
but an area of growth for us would be to get more community members and parents
involved in the governance of the school.
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CHAPTER 3: CATEGORY B
Curriculum
B1 Rigorous and Relevant Standards-Based Curriculum
B1.1 Current Educational Research and Thinking
Evaluate how effective the school uses current educational research related to the curricular
areas to maintain a viable, meaningful instructional program for students.

ACA II is highly effective in the use of current educational research- based curriculum
that consistently delivers meaningful instruction to our students.
We are proud to be a research-based school. Part of the ACA II mission statement is “...to
facilitate students’ educational and personal growth... by building upon research-based
educational philosophies.” Since ACA opened in 1997, the main philosophies of Montessori,
Highly Effective Teaching (HET), Brain Compatible Teaching, Multiple Intelligences, and
Positive Discipline have been interwoven throughout all levels to create a meaningful
instructional program for all students. Our school is unique because of the many research-based
programs we implement with fidelity.
In all levels, instructional practices are based on research found in both HET and
Montessori. Beginning in the Primary grades (TK, K, Young 6) and continuing in Elementary
(1st, 2nd, 3rd), the main philosophy used is Montessori curriculum. Students work at their own
pace on weekly contract jobs. They are given uninterrupted time and are taught to learn for
intrinsic rewards rather than external. Much of their learning involves concrete models and
multi-age groupings to facilitate cooperative learning. The Montessori curriculum is used less in
Intermediate (4th, 5th, 6th) and Middle (7th and 8th) grades, but its philosophies are still
incorporated. In Intermediate and Middle school levels, HET is based on thematic instruction
and brain research which focuses on the best methods for children to learn. It implements the
nine body-brain compatible elements. It orchestrates “being- there” experiences tied to a yearlong thematic curriculum which incorporates life skills to grow responsible citizens.
In Primary the students are given the Teele Inventory of Multiple Intelligences (TIMI)
test which determines a child’s learning strengths. Throughout the remainder of their ACA II
experience they are encouraged to build on those learning strengths. Teachers use Howard
Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligences to create lessons and activities using different
learning modalities.
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All staff are trained to implement Positive Discipline in the Classroom which are not only
a way of responding to behavior but is a whole curriculum which includes daily class meetings
which pair well with our flat model that puts the student at the center of our school. Students are
welcome to run activities and work out problems with minimal interference from teachers.
Students are given explicit instruction on Lifeskills, structures, and procedures but are
disciplined in a kind way that emphasizes freedom of choice.
In addition to the educational philosophies woven throughout the instructional program,
components of curricula used in the classroom are based on education research as well.
In 2016-2017, we adopted Bridges as the math program for 4th and 5th grades. Prior to
the adoption, many students had difficulty with the transition from 3rd grade to 4th grade
because the curriculum in Intermediate was so different from Elementary. We saw a need to
provide a bridge from the Montessori based curriculum used in the Elementary level to the
Intermediate grades and then on to the CPM (College Preparatory Mathematics) used in Middle
School. We contacted CPM and asked for their recommendation of curriculum, and their
representative told us the philosophies of Bridges prepared students well for the philosophies
used in CPM. Like Montessori and CPM, Bridges is based on a research-base of using a
concrete, exploratory style of learning with group work and critical thinking deeply based in
number sense.
In 6th grade through 8th grade, students use CPM curriculum for mathematics. CPM was
developed based on 3 research-based principles: cooperative learning, problem-based learning
and spiral review of concepts. This curriculum was used by ACA, our sister school, before we
had Middle school students. Based on the high math scores in their Middle School, we decided to
use the same curriculum and to date it has also been an effective tool for teaching math based on
student scores.
Lindamood-Bell is a research validated curriculum based on visual and auditory
processing in connection with language and math which is used throughout the school. The three
programs, Seeing Stars (phonemic awareness), Visualizing and Verbalizing (reading
comprehension) and On Cloud Nine (math), promote comprehension in all areas. We began
using Lindamood Bell in Spring of 2015 after observing a trend that more and more students
were having difficulty with auditory and visual processing and with picturing things that they
were reading or hearing. Lindamood-Bell is used for every student in Primary and Elementary.
In Intermediate and Middle School, the language of Lindamood -Bell is incorporated into daily
lessons, but typically lessons in Lindamood-Bell are done only with small groups of at-risk
students who need intervention support.
Integrated Listening Systems (iLs) is a multi-modality intervention program designed to
improve sensory-motor function, auditory processing development, and attention and
concentration improvement. One of our co-administrators heard about iLs at several seminars
about auditory processing. In the 2008-2009 school year, ACA II began using the program and
several teachers were trained to use it. Over time, the effectiveness of the program has led to its
expansion to include more pupils. The iLs methodology integrates music, movement and
language exercises for the purpose of improving brain function. The research-based program
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includes listening to Mozart music with varying frequencies of the music removed and then
replaced using the element of bone conduction to process the sound. Improvements are seen in
the vestibular sense, accessing calming behaviors, focus and concentration, improving listening
skills, reading and handwriting. The program includes three sections (Sensory Motor; Attention
and Concentration; and Reading and Auditory Processing) that are each 8 to 10 weeks in length.
K-8th grade students are recommended for the intervention according to needs such as focus,
difficulties with phonemic awareness, anxiety issues, and overall learning behaviors. The goal is
to include kindergarten and first grade students early to provide students better access to
curriculum and learning expectations. Students throughout the grades are included in the iLs
program according to their needs. In addition to movement activities, art therapy opportunities
are provided to K-8 iLs students as well.

B1.2 Academic and College- and Career-Readiness Standards for Each Area
Determine the extent to which there are defined academic standards and college-and careerreadiness standards for each subject area, course, and/or program that meet state or
national/international standards, and where applicable, expectations within courses that meet
the UC “a-g” requirements.

Every grade-level at ACA II is highly effective in incorporating the California State
Common Core Standards into their curriculum for language arts and math. Each grade level has a
list of CCCS aligned main concepts for math and language arts that students learn over the
course of the year.
K-3rd grade students use the Montessori science curriculum, which does include concepts
from the Next Generation Science Standards. 4th - 8th grade science classes are aligned to the
Next Generation Science Standards. K-3rd grade students use the Montessori cultural curriculum,
which includes concepts from the History-Social Science standards. 4th - 8th grade students study
concepts from the History-Social Science standards. In 7th or 8th grade, students take a trimester
long heath class aligned to the Health Education Content Standards. Our students have weekly
PE, music, art, pottery, and Personal Safety (Shaolin Kempo Karate) which include from
Physical Education standards and Visual and Performing Art standards. In addition, 4th through
8th grade students are offered multiple elective choices including art, roller skating, second
language, and STEM. Our school’s Graduate Goals share some overlap with the Career
Technical Education standards.
Since we are not a high school, our courses are not aligned to UC “a-g” requirements.
However, the few advanced students who pass CPM Algebra 1 or CPM Geometry are given
credit by the high schools for these classes and are allowed to start high school at their
appropriate level.
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B1.3 Congruence
Evaluate the extent to which there is congruence or consistency between the actual concepts and
skills taught, the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the
school-wide learner outcomes.

ACA II is highly effective in regards to consistency between the actual concepts and
skills taught, the academic standards, and our Graduate Goals. The concepts and skills we teach
are aligned to the Common Core standards. Beginning in Primary and throughout every level,
students are taught to use our graduate goals. They learn to set and accomplish goals, work
cooperatively, organize their materials, communicate effectively with others, work
independently, use life skills, manage time effectively, and be respectful to others. Mastering
these graduate goals enable students to be more successful in learning concepts and skills aligned
to the academic standards. Our goal is that students master these skills by the time they graduate
so that they are well prepared to be successful in high school and beyond into college and/or a
career. Each of the academic areas incorporates our graduate goals throughout. These are listed
specifically in detail in our charter in the section titled “School Wide Performance Goals.”

B1.4 Integration Among Disciplines
Evaluate to what extent is there integration among disciplines and where applicable, integration
of outsourced curriculum into the program so that curricular integrity, reliability, and security
are maintained.

ACA II is highly effective in integrating among disciplines to ensure that curricular
integrity, reliability, and security are maintained. Every level has a year-long theme, which is an
organizing concept to pull together content and skills from multiple subject areas.
In Elementary, every trimester we follow a unit for Science and Cultural where they do
reading, writing and an art activity to go with the theme. For example, this trimester we are
studying Africa, where the students explore facts about African animals, African landmarks and
art works like the Masai necklace and African Assimevo cloth.
At the Intermediate level, art, pottery, social studies, science and STEM follow a yearlong theme. For example, this year Intermediate has a theme called “Identity.” Its subthemes are
“foundation,” “change,” and “exploration.” Intermediate’s three-year curriculum plan has been
carefully laid-out to fit within each year’s theme. Social studies, science, art, pottery, student
research projects, language arts, math and STEM all reflect these themes as we teach common
core, STEM, and Next Generation Science standards. For the “foundation” theme, the students
are studying the history of mankind, ancient Egypt, matter and geometry. For “Change,” the
students are studying ancient Greece, ancient Rome, natural resources, and the changing earth.
For “exploration,” the students are studying early China, early India, the solar system and the
science of flight. We design most of our curriculum but we hire our martial arts instructor, and
use Project Lead the Way, Math Learning Center -Bridges, and Social Studies Weekly as well as
Scholastic News weekly magazines.
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In Middle School, there is a year-long theme as well as a theme for each trimester. The
two teachers collaborate together to plan integrated projects for the students. For example, during
the theme “Change” in 2016-2017, in social studies students learned how the form of
government of the 13 colonies changed as colonists fought for their independence, and in science
they studied health and how their bodies change during puberty. Students researched and
presented information about things that change the health of humans, such as lack of clean water,
lack of medicine, smoking cigarettes, exercise, alcohol use, etc. They also learned about factors
which create change in society, chose an issue related to health that they wanted to change, and
planned a social political action project to make change. Some of the students had a canned food
drive, some collected toiletries to distribute to the local homeless community, and some worked
at a soup kitchen to feed local families. Aside from connecting lessons to the theme, the teachers
look for opportunities to make connections between disciplines, such as reading and writing with
social studies as well as math and science.
Each level incorporates the Lindamood Bell curriculum into their classroom. The three
components of the curriculum are Seeing Stars, a phonemic awareness unit, Visualizing and
Verbalizing, a comprehension curriculum which uses structure words to visualize the most
important elements of a story and On Cloud Nine, which utilizes a number line and numeral
imagery to solve various mathematical equations. Teachers are trained to use the curriculum, and
we have had LMB consultants observe teachers in action with students to help maintain the
integrity of the curriculum.
Additionally, Primary, Intermediate, and Middle School participate in Project Lead the
Way, a STEM curriculum in which students use math, engineering, science content, and writing
in tandem with problem solving and critical thinking.

B1.5 Articulation and Follow-up Studies
Determine the extent to which the school articulates curricular programs and expectations with
its feed schools. Explain how the school uses follow-up studies of graduates and others to learn
about the effectiveness of the curricular program.

ACA II is highly effective in articulating curricular programs within levels as our
students transition into the next level. As a TK-8 school, we do not have feeder schools. Towards
the end of every school year, levels meet to share information about students. Primary teachers
share students’ strengths and areas that need growth with Elementary teachers. Elementary
shares with Intermediate. Intermediate shares with Middle School.
Documentation of where each 8th grade graduate should be placed in High School math is
on the last 8th grade report card. 8th grade resource students have a bridging meeting with our
staff, their current resource teacher, and the high school resource teacher.
We do not currently have formal follow-up studies of our 8th grade graduates to learn
about the effectiveness of our program. Informally, many of our former students come back to
visit our campus. They share that they are well prepared for high school.
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B2 Access to Curriculum Criterion
B2.1 Variety of Programs — Full Range of Choices
Evaluate the effectiveness of the processes to allow all students to make appropriate choices and
pursue a full range of realistic college and career and/or other educational options. Discuss how
the school ensures effective opportunities for career exploration, preparation for post- secondary
education, and pre-technical training for all students.

Our school is highly effective in allowing all students to make appropriate choices
at all grade levels based on our philosophies of HET and Montessori. Students have a solid
opportunity to explore career preparation. Since we are a TK-8 school, we do not directly
prepare students for post-secondary education: our focus is on preparing the students well for
high school so that they can be successful there in preparation for college and/or career.
The Montessori curriculum is based on choice. In Primary and Elementary each student is
assigned jobs in both Language Arts and Math that best fit their zone of proximal development.
After their contract is completed, students are given the opportunity to choose jobs according to
their interest including jobs in both Science and Cultural.
Intermediate and Middle School students get to suggest elective classes they would like
to see created. Once a schedule of electives is created, students get to choose their classes. Many
take computer coding, dance, art, crafts, gardening, sports, dance and art.
Students have a voice within classroom meetings. Any announcements, issues, and
requests are written on our grade level and classroom agenda binders. Students suggest solutions
to problems and ideas for events. Out of these meetings, students often create fundraisers for our
community or others in the world. They also create committees that run fairs, spirit days,
fundraisers, sports teams and tournaments, etc. Students always vote on subjects and teachers
follow their lead.
In Middle School, students participate in a six-week long career project. The project
includes researching of their dream job, writing resumes, participating in mock interviews
conducted by professionals, and securing a three-day job shadow. They conclude this project
with a multimedia presentation they put together for their teachers and peers.
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B2.2 Accessibility of All Students to Curriculum
Evaluate students’ access to a rigorous, relevant, and coherent curriculum across all programs
that includes real world applications. To what extent do the instructional practices of teachers
and other activities facilitate access and success for all students.

ACA II is highly effective in providing access to a rigorous, relevant, coherent
curriculum that includes many real-world applications at all grade levels. Instructional practices
of teachers facilitate access and success for all students.
In Primary, students engage in Practical Life: day to day activities such as spooning,
pouring, using tweezers and tongs, folding, sweeping, sewing, lacing, buttoning, snapping,
polishing, opening locks and using hardware tools.
Every Monday in Elementary, students receive a contract where they need to choose
jobs for the week in language arts, math and cultural studies. Normally the assignments on the
contract depend on the child’s grade and developmental level. If the child needs extra support,
then the contract will be modified to meet their needs. In Primary, students work on the same
two jobs for two consecutive days to ensure a grasp of the material. If mastery is not achieved
their contract is modified to fit their needs.
In Primary and Elementary students are placed in developmentally appropriate groups for
our Lindamood- Bell curriculum which includes: Seeing Stars (a phonemic awareness module,
which incorporates symbol imagery), Visualizing and Verbalizing (a comprehension program
which also focuses on visual imagery) and On Cloud Nine (a math-base program which utilizes
the number line to visualize various math concepts).
Field trips are planned based on the curriculum that we focus on. For instance,
Elementary visited the zoo since our focus was on Africa and classification of animals this year.
Since we follow Montessori philosophy, our classroom is a multi-age group composed of
students from the age of four to six, and six through nine. Montessori curriculum incorporates
works from simple to complex, so a student may find jobs to complement their needs. For
example, in math the materials range from simple (numerals and counters) to complex (test tube
division).
Our students gain access to our rigorous curriculum because our staff collaborates and
creates two three-year plans that strive to reinforce concepts. Grade levels collaborate as well.
For example, at the Intermediate level, students study STEM through an exploratory program
called Project Lead the Way where students can collaborate and discover creative solutions to
problems. Simultaneously, the same students are taught Next Generation Science Standards that
build-on STEM concepts. Meanwhile, Social Studies also teaches concepts that further expand
on the Intermediate goals. Furthermore, our Language Arts program allows students to read both
fiction and nonfiction about the same topics. All students are exposed to rich academic language
that is repeated in each of their classes and is expanded on by our Middle School teachers.
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In Middle School, students participate in service learning projects, in which they choose
local and global issues to impact. The first project of the year is generally whole class, or large
group. This allows 8th graders who have experience with service learning to mentor 7th graders as
a form of scaffolding. The next project is small group, in which teachers assign partners of
differing ability to work together so that the stronger students support the weaker. Finally,
students are given an individual project. A research and presentation component accompany each
project. Ties to social studies and science curriculum are made to each project, as
appropriate. Middle School students apply math concepts to real life in many ways over the
course of their time, including competing in SIFMA’s Stock Market game and in science labs.
They learn about current events with a weekly Article of the Week assignment which is used as a
springboard for discussion of controversial topics.
In addition to Common Core curriculum, our students get a rigorous curriculum
in performance-based tasks. Through gradual release and many opportunities to perform, all 1st 8th grade students are offered vocal and instrumental music. Our fine art teachers (art and
pottery) reflect and reinforce our level theme map for the year. Intermediate and Middle
schoolers do research projects in mixed age groups that culminate in group presentations. Other
times, students are required to do individual research presentations that are presented using their
choice of favored learning styles.

B2.3 Student-Parent-Staff Collaboration
Evaluate to what extent parents, students, and staff collaborate in developing, monitoring, and
revising a student’s personal learning plan and their college and career and/or other
educational goals.

ACA II is highly effective in the way that parents, students, and staff collaborates to
develop a personal learning plan while attending ACA II and beyond. This entails identifying the
learning styles which work best for each individual student. Primary give students the TIMI test
(Teele Inventory of Multiple Intelligence) to identify which style of learning works best for each
student, whether linguistic, logical-mathematical, spatial, musical, bodily-kinesthetic,
interpersonal and intrapersonal. Intermediate gives students a multiple-intelligence selfassessment at the beginning of the year that identifies strengths and weaknesses within Howard
Gardner’s areas of multiple intelligences for students, teachers, and parents. This allows teachers
to best develop the curriculum to reach the individual child based on their different intellectual
abilities. For example, to engage the musical and bodily-kinesthetic intelligences, Intermediate
teachers create songs with bodily responses to help students memorize important concepts.
Staff collaborates with parents in monitoring and revising a student’s personal learning
plan during regularly scheduled conferences, when a student is facing learning challenges, and/or
when a parent requests an accommodation for their child. Our school has a conference day in
September so that teachers can meet with parents early in the year to clarify what their child
needs. Parent-teacher conferences are regularly scheduled in November and March. We respond
to any parent’s request to adapt a student’s learning environment to support their child’s
learning. Many parents communicate with staff about their child’s specific learning needs, such
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as the need for a desk in a Montessori classroom, wearing noise-cancelling headphones to block
out surrounding noise, listening to music during work time, using special pencil grips, or being
allowed to take a time-out in a designated quiet area.
In the end-of-the-year survey, parents were asked, “How well do you feel included in the
development and monitoring of your student’s “contracts” or weekly work?” The majority,
77%, feel included or very included, 16% said they did not feel very included, and 7% said not at
all. In the comments section of the survey, most parents said that they felt informed about what
was happening in Middle School, but not so informed about what was happening at the
Elementary level. As a result, for 2017-2018, the Elementary level began using an app called
Seesaw. The students get to take pictures of their work in an iPad and get approved by the
teacher. Once the teacher approves their work the parents get notified and they get to see their
children's work.
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CATEGORY B SUPPORTING EVIDENCE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Classroom Observation
Charter
Key Concept Lists for each grade level
Philosophy books (Positive Discipline, HET, Multiple Intelligences, Brain Compatible
Teaching) Curriculum Binders
Montessori curriculum
Bridges curriculum
CPM curriculum
Lindamood-Bell curriculum
Intermediate Life Skills assignments
Practical Life Jobs in the Montessori classroom
STEM: Project Lead the Way curriculum, materials
Thematic Units - Cross-curricular integrated projects; level theme maps
Intermediate Research Presentations and research binders
Middle School Career Unit rubrics, sample presentations
Social Political Action: pictures and rubrics
Graduate Goals: report card entries, newsletters, classroom posters
Field trips on calendar; pictures on ACAII Family Facebook page
Young Authors books
Stock Market Game
Science labs
Primary and Elementary Thursday Folders
Reflection Journals - Elementary
Elementary Jobs list - 1st page LA/Math - Back page Cultural/Science
See Saw app (Elementary)
Intermediate Jobs list
Middle School mygradebook.com online grade site
Intermediate “Bucket Slips” (written compliments between peers)
RTI schedules and notes
SST notes
IEPs
Report Cards
Parent-Teacher Conference notes; on calendar twice a year; sign-up genius schedules
Staff Meeting minutes
Common Grade Level Collaboration Time on Fridays
PEP Meeting minutes
TIMI test results
Intermediate Multiple-Intelligence Test
Pictures from Friday classes /schedule
Classroom agenda binders
End of the year parent Survey
Student surveys
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Category B Summary
The curriculum of ACA II is highly effective. It is research-based, aligned to the
California Common Core standards, rigorous, student-centered, hands-on, relevant to real-life
applications, relates to our graduate goals and is integrated throughout disciplines.
We have appropriate curriculum for English Language Arts, and cohorts do make
progress in this area over time. We would like to collaborate as a staff to strengthen our writing
curriculum by bridging graphic organizers, concepts, and common vocabulary across grade
levels.
We have in place a system to modify curriculum based on the needs of individual
students, as well as an intervention curriculum. This will continue to allow our students with
disabilities to make progress in their learning.
We are highly effective at weaving our graduate goals throughout our curriculum, which
we feel will prepare students well for high school and beyond. There is a need to implement an
annual alumni survey of 8th grade graduates’ preparedness for high school to validate our
program’s areas of strength and areas of growth.

Areas of Strength:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Research based instructional practices and curriculum
Curriculum is aligned to Common Core standards
Curriculum is rigorous while meeting children at their developmental level
Integrating between disciplines through HET themes
Students are given choice in many areas including assignments and electives
Career preparation through Middle School career project
Students have a personal learning plan based on identified learning styles

Areas of Growth:
•

Implement an annual alumni survey of 8th grade graduates’ preparedness for high school
to validate our program’s areas of strength and areas of growth.
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CHAPTER 3: CATEGORY C
Instruction
C1 Challenging and Relevant Learning Experiences Criterion
C1.1 Results of Student Observations and Examining Work
Evaluate the degree to which all students are involved in challenging and relevant learning to
achieve the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the
schoolwide learner outcomes. Include how observing students working and examining student
work have informed this understanding. Provide evidence on how the school has evaluated the
degree of involvement of students with diverse backgrounds and/or abilities and how the school
has modified instruction based on these findings.

We believe ACA II is somewhat effective in involving in challenging and relevant
learning to achieve the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the
schoolwide learner outcomes.
We have evaluated our curriculum and found it relevant, challenging and available to all
students. All students are engaged in challenging and relevant learning to achieve the academic
standards. Students participate in lessons developed using the Common Core standards as well as
our schools Graduate Goals. Based on teacher observations lessons are adapted based on the
need of the individual student. Our multi-age groupings enable us to individualize the curriculum
based on the learning ability of the student.
In Primary and Elementary students are grouped based on ability in language arts and
math. All students receive instruction that meets the Common Core Standards and challenges
them. Students are instructed in small groups and one-on-one with more support when needed.
Elementary uses various learning modalities to allow students with diverse backgrounds and
abilities to work together and achieve success.
In Intermediate, students are grouped by skill level in language arts and math. Students
are instructed in a range of whole group, small group, and one-on-one instruction. This allows
students who are performing at a higher or lower skill level in each subject to learn at the pace
and instructional level that is most appropriate for them. In science and social studies students
are placed in mixed-age groups. This allows older students to lead younger students in their
learning. Younger students are then able to take on the leadership role as they move up in
Intermediate. Students are on a three-year cycle to learn all standards for each grade level.
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Students in Intermediate work on research projects each trimester. The research project
expectations are individualized to meet the needs of the student. It also correlates with the six
intelligences: math, word, body, music, nature, and picture. Students develop research skills
through the projects that will serve as a foundation for Middle School. This allows students to
practice both their presentation and public speaking skills.
Some examples of challenging and relevant learning in Middle School include research
and presentation projects across the curriculum, self-paced online programs such as Moby Max
and Khan Academy, and essay writing tied to subjects that the students are learning about
throughout the curriculum. Students also participate in trimester long Social Political Action
projects (SPAs) tied to issues students care about and are tied to the academic standards. As
students engage in these complex assignments, they are working towards their Graduate Goals.
In Middle School the students are homogeneously grouped to meet their academic needs.
This enables us to provide differentiated instruction in language arts, social studies and math.
Middle School uses a variety of student grouping to allow those with diverse backgrounds and
abilities to work together and achieve success. Teachers also provide small group and one on one
support to breakdown complex assignments into smaller chunks so that students can achieve
success.

C1.2 Student Understanding of Learning Expectations
Examine and evaluate the extent to which students understand the standards/expected
performance levels that they must achieve to demonstrate proficiency.

We believe ACA II is effective in examining and evaluating the extent to which students
understand the standards/expected performance levels that they must achieve to demonstrate
proficiency.
Through the examination of our curriculum and teaching practices we have found that
students clearly understand the performance expectations. Each level ensures understanding of
the standard by developmentally appropriate teaching practices.
In both Primary and Elementary, teachers model jobs and lessons for students in order to
give the students a picture of the expected outcome based on the Common Core Standards. For
many Montessori Math jobs and some Language Arts jobs a control of error is built into the task
which allows students to check their own work. During the lesson, examples are given and
written on a whiteboard or paper for students to refer to when completing work independently.
At the Intermediate and Middle School level students are provided with rubrics which
clearly indicate expected proficiency for most projects and writing assignments. When rubrics
are not incorporated, students are given in-depth written and oral instructions on how to
successfully complete all assignments. In Math, problems are modeled and students look at
examples of incorrect work to identify mistakes made. Also, students are able to check their own
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work to evaluate whether or not they are demonstrating proficiency. Middle School students are
given a concept checklist at the beginning of the year that they use to track their progress
towards proficiency in math.

C1.3 Differentiation of Instruction
Determine how effectively instructional staff members differentiate instruction, such as
integrating multimedia and technology, to address student needs. Evaluate the impact of this on
student learning.

Staff members effectively differentiate instruction to address student needs, which we
believe is the reason most of our students continually make progress in their learning. The school
philosophies of Montessori, HET, and Multiple Intelligences encourage teachers to find and use
what strategies work best for each individual student. The philosophies also support teaching to
mastery, which is giving students the time needed to learn a fully learn concept. There is not a
“pacing guide” that teachers must follow; rather, each teacher has the flexibility to adjust the
curriculum to best meet the needs of that class’s unique mix of students and move students along
at their own pace. Montessori’s philosophy of multi-age grouping means that students are put
into groups based on their abilities to do a job rather than by their age or grade level. Students
who progress quickly through their learning are given more complex tasks and/or are allowed to
work with older students. Students who struggle may be given a task with younger students to
help fill in the gaps in their knowledge. Montessori, HET, and Multiple Intelligence research
emphasize the importance of student choice as a means to engage students while differentiating.
Students are given many opportunities to choose how they complete an assignment, the tools
they choose to use to complete an assignment, and/or the topic of the assignment within a set of
given parameters. The elective program in 4th - 8th grade provides students with opportunities to
choose from many different interests, including computer coding, strategy games, drama,
instrumental music, art, STEM, sports, second language, and gardening.
In Primary and Elementary, each student is given an individual assignment list created
uniquely for their needs, their strengths, and their interests. This list has predetermined tasks,
called jobs in the classroom, that teachers have assigned students based on their level of mastery
with concepts and individual pacing through the material. Primary teachers give individual task
lists to students every other day. Elementary teachers give individual task lists to students
weekly. Sometimes tasks stay on a list for multiple weeks to give students more time to practice
a concept. When the teachers have determined that the student has achieved mastery of the
concept through formative assessment, that task is replaced with a new task reflecting either the
next skill in the concept or the new concept.
Technology is integrated into the curriculum at all levels. Elementary uses the Seesaw
app. Students take pictures and videos of the work they are doing throughout the school day and
it sends it to their parents. This tool allows parents to see the variety of jobs that students do each
day. Another app that we use in the classroom is Scholastic News. Each week students get a
Scholastic News magazine and the app has additional content including videos, bonus features,
as well as reads the magazine to the students.
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At the Intermediate level, students are given a weekly work assignment list that must be
completed by the end of the week. The content of their math and language arts assignments
depend on the concept mastery level of small groups of students and changes based on the
progress toward mastery of the individual or small group. Students who have mastered a concept
move forward in the curriculum, and students who need extra help are given one-on-one or small
group support. Students use the online resource IXL as a support for current lessons and
reviewing basic skills. Each trimester, students are allowed to choose a topic for a research
project. Within the project, they complete a certain number of “performances” based on a menu
of options for each of the Multiple Intelligences.
In Middle School, teachers plan and adjust weekly lessons based on the results of
assessment. If an assessment shows that students have mastered a concept, the group moves on.
If students need additional practice, time is planned for that practice in the following
week. Monday through Thursday, the schedule includes 30 minutes to one hour of independent
study time, during which teachers work one-on-one or with small groups of students to give
feedback on assignments or re-teach a concept during a mini-lesson. The math teacher gives each
student a math calendar which includes “practice options” allowing students to choose from a
variety of assignment types to complete their homework. In the reading program students are
allowed to read whatever books they are interested in. Students are, however, encouraged to
explore a variety of genres in their independent reading through the 40-book challenge.
As far as technology is concerned, students in Middle School use a variety of technology
tools to self-differentiate their learning. They use an online resource called Moby Max in Math
as well as Language Arts. The program assesses their level and gives them appropriate weekly
practice. Math students also utilize Khan Academy to give them another choice when completing
daily assignments. Students are also encouraged to use audio books to help struggling readers
with reading comprehension. In Language Arts and Social Studies, students use a website called
pbworks.com to interact with their teacher and each other through assignments like online
journals. In addition, students are given email access to their teachers outside of school hours so
that they can get one on one help online. There are a variety of other online resources and
technologies that are used for specific assignments throughout the year.
For all levels, struggling students are offered additional support from RtI aides which
include small group and one-on-one instruction. Students with 504 plans and IEPs have
additional modified assignments as appropriate.
The impact of finely tuned differentiation for each student is seen in the progress the
majority of students make every year as measured by our local assessments as well as by SBAC
assessments. Students may not be proficient, the trend in the data is that they make progress over
time.
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C2 Student Engagement Criterion
C2.1 Current Knowledge
Evaluate the extent to which teachers effectively use a variety of strategies including multimedia
and other technology in the delivery of the curriculum.

Our teachers effectively use a variety of strategies to engage students in the curriculum.
All levels have multiple “being there experiences”, also known as field trips, to give students
first-hand knowledge related to the curriculum. Teachers are trained in Lindamood-Bell (LMB)
which incorporates visual imagery in the area of phonemic awareness, comprehension and
mathematical concepts. A variety of multimedia is used to help enhance student understanding
throughout instruction of lessons, including videos, audio, websites, social media, and
PowerPoint presentations when necessary and appropriate.
In Primary/Elementary students are primarily taught using the Montessori method, where
they complete “jobs” with hands-on materials to learn and master concepts. Most lessons are
taught in small groups or one-on-one, students utilize manipulative activities to help master
concepts.
In Middle School and Intermediate students are taught using direct instruction, hands-on
activities, self-exploration/reflection, and being there experiences/field trips. If students struggle
with a lesson initially it is often re-taught in a different way. Curriculum is delivered in a variety
of methods including textbooks, videos, labs, individual/small group/whole class website
exploration, teacher or student lead class discussions, PowerPoints, and guest
lectures/presentations.

C2.2 Teachers as Coaches
Evaluate and comment on the extent to which teachers use coaching strategies to facilitate
learning for all students. Provide examples such as equitable questioning strategies, guided and
independent practice, project-based learning, and other non-didactic techniques to engage
students in their own learning.

We believe ACA II effectively uses coaching strategies to facilitate learning for all
students.
In the Primary and Elementary levels Montessori teachers facilitate learning by guiding
students to specific jobs in each curriculum area. All lessons are done either in small groups or
one on one. During a lesson, the teacher models the concept and the students work through the
problems together. In the following days, students work independently on the concept and if a
student is having difficulty with the lesson the teacher asks a series of questions to guide them
through the process.
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In the Intermediate and Middle School Levels lessons are conducted in whole class or
small groups. Equitable questioning is achieved through a variety of techniques, such as Popsicle
sticks, thumbs up/thumbs down, and silent signals. Students engage in a variety of project-based
curriculum. These projects are sometimes completed in large groups, small groups, or
individually. Students are given a clear timeline and rubric for the project. Students are given
time to work with teachers and other students on their projects at school. During this time
students are encouraged to work with teachers on any aspect of the project they need help with,
teachers are also checking on student progress. One on one time can also be scheduled with
teachers as needed.
Students in Middle school participate in social political action projects, where they guide
their learning by picking topics and issues that are of interest to them. After planning the project,
students work together to execute it. These projects involve a lot of self-reflection and self-goal
setting.
In 2015-2016, several teachers became certified to teach Project Lead the Way, a STEM
curriculum. Primary, Intermediate, and Middle School students have opportunities over the
course of the year to interact with hands-on activities, projects, and problems leading them to
solve real-world challenges.
In Lindamood-Bell training, one of the focuses is on error handling. Teachers are trained
in techniques and strategies to help guide students to the correct answer without directly stating
it. This training has allowed teachers at every level to help students engage with their own
learning.

C2.3 Examination of Student Work
Evaluate the extent to which students demonstrate a) that they are able to organize, access and
apply knowledge they already have acquired; b) that they have the academic tools to gather and
create knowledge and c) that they have opportunities to use these tools to research, inquire,
discover, and invent knowledge on their own and communicate this.

We believe ACA II is effective in evaluating the extent to which students demonstrate a)
that they are able to organize, access and apply knowledge they already have acquired; b) that
they have the academic tools to gather and create knowledge and c) that they have opportunities
to use these tools to research, inquire, discover, and invent knowledge on their own and
communicate this.
a)

Students are given opportunities to apply prior knowledge during lessons by relating new
knowledge to their own lives and allowing them to share this information with the class.
Students are also given a variety of formal and informal assessments on the standards
being taught throughout the year. In Elementary, students record their lessons and work
in their Language Arts and Math journals. They also keep some of their work in a yellow
folder to help keep it organized. In Intermediate and Middle school students are required
to keep notes for Math, Language Arts, Science, and Social Studies. Students keep these
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notes in a binder or journal and are encouraged to use them as needed to assist them with
assignments. Students are taught how to keep these binders organized. They are
evaluated on their ability to keep their binders organized.
b)

Students participate in a variety of research-based projects and assignments. As part of
these assignments students are taught good practices and tools for gaining knowledge.
For example, students are taught how to use the internet to research, how to use specific
websites as resources for information, and how to evaluate the validity of a resource.
These assignments serve as an assessment of their ability to gather and create knowledge.
In Primary/Elementary students are able to ask for lessons on any material from a
teacher, or older student. After receiving the lesson, they are able to create their own
knowledge. We also have a variety of lessons on the shelf for all three grade levels in
each curriculum area. Students are able to learn the lesson alone, with a partner, or with a
teacher’s assistance.

c)

Many of the above projects involve a presentation of the knowledge they have gained
throughout the process. These presentations are offered in a variety of formats. These
projects take place every trimester for intermediate and middle school. Primary and
Elementary students are able to use materials to make discoveries independently. The
teacher serves as a guide to facilitate student understanding.

Observation of student research presentations over time show growth in the process of
gathering, creating, and communicating knowledge. Previous 8th grade graduates have informally
communicated that they are confident when given research-based assignments in high school
because they had so many opportunities to practice at our school.

C2.4 Students Demonstrate Higher Level Thinking and Problem-Solving Skills
Evaluate and provide evidence on how well the representative samples of student work
demonstrate that students are able to think, reason, and problem solve in group and individual
activities, projects, discussions and debates, and inquiries related to investigation.

We believe ACA II is highly effective in demonstrating that students are able to think,
reason, and problem solve in group and individual activities, projects, discussions, and debates,
and inquiries related to investigation.
Many assignments and projects include rubrics that have sections relating to thinking,
reasoning, and problem solving. Students are also observed on daily basis doing these types of
tasks. Students are also often given the time to self-reflect on assignments they have completed,
field trips they went on, and debates/discussions they have taken part in.
In Primary and Elementary, students solve problems using Montessori math materials,
such as checkerboard, place value materials, and the bead stairs. Students use critical thinking
skills when reading Quickie stories, listening to stories in Visualizing and Verbalizing, and
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solving word problems in Cloud Nine groups. Students participate each year in writing their own
story for Young Author’s Night. They take their story through the entire writing process.
In Intermediate (4th and 5th) students use the Bridges math program. This program is
meant to help bridge students from elementary math into the CPM curriculum. Bridges focuses
more on word problems and exposing students to a variety of strategies to solve math problems.
Bridges also uses group work to prepare students for the group activities they will encounter in
CPM.
In Intermediate Science/STEM students work as a team in order to build a model or to
solve a complex problem. In language arts, students participate in small group and whole class
discussions about the class novel they are currently reading. Students are asked inference
questions to promote critical thinking skills. Students also participate in a three-year cycle Young
Author’s program in which they practice and perform different styles of writing (autobiography,
short stories, and poetry).
In Middle School and Intermediate (6th) students use the CPM math program. This
program is designed to have students work together in groups to discuss and debate different
ways to solve problems. Students frequently must justify their thinking and critique the
arguments of others as they work through problems, both on their own and in their groups.
In Middle School Science/STEM, students regularly have science inquiry labs,
experiments, or engineering design challenges to given them opportunity to critically think and
problem solve. In language arts students read an article of the week (AOW) and then work to
answer questions about real world problems individually as well as in groups. Students also
study rhetorical writing techniques and put those techniques into practice when they write
persuasive or argumentative essays. Students get to help peer edit these essays and evaluate each
other's arguments.
Middle School students also participate in social political action projects that directly
have to deal with problems locally and globally. Students begin the year working in large groups
on these projects, however the projects transition to small groups and individual projects by the
end of the year. Students brainstorm issues or problems that they feel passionate about and then
investigate the problems/issues. They then plan how to help with a solution. At the end of the
project students are required to do a presentation on their findings and progress towards a
solution. Students reflect on what they did well in the project and what they could do differently
next time to improve.
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C2.5 Students Use Technology to Support their Learning
Evaluate the extent to which representative samples of student work demonstrate that students
use technology to assist them in achieving the academic standards and the schoolwide learner
outcomes.

We believe ACA II is effective in demonstrating the students use technology to assist
them in achieving the academic standards and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
Students are given instructions to use specific types of technology on a variety of
assignments. A portion of the rubric often includes an assessment of how well the students used
a particular technology related to their assignment. Students who don’t have access to technology
at home are given time at school to use the technology to complete assignments.
In Primary, students may use the internet (with the help of a parent) to search a certain
topic within the homework. They are also encouraged to use Starfall to help with learning
letters/sounds and explore words with the letter sound of the week.
In Elementary, students use the Scholastic News app to have the articles read to them and
watch videos on topics in the magazine. As part of their homework assignment, students use an
online website called Moby Max to practice language arts, math, and science curriculum.
In Intermediate, students use IXL to practice math and language arts skills online. IXL is
aligned with Common Core Standards and is used for students to practice basic skills or to
enhance skills being taught in lessons throughout the week. Students are also expected to create a
research project each trimester. These research projects focus on students needing to use internet
access or books in order to learn about their topic.
Students in Middle School use a variety of technology to assist them in achieving the
academic standards. They use an online resource called Moby Max in math as well as language
arts. The program assesses their level and gives them appropriate weekly practice. Math students
also utilize Khan academy to help enhance their understanding of their daily work. Students
frequently use the internet to engage in many different research tasks. Student PowerPoints
demonstrate the use of technology in practicing ELA standards for supporting a claim and giving
relevant evidence, conducting research projects, and speaking and listening. The presentation
PowerPoint is also evidence of the use of many graduate goals including communicating
effectively, organizing self, managing time, setting and accomplishing goals, working
independently, and feeling empowered to make change. There are a variety of other online
resources and technologies that are used for specific assignments throughout the year.
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C2.6 Students Use a Variety of Materials and Resources Beyond the Textbook
Evaluate the extent to which representative samples of student work demonstrate student use of
materials and resources beyond the textbook; availability of and opportunities to access databased, original source documents and computer information networks; and experiences,
activities and resources which link students to the real world.

We believe ACA II is highly effective in demonstrating student use of materials and
resources beyond the textbook; availability of and opportunities to access data-based, original
source documents and computer information networks; and experiences, activities and resources
which link students to the real world.
Students engage in a variety of assignments that do not originate from a textbook. They
have ample opportunities to utilize their own research as well as teacher provided real world
articles to bolster learning of a given topic or subject. Students also get to take part in several
field trips throughout the year to get outside of the classroom and have being there experiences.
Guest speakers are also brought in to share real world experiences with the students when
available. In addition to the above Primary/Elementary students don’t use textbooks; instead they
primarily utilize Montessori materials to make connections to the real world.
Every other year, students in middle school math participate in a year-long Stock Market
Game, competing in teams of two with students from all over the Bay Area to increase the value
of a $100,000 online portfolio by purchasing stocks, bonds, and mutual funds.
As part of a career unit students in Middle School use a variety of online resources. At
the beginning of the unit students use an online career website to help evaluate themselves and
give them suggestions as to which careers might suit them based on interests and skills. They
also utilize the internet when crafting their resumes, writing cover letters, and conducting
research on their dream careers. Students at lower levels participate in a variety of online
assignments that help prepare them for their Middle School project.
Last year our school was recognized with a Civic Learning award of Distinction, that was
presented to us by the Chief Justice of California and the state Superintendent of public
instruction. The award was for “providing students a dynamic learning experience where they
engage in a yearlong theme program through interdisciplinary projects that connects all school
subjects.”
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C2.7 Real World Experiences
Evaluate the degree of and the effectiveness of student access to career awareness, exploration
and preparation that may include such activities such as job shadowing, internships,
apprenticeship programs, regional occupational programs, career academy programs, on-thejob training programs, community projects and other real-world experiences that have
postsecondary implications.

We believe ACA II is highly effective in providing student access to career awareness,
exploration and preparation that may include such activities such as job shadowing, internships,
apprenticeship programs, regional occupational programs, career academy programs, on-the- job
training programs, community projects and other real-world experiences that have postsecondary
implications.
Our students have more access to career exploration and preparation than most K-8
schools. Students at all levels are often required to read articles about certain professional fields
and higher education. Students are frequently asked to reflect on how their experiences at school
can help shape their future choices.
Each Middle School student is given the opportunity to participate in a six-week long
career project. The project includes securing a three-day job shadow; as well as taking part in
resume writing, mock interviews conducted by professionals, and research of their dream job.
They conclude this project with a multimedia presentation they put together for their teachers
and peers.
We feel this is a clear strength of our school program. Previous graduates often state that
the career unit was a highlight of their time here. The real-world professionals that come and
interview our students have commented that they are impressed with our students’ preparation
during the interview process. A few HR professionals have even told us that our students
interview better than many of the college graduates they interview.
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CATEGORY C SUPPORTING EVIDENCE:
Primary/Elementary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

C1.1 Student groupings, lesson plans aligned to common core
C1.2 Pictures of jobs, control of errors,
C1.3 Contracts, job card, Seesaw and scholastic apps
C2.1 LMB, Montessori materials, other hands-on materials
C2.2 Coaching strategies
C2.4 Montessori math pictures, quickie stories, Visualizing and Verbalizing, solving
word problems in Cloud Nine groups, Young Author’s
C2.5 Starfall, Scholastic News, Seesaw, Mobymax, IXL,
C2.6 Student materials and resources-Montessori, Quickie stories, LA materials, field
trips, cultural, science;

Intermediate/Middle
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

C1.1 Skill groups, lesson plans aligned to common core, research projects
C1.2 Rubrics for Math and LA
C1.3 Contracts, planners, calendars, IXL, Moby Max, Wiki
C2.1 Textbooks, videos, labs, individual/small group/whole class website exploration,
teacher or student lead class discussions, PowerPoints, and guest lectures/presentations.
C2.2 Coaching strategies
C2.4 Bridges, CPM, STEM, Young Author’s, Visualizing and Verbalizing, Inference
questions, Article of the week (AOW), Khan Academy, Persuasive/Argumentative
Essays, SPA projects
C2.5 Mobymax, Khan Academy, IXL, PowerPoints
C2.6 Student Materials and resources-textbooks, videos, labs, individual/small
group/whole class website exploration, teacher or student lead class discussions,
PowerPoints, and guest lectures/presentations, online resources, career readiness; Civic
Award of Distinction www.courts.ca.gov/35720.htm
C2.7 College and career readiness-job-shadowing, resumes, internships, apprenticeship
programs, regional occupational programs, career academy programs, on-the- job training
programs, community projects and other real-world experiences that have postsecondary
implications.
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Category C Summary
The instruction of ACA II is highly effective. All students are involved in challenging
and relevant learning. Students understand the standards/performance levels they must achieve.
Staff effectively differentiates instruction with a variety of strategies to deliver curriculum.
Teachers use coaching strategies to facilitate learning for all students. Students are able to apply
acquired knowledge and skills at higher cognitive levels. Students are able to use technology to
assist in achieving the academic standards and the schoolwide learner outcomes. Students use a
variety of materials and resources because most of our instruction is done outside of a textbook.
Students have access to career awareness, exploration, and preparation especially in Middle
School. We feel that if we continue to evaluate and improve upon all of these strengths, it will
directly impact all of our critical student learning needs.
One area of growth we identified is to look at how students with diverse backgrounds
access instruction. This is related to all three critical student learning needs. This relates to
students improving in ELA, particularly in writing and listening, as well as students with
disabilities needing to improve in both ELA and Math through examining the reasons why
certain subgroups underperform in these areas. We can then explore ways to close this
achievement gap. This also pertains to our Graduate Goals by exploring which areas need to be
improved in individual subgroups.
Our other area of growth, relating to the fact that parents aren’t always aware of how
their child is being instructed in technology and resources, also relates to all three critical
learning needs. When we use technology in the classroom, we use it across a variety of academic
areas and it is taught to all students. By helping parents understand what technologies are being
used, they can better help their child achieve success.
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Areas of Strength
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teachers effectively differentiate instruction.
ACA II has modified instruction by grouping students based on their abilities.
Students who attend ACA II are given multiple opportunities to explore various careers
in a variety of ways.
All students practice skills that will help prepare them for a career in the future.
Teachers use a variety of instructional strategies.
Students are able to think, reason, and problem solve in group and individual activities.

Areas of Growth
•

•

We need to look at how we evaluate how students with diverse backgrounds access
instruction. Teachers will analyze our students to see if there are any trends with certain
student groups in their ability to access instruction. After analysis the teachers will make
a plan to help the identified groups access instruction. By doing this we will hopefully
allow our instruction to be accessed by our entire student body.
Based on parent feedback, parents aren’t always aware of how their child is being
instructed in technology and resources. Teachers will actively utilize their newsletters,
back to school nights, and conferences to communicate to parents how technology is
being utilized in the classroom. By focusing on this, parents will feel more confident in
knowing just what technology is being used.
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CHAPTER 3: CATEGORY D
Assessment and Accountability
D1 Using Assessment to Analyze and Report Student Progress

D1.1 Professionally Acceptable Assessment Process
Evaluate the effectiveness of the school’s assessment processes. This would include the collection
of data from state, national and local sources; the disaggregation of data for ethnic groups,
socioeconomic status, and students with disabilities; and the analysis of performance that provides
feedback as to how students are meeting the expectations of the academic standards (including
Common Core) and the schoolwide learner outcomes.

ACA II has an effective school assessment process. Staff effectively use assessments to
analyze individual student progress towards meeting the academic standards and ACA II’s
Graduate Goals.
At ACA II, staff use a variety of assessment types for evaluating student progress
towards meeting the academic expectations of the standards. These include both formal and
informal, as well as formative and summative assessments. Teachers utilize various methods of
assessments including, but not limited to, observation, student work, quizzes, essays, unit tests,
trimester tests, and end of the year tests. The assessments come from a variety of sources which
may be teacher made or taken from research-based curriculum. Every trimester, teachers analyze
how students are meeting the expectations of the academic standards, as well as the schoolwide
learner outcomes (SLOs) and record that progress on report cards. Each level’s report card is
slightly different, but each gives parents feedback about how their child is progressing towards
the academic standards and the SLOs, which are our ACA II Graduate Goals.
Data which is collected, tracked, and analyzed school-wide includes the Test of Oral
Reading Efficiency (TOWRE), Renaissance Learning STAR Reading Test, Basic Reading
Inventory, end of year math assessments, and the CAASPP ELA and Math summative
assessments. Student performance data is analyzed and used to inform instruction and for a
variety of other purposes, including identifying which tier in Response to Intervention (RtI) to
put students. Students not meeting expectations of the academic standards are given time with an
RtI aide for interventions such as iLs if there is a problem with auditory processing or attention.
TOWRE scores, which measure reading fluency, are compared to STAR or Basic Reading
Inventory scores, which measure reading comprehension, to identify candidates for the
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Lindamood-Bell programs of Seeing Stars (decoding intervention) Visualizing and Verbalizing
(comprehension intervention) or On Cloud Nine (math number sense intervention).
Traditionally, the data has not been disaggregated specifically for ethnic, socioeconomic,
special needs, or English Learners. Our small school size allows us to analyze data for each
individual student without regard to subgroup status. The small size of our school means that
there are only three subgroups of statistical significance: White, Hispanic, and
Socioeconomically Disadvantaged. With the introduction of the new California Dashboard and
state indicators, we will now have access to disaggregated scores for CAASPP.
All levels at ACA II use the assessment cycle of planning curriculum, implementing
instruction, assessing progress, and analyzing assessment results to monitor student progress
toward concept mastery. Teachers plan and implement rigorous standards-based curriculum and
instruction based on previous assessment data. Students are then informally and formally
assessed throughout the instructional period to monitor progress toward mastery. Data and
observations are collected from these assessments and used to make adjustments in curriculum,
instruction, and pace. Once mastery has been determined, instruction moves on to new concepts,
but mastery is monitored through future formative and summative assessments. Concepts are
revisited as needed based on data from these formative and summative assessments. Feedback is
provided to parents through report cards, parent conferences, and level specific communication
methods. Progress toward mastery is monitored for academic concepts, as well as graduate goals.
For example, in Middle School math, the teacher backwards plans an outline of content
for the year based on the Common Core Standards for Math. As students learn a concept, the
teacher constantly informally assesses for understanding using questioning techniques, checking
and giving feedback to students while they work on problems, and observing which types of
problems are difficult for the whole group. After giving a concept quiz, the teacher analyzes the
results of the assessment. If most of the group did well, the teacher moves on to the next
concept. Students who did not do well may have a small group or one-on-one mini-lesson to
reteach the concept. If few in the group did well, the teacher plans to find another way to teach
that concept the following week while giving more in-depth application of the concept to
students who already mastered the concept. The concept is part of the spiral review built into the
homework so students have spaced opportunities to practice the concept. Students have multiple
opportunities to take a concept quiz and receive their best score in the gradebook. Students keep
track of their concept quiz scores on a progress record sheet. Parents can see concept quiz scores
on the online gradebook. Report cards show overall assessment progress, and parent teacher
conferences may include more in-depth conversations about student performance on concept
quizzes. This process is found at all levels, especially with math concepts.
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D1.2 Monitoring and Reporting Student Progress
Evaluate the effectiveness of the processes that inform and create understanding of the appropriate
stakeholders (governing board members, teachers, students, parents, business/industry
community) about student achievement of the academic standards, the college- and careerreadiness standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
ACA II is somewhat effective at informing and creating understanding of the
stakeholders about student achievement and schoolwide learner outcomes. At ACA II, teachers
have a greater understanding of student achievement of the academic standards and schoolwide
learner outcomes than other stakeholders. We are effective at communicating student
achievement of the academic standards. An area of growth for us is to create better
understanding among stakeholders of student achievement of the schoolwide learner outcomes,
our Graduate Goals.
Whole staff meetings have included time to discuss trends in CAASPP results;
information about how CELDT scores are to be used to make decisions about classifying
students as English Learners or Reclassified English Proficient, and trends from students in RtI.
Within levels, teachers discuss trends in student understanding and performance. Intermediate
and Middle School students reflect every trimester on their academic progress and their progress
towards meeting the SLOs. Parents understand student achievement from information in the
report cards and parent-teacher conferences held bi-annually.
A small group of parents attend meetings where more information is shared, such as
Parent Education Program (PEP) meetings, summer meetings, and monthly 2nd Cup of
Coffees. The Charter Council receives annual updates about student progress through sharing of
LCAP goals and progress towards those goals. In February of 2017, data reflecting the progress
of students in Lindamood-Bell was shared with the Charter Council, our governing board. In
April 2017, ACA II was awarded with a Civic Learning Award level of distinction, one of only
six schools in the state of California. The award given by the Judicial Branch of California
recognizes schools for preparing students for participation in democracy. More information can
be found at: http://www.courts.ca.gov/35720.htm. ACA II was also recognized as a 2016 STAR
Honor Roll School by the Educational Results Partnership as a school closing the achievement
gap based on student achievement outcomes. More information on that award can be found
at: http://edresults.org/HonorRoll/Star.
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The following chart lists the ways each level informs and involves stakeholders regarding
student assessment and achievement:
Primary
Parent/teacher
conferences show
parents all parts of
the assessment and
explain all parts of
report card, including
work samples from
all curricular areas,
more frequent
assessments for atrisk students. Weekly
work is sent home
with each student for
parent review.

Elementary:
Parent/teacher
conferences show
parents all parts of
the assessment and
explain all parts of
report card,
including work
samples from all
curricular areas.
Weekly work is sent
home with each
student for parent
review.

Intermediate:
Assessments go home
for a signature or are
explained to the
parent at the
conference. Student
work is also presented
at the conference and
goes home with
students weekly for
parent review.
Information is sent
home via the
newsletter and
presented at Back to
School Night.

Middle School:
Parent/teacher
conferences explain the
SLOs (graduate goals)
and the academic parts
of the report card. An
online gradebook gives
parents access to
student grades
throughout the
trimester. Each MS
math student has a list
of concept assessments
on which they record
their scores to keep
track of their progress
towards the math
CCSS.

D1.3 Monitoring the Student Growth
Evaluate the effectiveness of the system used to determine and monitor the growth and progress of
all students toward meeting the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards,
and the schoolwide learner outcomes, including the basis for which students’ grades, their growth,
and performance levels are determined.
ACA II is effective at using individual classroom systems for monitoring growth and
progress, but somewhat effective at monitoring growth and progress over the K-8th grade span.
Individual classroom teachers have successfully used their own systems to monitor the growth
and progress of all students toward meeting the academic standards and the schoolwide learner
outcomes on an annual basis. Our staff has been working on a system for tracking student
progress in key concepts over multiple years, but this has not yet been fully developed and
implemented.
At the Primary and Elementary levels, teacher observation while students work on jobs is
one of the main tools used to monitor growth. Assessments are also given individually and in
small groups to monitor progress on learned skills. Formal summative assessments are
administered to students at the end of each trimester. At the Intermediate level, student progress
is monitored through various means including observation, tracking student performance on
classwork, content quizzes, end of unit tests, summative trimester assessments, and summative
end of the year assessments. At the Middle School level, teachers use an online gradebook to
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keep track of academic scores. All of the teachers use the information they record to complete a
report card every trimester. Each level report card differs slightly, based on what the level has
decided is best. All levels use a 4, 3, 2, 1 basis for grading rather than a traditional A, B, C, D, F
grading scale. The scale communicates the following: a 4 exceeds expectations of the grade
level, a 3 meets expectations of the grade level, a 2 is close to meeting expectations of the grade
level, and 1 is not meeting expectations of the grade level. The system is effective for monitoring
growth over the course of a year, but we have struggled to find a system to track student progress
in specific concepts over multiple years. This communication tool would allow student progress
to be easily tracked across the levels with specificity of math and language arts skills.
One of the goals from the last WASC full self-study was in the area of assessment.
Specifically, we wanted to create a system to track student progress in specific concepts over
multiple years. The first step was to identify what the most important concepts for language arts
and for math were for each grade level, according to the Common Core State Standards (CCSS).
The second step was to create assessments for those concepts. The third step was to create a way
to share information from grade level to grade level. In 2015-2016, teachers began the process of
creating a Key Concept Matrix by identifying 10 key concepts for math and 10 for ELA on
which to measure student progress toward CCSS. In 2016-2017, 10 more key concepts were
identified and measured. In 2017-2018, an additional 5 concepts will be identified and included
for a total of 25 key concepts for each grade level in math and language arts. Each trimester,
teachers record the number of students proficient or not proficient on concepts and identify
which students are not proficient. A struggle in this process has been teacher turnover as prior
teachers did not always share their list of concepts with new teachers. New teachers were
sometimes unsure of what concepts were identified by the previous grade level as key. To date,
the key concept matrix has only been used by individual teachers at their own grade level. The
plan is to expand the matrix on a shared Google document to keep track of student progress
towards the standards that can be shared into the future.
One of the findings of the visiting committee from the 2015 mid-cycle visit was the need
to increase student awareness of the schoolwide learner outcomes as well as find better ways to
monitor progress towards those outcomes. As a result, Middle School level changed the report
card to include a Graduate Goals section. A self-reflection rubric was created for Middle School
students to use every trimester to measure their own progress towards the goals, and the results
of that reflection were included on the report card, with any major disagreements between the
teacher and the self-score reported by the student are discussed together with parents. Middle
School teachers made an effort to identify the use or opportunity to use graduate goals more
frequently throughout the day. The Intermediate level had already integrated the SLOs into their
report card at the time of the 2015 visit, but continue to work on ways to concretely assess
student progress. The Primary and Elementary levels have integrated the SLOs into their report
card, but continue to work on the assessment of student progress, much like the Intermediate
level. A better system to monitor progress of SLOs is still an area that needs to be improved for
lower grade levels, especially for our staff members hired within the past two years.
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The following chart is a list of assessments used at each level to determine student
performance levels and monitor student progress on academic standards and the student learner
outcomes:
Primary:
One on one
assessments for
key concepts
(Montessori and
CCSS),
observation for
graduate goals
progress

Elementary:
Trimesterly
assessments,
CAASPP for 3rd
graders, TOWRE,
End of the Year
assessment, grad
goals: checklists of
work,
observations,
reflections

Intermediate:
Math unit assessments,
spelling tests, CAASPP,
End of the year
assessments, STAR
Reading, TOWRE,
Science & Social
Studies concept tests,
grad goals: Lifeskills,
observations, work
folder, reflections/
RECs, Social Political
Action projects

Middle School:
Math unit assessments,
rubric based writing
projects, CAASPP, STAR
Reading, TOWRE, Science
& Social Studies concepts
tests, grad goals: selfassessment each trimester,
Social Political Action
projects, reflections/RECs,
planner, binder checks

D2 Using Assessment to Monitor and Modify Learning in the Classroom
D2.1 Appropriate Assessment Strategies
Evaluate the effectiveness, the appropriateness and the frequency of the assessment strategies,
especially student work, based on the programmatic goals and standards to determine student
achievement.
ACA II is highly effective with the appropriateness and frequency of assessment. A key
component of the assessment process at ACA II is the high frequency and variety of assessments
used at all levels. One of the strengths of our program is the use of formative assessment.
The small class sizes allow teachers to work with small groups and one-on-one with
students to provide daily formative assessment and give immediate feedback to students.
Summative assessments are used at least on a trimester basis, if not more frequently. Both types
of assessment vary by level, by teacher, by student, and by what is the most effective tool to
measure student achievement. Assessments are routinely evaluated and modified by the levels
for alignment to the CCSS, effectiveness, and validity. Formative assessments may change from
year to year based on content taught, student progress through the curriculum and overall
appropriateness. Summative trimesterly and yearly assessments are modified as needed, but are
often similar from year to year because they are based on the CCSS.
The following two charts outline the wide variety of formative and summative
assessments used at each level. Most assessments are formative, while end of the trimester or end
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of the year assessments are summative. The chart is organized by academic subject, along with
the frequency of the assessment.
Examples of Formative Assessments
Primary:

Elementary:

Intermediate:

Math- observation,
daily OC9, daily
assignments

Math- daily math
assignments, daily
math facts

Math- weekly math
Math- daily math
assignments,
assignments; weekly
daily/weekly math facts concept quizzes

Readingobservation, daily
assignments, daily
Seeing Stars

Reading- daily Seeing
Stars, daily Quickie
Story/ Monthly Story,
weekly Scholastic
SRA Reading
Laboratory (SRAs),
weekly paragraph of
the week

Reading- book talks,
weekly Quickie Story
or Scholastic SRA
Reading Laboratory
(SRAs), weekly
literature group/reading
comprehension
assignments

Spelling- weekly
spelling test

Spelling- weekly
spelling assignments

Grammar - weekly
grammar assignments

Grammar - weekly
grammar assignments

Spelling- daily
Seeing
Stars/Making
Words
Writing- daily
Seeing Stars

Writing- daily journal Writing- weekly
write, weekly writing writing assignment,
packets
weekly response to
literature or Lifeskills
Science- daily science
assignments
Science- weekly
science assignments
Cultural (social
studies)- daily
cultural assignments

Social Studies- weekly
cultural assignments
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Middle School:

Reading- book talks,
journal assignments,
Article of the Week
assignments (AOW)
Vocabulary- weekly
vocabulary
assignments
Writing- weekly
journal, Article of the
Week (AOW)
assignments
Science- weekly
science assignments
Social Studiesweekly cultural
assignments

Examples of Summative Assessments
Primary:

Elementary:

Math-one on
one assessments

Math- trimester CCSS Math- End of unit test
test for math

Reading-one on
one assessments

Reading- trimester
TOWRE, trimester
Basic Reading
Inventory

Writing- one on
one assessments

Intermediate:

Writing- trimester
writing prompt,
Young Authors
project

Reading-STAR Reading,
TOWRE, trimester
comprehension
assessment

Middle School:
Math- weekly concept
quizzes; trimester tests
Reading- STAR
Reading, TOWRE

Writing- writing
Writing- trimester writing projects and essays
prompt, Young Authors
project
Social Studiesconcept tests
Social Studies- concept
tests
Science- concept tests
Science- concept tests

D2.2 Demonstration of Student Achievement
Examine the effectiveness of the processes used by professional staff to use formative and
summative assessments to guide, modify and adjust curricular and instructional approaches. This
includes how professional learning communities and subject matter teams collaborate to collect,
analyze, and use assessment data for the basis of curricular and instructional decisions.
ACA II is highly effective at using assessments to guide, modify, and adjust curriculum
and instruction. Staff use of assessments to guide, modify, and adjust curriculum and
instructional approaches is at the heart of our program.
The school philosophies of Montessori, HET, and multiple intelligences encourage
teachers to find and use what strategies work best for each individual student. The philosophies
also support teaching to mastery, which gives students the time needed to fully learn a concept.
There is not a “pacing guide” that teachers must follow; rather, each teacher has the flexibility to
adjust the curriculum to best meet the needs of that class’s unique mix of students and move
students along at their own pace. Montessori’s philosophy of multi-age grouping means that
students are put into groups based on their abilities to do a job rather than by their age or grade
level. Students who progress quickly through their learning are given more complex tasks and/or
are allowed to work with older students. Students who struggle may be given a task with younger
students to help fill in the gaps in their knowledge.
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In Primary and Elementary, each student is given an individual assignment list created
uniquely for their needs, their strengths, and their interests. This list has predetermined tasks,
called jobs in the classroom, that teachers have assigned students based on their level of mastery
with concepts and individual pacing through the material. Primary teachers give individual task
lists to students every other day. Elementary teachers give individual task lists to students
weekly. Sometimes tasks stay on a list for multiple weeks to give students more time to practice
a concept. When the teachers have determined that the student has achieved mastery of the
concept through formative assessment, that task is replaced with a new task reflecting either the
next skill in the concept or the new concept.
At the Intermediate level, students are given a weekly work assignment list that are
expected to be completed by the end of the week. The content of their math and language arts
assignments depend on the concept mastery level of small groups of students and changes based
on the progress toward mastery of the individual or small group. Base levels of performance are
determined through pre-assessments and formative assessments are given to determine each
student’s progress toward mastery. Summative assessments are given at the end of a unit or
trimester in order to determine mastery of the concept and informs future instruction. If a concept
is not mastered, students will continue to practice with that concept individually or in a small
group.
In Middle School, teachers plan and adjust weekly lessons based on the results of
assessment. If an assessment shows that students have mastered a concept, the group moves on.
If students need additional practice, time is planned for that practice in the following
week. Monday through Thursday, the schedule includes 30 minutes to one hour of independent
study time, during which teachers work one-on-one or with small groups of students to give
feedback on assignments or re-teach a concept during a mini-lesson.
For all levels, struggling students are offered additional support from RtI aides in addition
to the small group and one-on-one time they get with their teachers. Teachers who notice
patterns in students lack of understanding add the students to the RtI list. For example, students
who decode well but have poor reading comprehension are recommended for the LindamoodBell Visualize/Verbalize program. Students who struggle with decoding are recommended for
Seeing Stars groups. Students who struggle with math are recommended for On Cloud Nine.
Students who have trouble with attention or auditory processing are recommended for iLs.
Teachers prioritize the lists of students, which the RtI aides use to create a schedule to work with
students for 6 - 12 weeks at a time. Students with 504 plans and IEPs have additional modified
assignments as appropriate.
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The following chart outline how each level modifies or adjusts student assignments:
Primary:
Modify/adjust
individual student
work contracts
every other day

Elementary:
Modify/adjust
individual student
work contracts
weekly.

Intermediate:
Modify/adjust
small group
student work
contracts weekly.

Middle School:
Pace of courses is adjusted for
small groups of students;
higher level students are
allowed to work ahead;
students needing additional
support are able to work oneon-one or in small group minilessons with teacher.
Students have access to oneon-one help from teacher
writing essays, journals, help
choosing just-right books

D2.3 Student Feedback
Using interviews and dialogue with students, evaluate the extent to which students understand the
expected level of performance based on the standards and the schoolwide learner outcomes in
relation to preparation for college, career, and life. Evaluate the effectiveness of the studentteacher interaction and monitoring of student progress based on student feedback.
ACA II is effective at guiding students toward understanding expected levels of
performance and determining how their level of performance relate to the schoolwide learner
outcomes.
Students at ACA II are well informed of the expectations for personal best and progress
toward the ACA II Graduate Goals. Students and families are informed of academic and
behavioral expectations on a daily or weekly basis depending on the level. An important
Lifelong Guideline is personal best, which is an expectation at all levels. Last year, Intermediate
and Middle School students were surveyed on a variety of topics, including expectations of
performance on academic and non-academic pursuits. The survey showed that 100% of
Intermediate students and 88% of Middle School students feel challenged to do their personal
best at school. 100% of Intermediate students and 95% of Middle School students responded that
they felt their teachers expect them to do their personal best at school. In addition, 96% of
Intermediate students and 87% of Middle School students felt that they are successful at school.
These results reflect clear expectations for students at ACA II.
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The chart below contains examples from each level of how students and families are
informed of student assignments, student progress, and student assessment performance:
Primary:
Immediate
feedback on
work, one on one
assessments

Elementary:
Reflections,
student/teacher
conference, immediate
feedback on work

Intermediate:
Work folders, rubrics,
grades/ feedback on
assignments,
student/teacher
conference

Middle School:
Rubrics, grades/
feedback on
assignments,
student/teacher
conference

D3 Using Assessment to Monitor and Modify the Program Schoolwide
D3.1 Schoolwide Assessment and Monitoring Process
Evaluate the impact of stakeholder involvement in assessing and monitoring student progress.
Include district, board, staff, students, parents, and the business and industry community.
ACA II is effective at involving stakeholders in assessing and monitoring student
progress. From our very first year, ACA II has involved families in the creation of programs and
evolution of our curriculum.
Parent feedback from assignments and assessments have helped shape our curriculum so
that it spirals and bridges between our levels. There are two examples from the past five years of
the impact stakeholders have had in assessing and monitoring student progress: the evolution of
our mathematics program and the implementation of the Response to Intervention program.
During our first self-study, staff observed a pattern when assessing and monitoring
student progress over time: our language arts scores were always higher than our math scores on
state tests. At the last self-study, the staff, with parent input, chose improving the math program
as one of our goals. Over the past five years, many discussions between staff, students, parents,
and math curriculum writers led to changes in the program. We observed a need to bridge
between the Elementary and Intermediate programs since their materials and instructional
approach were different: as a result, we asked CPM, our middle school curriculum provider,
what they recommended. They recommended a program by the Math Learning Center called
Bridges, and we implemented this new math curriculum in 4th and 5th grades in 2016-2017. We
observed students had difficulty transitioning between different sets of vocabulary, so
representatives from each level worked together to share vocabulary terms to allow students to
access prior knowledge with the right cue words. We listened to parents who told staff that they
didn’t understand how to help their child with math work and planned Parent Education Program
(PEP) events to teach about the math curriculum. As a result, our local state assessments show
math scores have continued to improve over time.
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The implementation of our RtI program also illustrates the effectiveness of staff, parents,
and board involvement in assessing and monitoring student progress. In 2015, staff had been
having ongoing discussions about the fact that more and more of our students were struggling
with reading comprehension and decoding than we had in the past. One of our parents heard
about Lindamood-Bell, an intervention program for struggling students. She shared the
information with our co-administrator, who got more information about the program, brought it
to staff, and we discussed as a group if this tool could be what we needed to improve student
progress. The cost was higher than other trainings we had done before, so the other coadministrators and the Charter Council were brought into the discussion. In the end, it was
agreed to train staff in the program and to hire Lindamood-Bell as consultants to continue to
support staff in using the program. We hired an RtI aide to give small group interventions with
Lindamood-Bell as an extra support to struggling students. Based on the positive results we saw
with students working with the program, we expanded to include a second RtI aide, and we
continue to train new staff members in the program. Along the way, we have developed a
partnership with Lindamood-Bell and have seen growth in reading fluency throughout our
school.

D3.2 Curriculum-Embedded Assessments
Evaluate the effectiveness of how the entire school examines and analyzes standards-based
curriculum-embedded as well as other standardized assessments (Smarter Balanced, SAT, ACT,
EAP, others) for English language and mathematics. Include how this assessment data is
collected, analyzed, and used as the basis to make decisions and changes in the curricular and
instructional approaches. Comment on how this process impacts the instruction of second
language learners by modifying the teaching and learning process.
ACA II is highly effective at examining and analyzing standards-based curriculum and
effective at examining and analyzing other standardized assessments. Over the last three years,
our staff has increased our methods of data collection and analysis in order to understand trends
in the data and make programmatic decisions, but analyzing trends over multiple years is still an
area of growth.
As noted in the previous section, the staff regularly looks for trends in our own local
assessment data and the state assessment data. There is a document on the shared Google Drive
that tracks local and CAASPP math assessment scores over the last six years. In 2015, we began
tracking language arts data in the form of TOWRE test results and CAASPP scores. Based on
trends with that data, we have made changes in the curriculum, such as adding the Bridges math
curriculum in 2016-2017, as well as modifying instructional approaches, such as implementing
an RtI program to offer additional support to struggling students.
Each level collects and analyzes its own data and uses the data to make decisions and
changes in instructional approaches. In Primary, teachers reteach concepts as needed for students
in a different way, for example by using a different Montessori job. In Elementary, teachers use
assessments to monitor which students have mastered concepts, are proficient in concepts, or are
not meeting grade level expectations. This determines the pacing within the curriculum, how
much time is spent on a concept, and if extended practice is needed a student may be assigned a
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job for a longer period of time. In Intermediate the data collected is used to determine pace of
curriculum, proficiency levels, and small group intervention topics. In Middle School,
assessment data is used to determine individual and class proficiency and to reteach the whole
class, small groups, or individuals as needed.
The data collected from assessments also helps to identify students who are struggling
with grade level curriculum. There are two main types of tier three RtI support offered to
students based on assessment data. Students who are observed to have difficulties focusing,
processing auditory information, balancing or have sensory issues, anxiety, or fine/gross motor
difficulties are pulled out for our iLs (Integrated Listening Systems) program four hours per
week. Students struggling academically are pulled for Lindamood-Bell intervention, usually for
thirty minutes a day for one trimester. Primary students whose assessments show below grade
level expectations on letter recognition and sounds are put into a Lindamood-Bell Seeing Stars
group. Elementary students who have below grade level performance on reading or math
assessments or have below average TOWRE scores are put into Lindamood-Bell groups which
focus on building skills in their area of weakness. In the Intermediate and Middle levels, student
TOWRE and STAR Reading scores are analyzed for grade level proficiency and growth from the
previous year. When students have a high level of fluency, but a low comprehension level,
students are assigned to a Lindamood-Bell Visualizing and Verbalizing group. When students
have difficulty decoding, students are assigned to a Seeing Stars group. When math assessments
show students far below grade level or have difficulty with math facts, they are assigned to an
On Cloud Nine group.
Second language learners get extra support if the data shows that they need it, in addition
to receiving integrated English Language instruction taught with Specially Designed Academic
Instruction in English (SDAIE) strategies. That support may come in the form of extra small
group instruction with the teacher, or it may come in the form of time with an RtI aide. Most of
our second language learners are in the primary and elementary level using Montessori
curriculum, which is rich in pictures and manipulatives to teach concepts. Our data trend shows
that English Learners students who begin our program in Primary or Elementary usually retest as
English proficient within a few years. Students who enter our program in Intermediate or Middle
School are usually reclassified as English proficient before graduating from our program in
eighth grade.

D3.3 Schoolwide Modifications on Assessment Results
Comment on the overall effectiveness of how assessment results have caused changes in the
school program, professional development activities, and/or resource allocations, demonstrating
a results-driven continuous process. Examine examples and comment on the overall effectiveness
of changes in the online opportunities, professional development of the staff, and the resource
allocations to support student achievement and their needs.
ACA II is highly effective at using assessment results to create changes in school
programs, professional development activities, and allocate resources. Throughout the history of
ACA II, assessment results have been used to create new programs and make positive changes in
our instruction techniques.
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The assessment cycle and the backwards design model are integral components of the
growth of our school. For example, as mentioned above, when we saw a trend in the assessment
data showing lower math scores than language arts scores, we started making changes to the
school program to increase math proficiency throughout our school. Teachers observed students
were not learning math facts to fluency. As a result, each level implemented a timed math fact
component into the curriculum. The Bridges math curriculum was purchased for 4th and 5th
grades to account for the gap in math between Montessori at the Elementary level and CPM in
the 6th, 7th, and 8th grades. The daily instructional schedule was also examined and discussed by
staff and it was determined that there was more much more time being spent on language arts
and related activities than math during the day. This was especially true for Intermediate and
Middle School. Following this study, time for math in Intermediate was extended from 30
minutes daily to one hour a day. Additionally, a required weekly geometry STEM class was
added each year in Intermediate for one trimester in order to focus instruction on important
geometry and measurement concepts. In Middle School, an extra half hour of math time was
added for assessments to free up more class time for instruction. The Project Lead the Way
curriculum was purchased as STEM curriculum to give more time for math in context and to
make science/math more relevant for students. These changes happened over the course of the
past six years, and the trend in data shows an increase in math proficiency over that time.
Another example of how assessment results have made changes in the school program is
the evolution of our RtI program and the adoption of the Lindamood-Bell program. As
mentioned previously, we initially invested many resources into the Lindamood-Bell program,
and have continued to invest in the program based on the results of the data monitoring student
progress. During the first year of implementation, we paid for Lindamood-Bell trainers to come
to our site and do three full day trainings for teachers. The following summer, five new teachers
were hired and we paid for them and one of our classroom aides to go to the Lindamood-Bell
headquarters for three days to be trained in the Lindamood-Bell techniques the other staff
members received the previous year. Additionally, for two years, we allocated funds for
hundreds of hours of Lindamood-Bell consultation support in the form of a “robot”, a state of the
art communication system that connected a Lindamood-Bell expert live to observe teachers in
action with students and offer constructive feedback on how to improve the sessions. This year,
we are paying one of our well-trained RtI aides to provide additional workshops, training, and inclass support for teachers, especially the teachers newer to the program and who did not get as
much robot time the previous year. We are hoping all of this professional development will
continue to pay off in the form of increased student proficiency in language arts and math.
A third example is the increase in the use of technology and online instruction based on
the changes to state testing and the introduction of the CAASPP test. With implementation of
Common Core funds five years ago, ACA II purchased 25 Chromebooks and various other
student use computing devices to better instruct our students using technology and online
resources. This summer, ACA II added 25 more Chromebooks to add additional resources to
meet the technological needs of our students. In addition, the Elementary, Intermediate, and
Middle School levels are using online resources as a component of instruction. This year,
Elementary is using MobyMax as an online instructional tool. Four years ago, Intermediate
began using IXL for supplemental math and language arts instruction and practice. Middle
School is now using a variety of online instructional tools to meet the needs of the 21st century
learner including Khan Academy, the CPM website, and an online wiki. These changes have
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been made to broaden the materials used to instruct students and provide access to a wider range
of concepts.
In addition to these whole school program changes and staff development for all teachers,
levels are also encouraged to make necessary changes to their specific programs and curriculum
based on their level’s assessment results and the individual needs of their students. Each level is
constantly evolving and adapting its program based on the needs of those individual students.
Assessment results, observation, and overall trends in student learning are used as an impetus for
change. Teachers are encouraged to attend trainings and seminars that can help make positive
changes at their level. Teachers also consult each other to review data and brainstorm ways to
improve student proficiency. Every year financial and material resources are allocated to levels
in need of specific materials or professional development based on the trends each level has
identified. This emphasis on positive growth and the specific needs of our students has helped
strengthen our program over time.

D3.4 Curriculum and Instruction Review and Evaluation Processes
Evaluate the process that the school utilizes to review and assess the effectiveness of each
program area, including graduation requirements, credits, course completion, and homework
and grading policies, to ensure student needs are met through a challenging, coherent, and
relevant curriculum.
ACA II is effective at reviewing and assessing the effectiveness of each program area. As
a K-8 school, we do not have graduation requirements or give credits for course completion in
the way high schools do. Each level works together to create homework and grading policies
based on what is age-appropriate and reflects an increase in student proficiency. Those policies
are adjusted each year or within the year as teachers reflect on what worked well and what
didn’t.
As stated in previous sections, levels are constantly reflecting on and adapting curricula
to meet the needs and interests of students, then making changes accordingly. Each level reflects
before, throughout, and after the school year on the effectiveness of the curriculum, scheduling,
grading policies, report cards, field trips, procedures and projects. Our graduates, which are our
middle school students, are asked to reflect on the middle school program and their thoughts are
taken into consideration to improve the effectiveness of the program. As a team, teachers make
changes based on their interpretations of the data and new advances in technology and student
learning. Themes are chosen for each level each year to integrate curriculum to increase the
rigor, coherence, and relevance for students.
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D3.5 Integrity of the Assessment Process
Evaluate the selection of and the use of proctors, the security systems for test documents, and the
means to maintain the integrity of the assessments.
ACA II is effective in the use of proctors, test security systems, and maintaining the
integrity of the assessments. ACA II has appropriate security system for test documents and
maintains the integrity of state assessments.
As with most charter schools, ACA II is considered its own Local Education Agency for
state testing purposes. Therefore, our school is responsible for all aspects of the testing process
including teacher training and test administration. Every teacher proctoring any type of
standardized state test, such as CELDT/ELPAC, CAASPP, and CAST, is trained and signs a
security affidavit to ensure test security and integrity. As per state testing regulations, students
are not allowed to have electronic devices during testing. The only state paper/pencil test left is
CELDT/ELPAC. The test documents are kept in a secure area and are shredded or mailed back
as appropriate. The testing coordinator for both the CAASPP and the CELDT/ELPAC are
responsible for the training, security, and dissemination of results for both testing systems. The
staff works together to maintain test security and ensure a smooth testing period.
For local assessments, teachers at each level are responsible for the identification,
creation, modification, grading, and dissemination of data for all formative and summative
classroom assessments. The levels regularly review the assessments and assessment protocol to
ensure validity of the assessments. All levels are responsible for the security and confidentiality
of their local assessments and student results.
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CATEGORY D SUPPORTING EVIDENCE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assessment cycle
Teacher made assessments
Curriculum based assessments
Level specific report cards
CAASPP scores and testing procedures
California Dashboard
Schoolwide assessments
o Test of Oral Word Reading Efficiency (TOWRE)
o Renaissance Learning STAR Reading Test
o Basic Reading Inventory
Lindamood-Bell Programs
o Seeing Stars
o Visualizing & Verbalizing
o On Cloud Nine
Parent conferences
CELDT scores
Parent Education Program (PEP)
2nd Cup of Coffee
Student Survey Results
LCAP
Civic Learning Award
Level specific communication methods
Key Concept Matrix
Level specific formative and summative assessments (D2.1)
Level specific curriculum binders
School philosophies
Level specific assignment contracts
Response to Intervention (RtI) program
Level specific data collection
Integrated Listening Systems (iLs) program
Online tools
o IXL.com
o Khan Academy
o Moby Max
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Category D Summary
ACA II effectively assesses student progress of rigorous standards-based curriculum and
uses that data to inform instruction. All levels effectively use the assessment cycle to analyze and
report student progress. Students and families are involved in the evolution of programs and
curriculum. A wide variety of formative and summative assessments are used to monitor and
modify learning in the classroom. Schoolwide assessment data is used to monitor and modify
whole school programs, curriculum, and instruction. There is a schoolwide emphasis on student
growth and meeting the needs of all learners.
ACA II is somewhat effective at tracking and communicating progress of academic
concepts and progress toward graduate goals over a long-term period. Progress is monitored and
communicated within in levels, but not currently across grade levels from Primary to Middle
School. A communication tracking tool may help us track student mastery of graduate goals and
core academic concepts. It may also help with identifying weaknesses in student progress,
curricular areas, and improve instruction within our overall program. A system of tracking and
communicating progress will also prove more data about underperforming individual students
and subgroups. More impactful modifications to curriculum and programs can be made from this
data to improve student performance in core academic subjects and graduate goals.

Areas of Strength:
•
•
•
•

ACA II uses the assessment cycle at all levels to monitor progress toward mastery of
concepts, inform instruction, and modify curriculum.
Our staff uses a wide variety of formative and summative assessments at all levels to
monitor student progress toward academic and graduate goals.
We effectively involve families in the evolution of curriculum and programs.
Our assessment process places a heavy emphasis on student growth and meeting the
needs of all learners through rigorous standards-based curriculum, differentiated
instruction, and frequent assessment.

Areas of Growth:
•
•
•

Create and implement a communication tool to track students’ academic progress over
multiple years.
Complete and implement the Key Concept Matrix tool in order to monitor student
progress toward mastery and progress over time in key academic areas.
Create and implement a progress monitoring system to assess and track student progress
toward ACA II Graduate Goals (SLO’s). Use the system to communicate progress to
stakeholders.
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CHAPTER 3: CATEGORY E
School Culture and Support
E1 Parent and Community Engagement Criterion
E1.1 Regular Parent Involvement
Evaluate the strategies and processes for the regular involvement of the family, business,
industry, and the community, including being active partners in the learning/teaching process.
Comment on the effectiveness of involving parents of non-English speaking, special needs and
online students.

ACA II is effective in the regular involvement of families, business, and the community
in the teaching and learning process. Family involvement has been a key component in the
ongoing success of ACA II. We are currently exploring options to include more business and
community members in our learning process.
In the early years of ACA II, when our school was small, parents were regularly seen on
campus volunteering during the school day and on weekends to help grow our program. Ten
years later, the ways families volunteer has evolved and are organized mostly by our Family
Network Board, in conjunction with staff. Volunteering options include a wide variety of
different opportunities for family members to share their strengths and talents. All of our
fundraisers are run by either the Family Network Board or by parent committees. Parents and
family members are key in helping with upkeep and beautification of our campus, as well as
planning school-wide events. Parents have also been key to preserving school memories by
gathering pictures for and publishing our school yearbook. Families have helped us recognize
our students by organizing birthday celebrations, parties, and our 8th grade graduation ceremony.
The commitment of our families to our school is evident in the amount of time and care they give
to our school.
Many aspects of our ACA II program would not be possible without the commitment of
our families. Our families who volunteer to chaperone our study trips and on campus learning
experiences help us provide our students with hands-on, real life learning experiences. We are
grateful to the family members that are able to join our students as they experience learning
outside of the classroom, who are able to share their knowledge and life experiences with our
students, and who are able to provide materials for unique learning experiences at each level.
Additionally, our elective program for the Intermediate and Middle School levels relies heavily
on volunteers from our families and community members to provide students with direct
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instruction and unique learning experiences in areas of study outside of the Common Core
standards. Last year, families and community members helped our staff provide students with
over 60 different elective choices over the course of three trimesters. These learning experiences
ranged from cooking to roller skating to computer coding. Thanks to the efforts of our families
and community members, our students have a wide variety of opportunities to find and cultivate
their talents.
In order for our program to thrive, family involvement must extend beyond volunteering.
It is important for families to be informed about our philosophies, our programs, and our school
structures. One of our previous WASC self-study goals was to increase communication with our
families. We did so by adding more information to our newsletters, spreading information across
various sources, and encouraging our new families to learn more about our school. We also
added more opportunities for parents to learn about our program through monthly 2nd Cup of
Coffee meetings, Parent Education Program (PEP) meetings, and video presentations that
families can view at any time. We used feedback from parents at these meeting and from surveys
sent throughout the year to improve aspects of our programs and our school.
Our partnership between home and school relies heavily on family involvement. ACA II
students, staff, and families must work together in order for students to gain the most from our
programs and philosophies. Our previous goal of communication also included making
improvements to informing families about their students’ day to day progress. Each level works
to inform parents of their child’s progress academically, socially, and emotionally on a regular
basis. The overall goal for our school is for parents to feel informed about their child’s progress
on both a short-term and long-term basis. Our progress toward this goal has experienced ups and
downs over time based on high staff turnaround. Each level continues to work on ensuring that
all families, including those with working parents who are unable to attend meetings, are
informed about their student’s progress. We are using input from our families to adapt the
procedures for informing parents about student progress to meet the needs of all families at all
levels. Part of our continuing efforts include translating important information into Spanish in
order to meet the needs of our growing Spanish-speaking population. Our school has also
enlisted the help of our current Spanish-speaking families and our Family Network Board with
encouraging our new families to attend meetings and volunteer. Involvement of parents of
English learners is on the rise, but we are still working at helping all families get involved and
stay informed.
ACA II recognizes the importance of communicating progress to families of students
with special needs. Parents are mandatory participants in the Student Study Team process, the
Section 504 Accommodation Plan process, the Behavior Support Plan process, and the
Individual Education Plan process from the very beginning. Although ACA II is currently
receiving services from our authorizing school district, we work closely with the district
personnel who assess and provide services to our students, making sure that parents are not only
involved, but that they are active participants in all aspects of their child’s education.
The following is a list of ways parents are included in the learning process at ACA II.
Information about how our school partners with community members and business can be found
in the next section.
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Informational Programs
• Parent Education Program (PEP) Meetings – bi-monthly meetings which educate parents
on school policies and philosophies.
• 2 Cup of Coffee – monthly meetings during school hours which provide an opportunity
for parents to network with new families, socialize with staff members, and hear about
upcoming events.
• Academic Program Trainings – a series of classes presenting materials and curriculum.
• Family Network Meetings – monthly PTA meetings focusing on the partnership between
the parents and the school.
nd

School News and Event Information
• Weekly ACA II Newsletter – a weekly newsletter highlighting important news and events
from ACA II and all classrooms.
• Classroom Newsletters – each classroom level sends out a weekly newsletter updating
parents about classroom curriculum, news, and events.
• ACA & ACA II website (http://www.antiochcharteracademy.org) – our website posts all
newsletters, events, field trips, classroom curriculum, and information about the school
philosophies.
• ACA II Family Network Facebook group – our Family Network maintains a Facebook
group for parents to stay updated on upcoming school events.
• ACA II Twitter (@antiochcharter2) – our twitter account updates parents on news and
upcoming events.
• ACA & ACA II YouTube Page (http://www.youtube.com/antiochchartertlcs) – videos of
our Parent Education Program meetings, Montessori 101 meetings, and other information
about our school is posted on our YouTube page.
Extracurricular Events
• Watch Me Work – an event in the Primary and Elementary classrooms where students
become the teachers and lead their families through an average school day.
• Young Authors Night – the yearly event for Primary and Elementary students celebrating
the completion of the Young Authors book writing event where students share the book
they have written with their families.
• Intermediate Celebration Night - a yearly celebration where Intermediate students display
their Young Author’s books, Science Fair projects, and Walk Through social studies
projects.
• Middle School SPA Night - a yearly celebration where Middle School students display
their Social Political Action projects.
• Showcase of the Arts – the end of the year showcase of the Fantastic Friday Enrichment
Program, including performances in music and personal safety, as well as presentations
of art and pottery projects by all grade levels.
Co-Curricular Activities
• Fantastic Friday Enrichment Program – parents volunteer to aide Fantastic Friday
teachers and lead Primary class group activities.
• Field Trips – parents chaperone students and share learning experiences outside of the
classroom.
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•
•

Intermediate and Middle School Electives - parents provide curriculum for and teach
different electives based on their expertise or interests.
Enrichment Event Days – parents volunteer at co-curricular events during the school day
at each level.

Volunteer Opportunities
• School Teams – parents volunteer on school teams to help maintain campus
beautification, organize school events, and assist teachers. Teams include the Birthday
Team, Halloween Party Team, Green Team, Clean Team, Fundraising Team, Parent
Support Team, and Memory Book Team.
• Annual Walk-a-thon and Silent Auction – parents organize and run our annual Walk-athon and Silent Auction.
• Scholastic Book Fair – parents plan and run the twice annual Scholastic Book Fair.
• Campus Clean-up – parents volunteer on Saturday work days to help repair school
grounds, clean classrooms, and make improvements to our school campus.
• Carpool – parents volunteer daily with staff to help guide students safely to and from
their families’ cars.

E1.2 Use of Community Resources
Evaluate to what extent the school solicits and employs business and community resources to
support and extend learning. Determine how effectively community members expertise and
services, such as professional services, business partnerships, guest speakers, job fairs, field trips
to local employers, and evaluation of student projects and classroom presentations, provide real
world applications of the learning standards and schoolwide learning outcomes.

ACA II is effective at consistently utilizing local businesses and community members to
help provide unique learning opportunities to our students.
Our school recognizes the diversity of learning opportunities that can be provided from
the community. Our students take multiple local study trips a year to businesses or parks in the
area that support our Highly Effective Teaching (HET) learning themes and provide local realworld experiences. An important part of the HET method is providing students with meaningful
“being there” experiences that provide students with connections to the curriculum. We also
invite those community members to speak with our students about a variety of topics related to
our curriculum. Our partnerships with local businesses help provide these experiences to our
students.
Our middle school students arrange for a 3-day job shadow with local community
members. Volunteer business owners and human resource employees from the community
interview Middle School students in mock job interviews. In addition, local businesses have been
very supportive of our fundraising efforts, donating funds and materials for our annual
fundraisers, including our Walk-a-Thon and Silent Auction.
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Each year, as a part of HET instruction, students at all levels participate in a variety of
social political action (SPA) projects that raise awareness and funds for positive change. Projects
may involve outreach, volunteering, donations, or fundraising. The middle school students are
responsible for the most SPA projects, as a key part of their curriculum. Students take on projects
as a class, in small groups, and individually. Previous SPA projects have included hosting a
canned food drive for the Contra Costa County and Solano County food banks, collecting
toiletries for the homeless in our community, raising funds for the Red Cross hurricane relief,
and individual civic change projects to improve our local community.
One of ACA II’s initial goals was to become more involved with the Antioch community.
Over the last eight years, we have made it a point to use our resources in the community, as well
as seek out new opportunities within the city of Antioch and surrounding area. Our students
experience what the community has to offer through field trips to Antioch’s historical El
Campanil Theatre, the Antioch Historical Museum, the local fire stations, the San Joaquin River
Delta Marina, the Dow Wetlands, city hall, city parks, and a variety of local businesses. ACA II
also sponsors community events through the Family Network, which include the Back to School
Bash, the End of the Year party, and the annual Silent Auction.
Local business ties:
• Annual Walk-a-thon and Silent Auction – many local businesses, as well as businesses
throughout the state of California, have donated goods and services to support our annual
Walk-a-thon and Silent Auction.
• Annual Christmas Tree Fundraiser and community tree donation project - each year ACA
II partners with a local charitable organization to donate decorated Christmas trees to
needy families in our communities. The trees are delivered to the recipients by our
students and their families.
• Contra Costa County Fairgrounds – our school community is located within the Contra
Costa County Fairgrounds and we maintain a mutually beneficial relationship with the
fairgrounds staff. Students, parents, and staff work to keep our campus on the fairgrounds
clean and safe. Our students and parents participate in the annual county fair through fair
attendance, student project submissions, and fair promotion.
• Paradise Skate – we have a partnership with Paradise Skate, a roller rink which is located
next to our campus on the fairgrounds. ACA II rents Paradise Skate’s facilities each week
for our Fantastic Friday enrichment program, a weekly roller skating elective, and various
parties and events. Special discount skate outings are made available to our families for
family friendly after school activities.
• El Campanil Theater - our local theater, which is within walking distance of our school,
has provided our students with many field trip opportunities to study the arts, including
the opera, plays, the symphony, and Percussion Discussion.
• Primary community field trips - these field trips are community-based field trips where
the younger students get to visit places such as the Antioch Police/Fire departments, Post
Office, regional parks, local grocery stores, and other local businesses.
• Coastal Cleanup & Citywide Cleanup sponsored by the City of Antioch - each year our
school participates in Coastal Cleanup of the West Antioch Creek next to our school in
the fall and a citywide cleanup of Antioch in the spring. The City of Antioch supports and
offers materials and assistance with these two events.
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•
•
•

•

•

AHS Print Shop – we support our school district by using local resources like the Antioch
High School print shop to make large quantities of copies.
Parent Business Network Guide – this is a list of parent-owned and recommended
businesses available to our school community.
Family Network Clothes Swap – this is a yearly event where parents bring in their
students’ used clothes and swap them for other students’ used clothes. All remaining
clothing is given for donation to local charities.
Family Network Book Swap – much like the Clothes Swap, this annual event enables
families to donate their used books in exchange for others. Donated books are also used
to help build our classroom libraries.
Middle School Internships – our 7th and 8 grade students are given the opportunity to
find careers in which they are interested in and intern there for 3 school
days. Additionally, volunteers interview the students in mock job interviews.
th

E2 School Environment Criterion
E.2.1 Safe, Clean, and Orderly Environment
Determine the extent to which the school has implemented policies and committed resources to
ensure a safe, clean, and orderly environment that nurtures learning. Evaluate the effectiveness
of the school’s practices and procedures for all aspects of student safety including: effective
operating procedures for internet safety, bullying, drug and alcohol abuse education and
intervention, conflict intervention, use of derogatory or hateful language especially in the context
of race or gender, disaster preparedness and other safety topics of local concern that may
interfere with learning.

ACA II is highly effective at implementing policies and committed resources to ensure a
safe, clean, and orderly environment that nurtures learning. The safety of our students, families,
and staff is the highest priority at ACA II.
Numerous improvements to our school site and classrooms have been made since the
opening of ACA II. The success of many of these projects was due to the efforts of parent
volunteers and school staff members. We believe in having a clean environment for students and
therefore have daily custodian cleaning, monthly parent classroom cleanings, and monthly
campus cleanups. Our classroom environments are organized according to our core philosophies
of HET and Montessori and with our students’ learning needs in mind. Each classroom contains
materials specific to that level’s curriculum and instructional philosophy.
ACA II is equipped with security and fire alarms in all classrooms. All teachers are
currently certified in CPR and First Aid and take classes every two years to update certifications.
All staff members are trained in CPS Mandated Reporting each year. Those staff members
working with students in 6th, 7th, and 8th grades are also trained in Suicide Prevention each year.
Many of our policies have been updated within the last year due to the renewal of our charter.
ACA II’s School Safety Plan is reviewed and updated on an annual basis. Fire drills occur
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monthly for the entire school, shelter-in-place drills occur yearly for the whole school, and
earthquake drills are practiced each year during the Great California Shakeout in October. All
classrooms and school personnel are supplied with a two-way radio system for emergencies and
everyday communication. The radios are used daily for communication between the classrooms
and the office staff.
One of the core philosophies of ACA II is Positive Discipline, which teaches social skills
and Lifeskills using respect and encouragement. Students learn how to be a contributing member
of a community through a sense of belonging and significance. All levels hold classroom
meetings based upon the Positive Discipline Classroom Meeting structure where students solve
problems and plan activities utilizing an agenda. Students, led by teachers, give compliments to
build community within the student body. Additionally, students are taught to discuss and solve
problems and conflicts peacefully following the guidelines of logical consequences which must
be reasonable, respectful, related to the offense and reflect responsibility on behalf of the student
who is being “helped” rather than being punished. All students have a voice in Positive
Discipline and are empowered to make positive change in their community.
Every other year, students in 7th and 8th grade participate in a health unit in which they
learn about the effects of drugs and alcohol on the human body as well as strategies for saying no
to peers. In 2017-2018, Middle School studied the importance of inclusion and embracing the
differences of others through a curriculum called “Know Your Classmates.” They have worked
to develop those ideals with their school families every month.
The following is a list of safety improvements, school site safety/cleanliness measures,
and school culture components of safety and respect:
Safety Improvements
• Paving of walkways
• Updating Fire Alarm system
• Updating Security Alarm system
• Updating internet wireless network
• Building façade updates – painting, patching exterior structures, installing new doors,
installing door overhangs, repairing walkways and stairs
• Interior updates – installing new carpet, replacing broken A/C units, installing window
coverings, purchasing new classroom furniture and storage
• School site beautification – planting trees and flowers, planting the garden
• Storage facilities for Fantastic Friday Program & grade levels
School Site Safety/Cleanliness
• Practice Drills (Fire Drills, Shelter-in-Place, Earthquake Drills)
• Disaster/Evacuation Plans posted in every room
• First Aid Kits in every classroom
• All teachers are CPR and First Aid certified
• Daily custodial cleaning
• Monthly classroom cleaning by parent volunteers
• Monthly Campus Cleanup
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School Culture of Safety and Respect
• Positive Discipline
• Emphasis on HET Lifeskills and Lifelong Guidelines
• Teaching to the child’s needs through adjusted curriculum
• Class Meetings
• Older students are the leaders and help younger students
• Individualized contracts/curriculum
• Personal best/high expectations of student work and achievement
• Small class and school size
• Family atmosphere of trust and acceptance
• Team teaching at each level
• Students are taught with their learning strengths in mind
• Professional development (Montessori training, HET training, iLs workshops)
• Intermediate Electives and Fantastic Friday is taught by parents and teachers
• Whole school Anti-Bullying campaign/ Knowyourclassmates.org
• All staff trained in CPS Mandated Reporting yearly
• All Middle School staff trained in Suicide Prevention yearly
• Middle School Health class
• School families

E2.2 High Expectations/Concern for Students
Evaluate to what extent the school has created and supported an atmosphere of caring, concern,
and high expectations for students in an environment that honors individual differences.
Determine how effectively school policies, programs and procedures support student learning by
examining information such as: proportionality of discipline data, use of positive behavior
strategies by staff, restorative justice practices, celebrations of students’ heritage and ethnicity
and other information or practices that support a caring, learning environment.

ACA II is highly effective at creating an atmosphere of caring, concern, and high
expectations for students that honors individual differences. Citizenship has always been an
important component of the ACA II philosophies.
Last year’s survey of Intermediate and Middle School students revealed that all
Intermediate and Middle School students surveyed felt safe at school. In addition, 100% of
Intermediate students and 95% of Middle School students stated that they felt a sense of
belonging at our school. Positive Discipline and HET’s Lifeskills and Lifelong Guidelines
provide students with instruction and practice in citizenship. Through Positive Discipline,
classroom meetings, the agenda, multi-aged classrooms and teachers as facilitators, students are
given the resources they need to establish an environment which fits their needs. Older students
are used as resources and examples for younger students in terms of academics as well as
behavior. High expectations are given to our oldest students so that they model acceptable
behavior for all students. A family atmosphere helps foster independence and acceptance of
individuality. Small class sizes help create an optimal learning environment and allows for high
expectation and individual instruction.
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The use of Positive Discipline in conjunction with HET helps build a sense of community
amongst the students. Clear procedures and expectations help to limit the amount of student
referrals and suspensions. When a student breaks a rule, or does not follow a procedure, they
may have a conversation with their teachers, reflect on the choices they made in writing, or have
a conference with their parents and teachers. The team of student, parents, and teachers works
together to help the student change their behavior and make a plan for better choices in the
future.
Student differences are celebrated at ACA II. Students learn about their strengths through
Howard Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences and find new interests through our instrumental music,
elective, and enrichment programs. Students learn about their heritage and the cultures of others
through family heritage projects, social studies curriculum, and celebrations like the International
Potluck and Cultural Day. HET also promotes learning about the needs of others through Social
Political Action projects and the HET Lifeskills and Lifelong Guidelines.
Students are encouraged to learn and use the HET Lifeskills and Lifelong Guidelines in
all grade levels. These skills help our school community build the trust and integrity necessary to
foster learning. It is our philosophy that an environment must be safe, both physically and
emotionally, for students to achieve their personal best. The Lifeskills and Lifelong Guidelines
are as follows:
HET Lifeskills
• Caring – to feel and show concern for others
• Common Sense – to use good judgment
• Cooperation – to work together toward a common goal or purpose
• Courage – to act according to one’s beliefs, despite fear of adverse consequences
• Creativity – to generate ideas and to create something original or redesign through
imaginative skill
• Curiosity – a desire to investigate and seek understanding of one’s world
• Effort – to do your best
• Flexibility – to be willing to alter plans when necessary
• Friendship – to make and keep a friend through mutual trust and caring
• Initiative – to do something, of one’s own free will, because it needs to be done
• Integrity – to act according to a sense of what’s right and wrong
• Organization – to plan, arrange, and implement in an orderly way; to keep things orderly
and ready to use
• Patience – to wait calmly for someone or something
• Perseverance – to keep at it
• Pride – satisfaction from doing one’s personal best
• Problem Solving – to create solutions to difficult situations and everyday problems
• Resourcefulness – to respond to challenges and opportunities in innovative and creative
ways
• Responsibility – to respond when appropriate; to be accountable for one’s actions
• Sense of Humor – to laugh and be playful without harming others
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HET Lifelong Guidelines
• Trustworthiness – to act in a manner that makes one worthy of trust and confidence
• Truthfulness – to be honest about things and feelings with oneself and others
• Active Listening – to listen with the intention of understanding what the speaker intends
to communicate
• No Put-downs – to never use words, actions and/or body language that degrade,
humiliate, or dishonor others
• Personal Best – to do one’s best given the circumstances and available resources

E2.3 Atmosphere of Trust, Respect, and Professionalism
Evaluate the degree to which there is evidence of an atmosphere of trust, respect, and
professionalism. Examine the quality and consistency of communication and collaboration
between and among the school’s leadership, staff and stakeholders; this includes the degree to
which stakeholders are involved in the review of the Single Plan for Student Achievement and
District’s Local Control Accountability Plan and to what extent they are included in decisionmaking.

ACA II has effectively created an atmosphere of trust, respect, and professionalism. Our
communication and collaboration with all ACA II stakeholders has improved since our last selfstudy.
One of the biggest advantages we have at ACA II is our small school and class size.
Many of our students begin with us in Kindergarten and stay all the way through 8 grade. This
allows us to get to know all of our students and their families. We have built a community
atmosphere with our students by showing them that we not only care about their academic
progress, but we also care about them as a whole child. All students are in a classroom setting
where they have multiple teachers to interact with and receive instruction from. We have built an
atmosphere of trust, respect and professionalism through the use of Positive Discipline and our
Lifeskills curriculum. Staff strives to earn the trust and respect of students and families in order
to help students achieve their personal best. The results of our end of the year family survey
showed that 94% of parents felt that the culture of ACA II is characterized by trust,
professionalism, high expectations for all students, and a focus on continuous school
improvement.
th

Communication has been one of our three goals from our previous full self-study. During
our last self-study, staff recognized that many of our families were not actively engaged in our
school community. Over the last six years, our school, in partnership with our sister school, has
made many improvements to our communication methods in order to involve more families in
our school community. A detailed account of those improvements can be found in the first
chapter of this report. In order to share important information and receive feedback from our
school community, our staff has consistently held parent meetings once a month (2nd Cup of
Coffees) and communicated written information in weekly newsletters and archived them on our
website for later viewing. Every year our staff has held Back to School Nights and orientations
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the first month of school. Additional evening meetings (Parent Education Program meetings) are
held for parent and stakeholder trainings on our school philosophies and programs.
Stakeholders, including staff, parents, students, governing board members, and
community members are heavily involved in the WASC self-study process, creating a plan for
student achievement, and creating goals for ACA II’s LCAP. All teachers are responsible for the
WASC self-study, the plan for student achievement, and the LCAP goals. Much of the work
done by staff members happens at staff meetings, WASC meetings, and combined faculty
meetings with our sister school, ACA. Students are involved through the class meeting process
and student surveys. Parents and community members are invited to take surveys, provide
feedback, offer ideas, and review goals at 2nd Cup of Coffee meetings, Parent Education
Program meetings, and in writing through our newsletter. Our governing board, the Charter
Council, have the responsibility of reviewing, suggesting changes to, and then approving all of
our major documents, including our charter, our WASC document, our Single Plan for Student
Achievement, and our Local Control Accountability Plan.

E3 Personal and Academic Student Support Criterion
E3.1 Adequate Personalized Support
Evaluate the availability and effectiveness of academic and personal support services, including
referral services, to support students in such areas as physical and mental health, and career,
academic and personal counseling, including an individualized learning plan.

ACA II is highly effective at identifying and supporting students and families with
various programs to ensure their individual needs are being addressed.
The physical and mental health of our students is important to us. Our school conducts
annual eye exams and hearing tests to all Kindergarten, second, fifth, seventh graders and any
students in need. Results and concerns are sent to families and teachers for follow up. ACA II
conducts Student Study Teams (SSTs) for students with a variety of needs, including, but not
limited to physical needs, learning needs, behavioral needs, and mental health needs. SST's can
be requested by parents or set up by teachers. These parent and teacher meetings help determine
any needs and referrals appropriate to the child and are often the first step in the RtI process or
the creation of a 504 Accommodation Plan or Behavior Support Plan.
ACA II has been cultivating its Response to Intervention (RtI) plan since the beginning of
the school. Like our sister school, our students are at the center of all philosophies and programs.
Each student receives their own individual education at ACA II based on their unique learning
needs and interests. Students are regularly assessed formally and informally to ensure they are
achieving mastery in the curriculum they are learning. Students who demonstrate a need for
additional services beyond classroom accommodations and programs receive those services
through our RtI program, which includes two aides trained in the Integrated Listening Systems
(iLs program) and two aides trained in Lindamood-Bell. In addition to in classroom support,
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these aides are able to pull out individuals or small groups of students for targeted intervention.
Students not making adequate progress in the RtI program may be invited to be a guest in a
resource group. Student needs beyond RtI services, a 504 Accommodation Plan, or a Behavior
Support Plan may indicate the need for an evaluation for special education eligibility through
Antioch Unified, our authorizing agency and special education provider. Mental health supports
are currently limited at our campus to the resources of an onsite school psychologist, but we
recognize the growing need for mental health services and plan to integrate additional services
into our student support system.
Our RtI program includes the following accommodations and programs:
Tier 1 Universal
Interventions

Tier 2 Targeted
Interventions

Tier 3 Intensive
Interventions

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student Study Team
Parent Conference
TLCS Learning
Philosophies
Research Based
Curriculum
Montessori Materials
Highly Effective Teaching
Brain Compatible
Teaching
Multiple Intelligences
Small School/Class Sizes
Multi-Age Groupings
Small Group Instruction
Individualized Instruction
Classroom LindamoodBell Instruction
General Accommodations

•
•
•
•
•

Student Study Team
Targeted Short-Term
Interventions
Lindamood-Bell Groups
Small Group/One on One
Instruction
iLs Program Participation
Individualized Curriculum
General Modifications/
Accommodations

•
•

Student Study Team
Individualized Intervention
One on One Instruction
Targeted Skills/Curriculum
Individual Modification/
Accommodations
One on One LindamoodBell Intervention
Guest in Resource Groups

For other family needs, ACA II keeps an updated Community Resource Binder for all
families in the office. The binder consists of resources suggested by our families (e.g., piano
teachers, garden services, job fair notices, etc.) and a "Surviving Parenthood" Guide, a resource
directory for Contra Costa County resources. The resources suggested by families are also
emailed to all families and shared on the Family Network Facebook page.
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E3.2 Support and Intervention Strategies Used for Student Growth/Development
Evaluate the effectiveness of the types of strategies used by the school leadership and staff to
develop and implement personalized approaches to learning and alternative instructional
options which allow access to and progress in the rigorous standards-based curriculum. This
includes strategies such as personalized learning, the use of small learning communities and the
implementation of alternative learning options.

ACA II is highly effective at developing and implementing personalized approaches to
learning and alternative instructional options which allow access to and progress in the rigorous
standards-based curriculum. As a learner-centered school, meeting the needs of all students is
our top priority. We use a variety of strategies to meet the diverse needs of our students.
At ACA II, we use observation, assessment, and communication with parents and
students as a means to develop differentiated instruction for each child. Students are taught
academic curriculum in a variety of appropriate age groups, reading levels, math levels, interest
levels, as well as with individualized contracts. The strengths and weaknesses of all learners are
integrated into the classroom learning experience. Instruction and curriculum are differentiated to
specifically meet the needs of each student. Student strengths, including academic and multiple
intelligences, are used regularly in instruction and group collaboration.
Our school uses a flat model of leadership so that all staff members have an equal say in
the educational and programmatic decisions that shape curriculum, instruction, and assessment.
The school leaders, Co-Administrators, are experienced members of staff who also have
classroom assignments. Each level utilizes team teaching, so that it is set up as a professional
learning community. Levels meet to discuss student growth, search for trends in assessment data,
and make decisions about curriculum and instruction. The entire staff also reviews student
performance data to make larger decisions about the K-8 program, including curriculum,
instruction, and intervention.
Curriculum is differentiated at each level to better meet the needs of the individual
learner. ACA II uses student strengths, learning styles, and proficiency levels to craft a plan for
individual student achievement within the Common Core State Standards. We give students who
are not responding to targeted classroom instruction additional support to access the curriculum,
which may include Section 504 accommodations, curriculum modifications, or RtI support as
outlined in previous sections. Students who are not responding to intervention or who have more
significant needs may be candidates for special education eligibility. We track student progress
and achievement data over time in order to ensure that all students are able to access the
curriculum and make academic growth. The student data trends are also used to make global
changes throughout the ACA II K-8 program.
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E3.3 Support Services - Interventions and Student Learning
Evaluate the extent to which student learning needs are accurately identified in a timely manner
and the appropriate support and intervention services are provided. Examine how the school
monitors the effectiveness and appropriateness of intervention for each student within and
outside the classroom. Evaluate the processes that are used to identify under-performing or
struggling students and the interventions to address these identified student learning needs.
Comment on how interventions support and coordinate with regular classroom learning for all
students, including those with special needs receiving services from ELL, GATE, Title I and
special education.

ACA II is effective at identifying student learning needs in a timely manner and
providing the appropriate support and intervention. ACA II meets our Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) child find obligations and identifies students with learning
challenges through our Student Study Team process. This process leads to RtI interventions and
special education supports. This process also includes support for English Learners and students
with specific learning needs.
As stated in the previous section, we use observation, assessment, and communication
with parents and students as a means to develop differentiated instruction for each child. When a
student is struggling, or we identify a need for support, we immediately meet in teaching teams
to see what can be done to assist the student. If short-term interventions do not show progress,
we seek help from other teaching teams and staff members. If the student continues to struggle
after Tier 1 RtI interventions or if the student’s need is severe, a Student Study Team (SST) is
formed with the child’s family. From the SST, we can determine our subsequent steps in the RtI
process or decide whether testing for Special Education eligibility is immediately necessary.
Once a student’s needs are determined, we are able to make RtI modifications and
accommodations, begin Special Education testing procedures, or have a specialist brought in to
work with the student.
ACA II has been cultivating its Response to Intervention (RtI) plan since the inception of
the school. Like our sister school, our students are at the center of all philosophies and programs.
Each student receives his or her own individual education at ACA II based on unique learning
needs and interests. Our teachers regularly formally and informally assess students to ensure they
are achieving mastery of the curriculum. Students who demonstrate a need for additional services
beyond classroom accommodations and programs receive those services through our RtI
program, which includes two aides trained in the Integrated Listening Systems (ILS program)
and two aides trained in Lindamood-Bell. In addition to in classroom support, these aides are
able to pull out individuals or small groups of students for targeted intervention. Students in the
RtI program participate in ongoing assessments to monitor progress. Students not making
adequate progress in the RtI program may be invited to be a guest in a resource group.
At this time, special education support services such as resource services, counseling,
psychological services, and health services are provided to our special needs students by our
oversight agency, Antioch Unified School District. ACA II is currently investigating options to
become a Local Education Agency for special education purposes in order to provide our
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students with special education services on our own. Our plan is to provide our own services
beginning in the 2018-2019 school year. In the meantime, a school psychologist is available on
campus each day to meet the individual and group counseling needs of our general education
students. Our oversight agency has provided us with a part time resource teacher and teaching
assistant, as well as contracted with other support providers to serve our students with special
needs. Other support services, such as assemblies, parent support information, free/reduced
lunch, sight screenings, hearing screenings, Positive Discipline class meetings, conflict
resolution, and parent education are provided by the Family Network and staff at ACA II.
Students with other learning needs such as English Learners, students with mental health
needs, and gifted students benefit from the flexibility of our learner-centered approach. English
learners received specialized academic instruction in English as an integrated part of their
individual or small group differentiated curriculum. EL students may also receive individual or
small group instruction as a part of the RTI process if they are not making adequate progress
with English language development. Students with mental health needs receive modifications
and accommodations as part of a Section 504 Accommodation plan, with additional RTI
interventions as needed. Gifted students also benefit from flexible instruction and may join
instructional groups and work on curriculum above their grade level as they show mastery of
concepts. Students of all abilities are able to receive differentiated curriculum based on their
individual learning needs as part of ACA II’s learner-centered approach.

E3.4 Equitable Academic Support to Enable All Students to Access a Rigorous Curriculum
Evaluate the school’s effectiveness in a) regularly examining for disproportionality in the
demographic distribution of students throughout the class offerings (e.g., master class schedule
and class enrollments) and b) providing additional and available support to provide equitable
access to challenging, rigorous courses for all students ( i.e., extra class time, tutoring, or types
of alternative schedules available for repeat or accelerated classes, summer classes, class
periods beyond the traditional school day).

ACA II is effective in regularly examining data for disproportionality and providing
equitable access to courses for all students.
Each year, ACA II staff review and disaggregate our population data to better understand
the needs of our student population. However, like many charter schools, ACA II is populated
through a lottery system, therefore we have minimal control over which students on our lottery
are enrolled. Our school has advertised in all areas of the community, visited preschools, and
encouraged our families to help us spread the word about our school in order to find families
who are interested in our school. Our school welcomes all students and prioritizes siblings in
order to allow families to send all of their children to our school. Each grade level must have
approximately 21 students, with a whole school capacity of about 200. Class make up is created
entirely by chance based on the lottery system. Each level makes curricular and programmatic
adjustments based on the needs of the group for that school year. Levels arrange students into
small groups or classes based on student needs, mixed age groupings, and student interest.
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Curriculum and instruction are modified each year to accommodate the unique mix of students in
that level that year.
ACA II is built on a learner-centered model. All decisions are made with the student and
their specific needs at the forefront. Our approach of "teaching to the child" and being learnercentered leads to accessibility for all students. Curriculum is planned, developed, and created to
meet each individual child’s needs and challenge them to achieve their personal best. All
students are challenged to do their personal best, and curriculum is being planned and
implemented to reach all children. Teachers use the California Common Core State Standards to
craft a rigorous yearlong curriculum where mastery of concepts is the goal. Individual learner
needs are met through classroom accommodations, the RtI program, and special education
services. All students are required to participate in the Fantastic Friday enrichment program, as
well as the elective program for 4th-8th graders. Support is available to all students in all areas in
order for students to participate fully in our educational program. Identified individual student
need drives student placement in small intervention groups and accelerated curriculum.

E3.5 Co-Curricular Activities
Evaluate the availability to and involvement of students in curricular and co-curricular
activities. Determine the effectiveness of the extent to which co-curricular activities link to the
academic standards and schoolwide learner outcomes. Examine the process that the school
utilizes to evaluate the level of involvement for all students in a variety of activities.

ACA II is highly effective at involving students in curricular and co-curricular activities.
These activities effectively link to the academic standards and schoolwide learner outcomes.
Involvement of students with the planning and evaluation process of curricular/co-curricular
activities is one of the strengths at ACA II.
All levels involve students in the process of developing the academic program for each
school year. Intermediate and Middle School students are involved in brainstorming ideas for
electives each trimester and are instrumental in the planning of electives offered. Staff and
students evaluate the electives and their learning goals at the end of each trimester to make
improvements and tailor the electives to student interest. Students are involved in discussing and
evaluating student responsibility, elective class curriculum, and support necessary for successful
elective experiences. Students choose their own electives from a list of almost 20 different
choices each trimester. Student responsibility and participation are factors which keep the
student enrolled in the elective of their choice. At all levels, students are involved in the planning
and execution of school activities, assemblies, spirit days, and curriculum planning in specified
areas. With regards to curriculum, students often have choice of materials, subject area learning,
and project planning. Choice is a very important part of creating lifelong independent learners.
Student involvement in the creation of programs, curriculum, and activities happens in
three main ways: classroom meetings, student committees, and student surveys. Students have a
voice in classroom meetings to propose and vote on changes to programs and curriculum, as well
as to propose activities. Classroom meetings at each level solve problems and make whole class
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proposals, which are voted on and carried out by the class. Each year, student committees are
created, often at classroom meeting, to spearhead a proposal or an activity. Student committees
have raised money for charity, planned events, and led activities. Occasionally, students are
surveyed to determine their wants and needs on a larger scale. They provide the staff with
information necessary to make change. In the past, student surveys have determined the school
colors and mascot of ACA II, as well as which electives were offered the following school year.
Field Trips are an important component of our program. The HET philosophy believes
that students learn best when they are immersed in the concept. This includes “being there”
experiences that allow the students to experience the curriculum in the real world. Field trips are
often referred to as study trips and are tied to the level’s theme for the year. Every level
participates in many field trips each year, which may include on campus events and guest
speakers. Every three years, the 4th through 8th grades have the opportunity to take a trip to
Washington D.C. for a national heritage tour. The Intermediate students also participate in an
outdoor education trip once every three years, while the Middle School goes on an outdoor
education trip every other year.
The Fantastic Friday enrichment program introduces students to many activities beyond
the classroom environment and curriculum. All classes are taught by specialists in the field they
are teaching. Effectiveness of student involvement is evaluated with these instructors at staff
meetings throughout the year. Students are involved in meetings with the specialist instructors
when the need arises to discuss procedures or adjustments to the class/program. Students discuss
their needs with the teachers and specialists in a classroom meeting forum. Student perspectives
are addressed and supported in these meetings. Problem solving is collaborative and includes
ideas from all parties. Student choice and input has become an important part of the Fantastic
Friday program. This program gives students a great deal of choice when it comes to the
activities they engage in within each class. Students are able to express themselves creatively in a
variety of ways, while meeting the academic and co-curricular expectations of each class.
Learning experiences in art and music classes are not only tied to the standards of those
particular areas of study, but also to the themes and areas of study of the student’s regular
classroom. Experiences in personal safety and physical education meet and exceed the physical
education requirements for each grade level.
Each Friday, students work toward our schoolwide learner outcomes as a part of the
Fantastic Friday program. They meet these outcomes in the following ways:
1. Communicate effectively with others orally and in writing, work collaboratively,
cooperate with others and contribute to society
• Students work in collaborative groups in PE, personal safety, music, and art classes in
order to achieve a common goal.
2. Be able to organize materials and self
• Students must organize and track materials in art and pottery for projects that are
ongoing.
3. Be able to manage time effectively
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•

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Student must manage time effectively in each class in order to complete assignments,
games, and activities. Students must also manage their transitions between each class
within a time constraint.
Be able to set and accomplish goals
• Students are responsible for goal setting with belt level promotions in personal safety
and completion of projects in art and pottery.
Be able to work independently
• Students are expected to work on projects and activities, alone and as part of a group
after teacher directions have been given. Students are held responsible for the
completion of all art and pottery projects.
Identify themselves as Lifelong Learners
• Students demonstrate growth in all classes overtime as they complete projects,
achieve goals, and are promoted to new personal safety belt levels.
Demonstrate use of Lifeskills and Lifelong Guidelines in daily life
• Students must demonstrate the use of HET Lifeskills and Lifelong Guidelines in all
classes, including Fantastic Friday classes. Expectations and procedures are reviewed
and upheld in all Fantastic Friday classes. Students practice the Lifeskills associated
with the ACA II student creed in personal safety.
Have and show respect to others and self, including respect to diversity
• Students must demonstrate this concept in all classes. Students practice demonstrating
respect in personal safety with various aspects of their Shaolin Kempo karate
instruction.
Feel empowered to make change
• Students are given the opportunity to evaluate and make changes to their Fantastic
Friday classes through class discussion and student feedback forums. Problem solving
is a collaborative process with students and teachers. Students are also taught the
power of their voice through their personal safety instruction.
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CATEGORY E SUPPORTING EVIDENCE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Family Network & Family Network Board
Parent volunteering & volunteer teams
Elective programs
2nd Cup of Coffee
Parent Education Program (PEP)
End of the Year family surveys
Level specific communication methods
Student study team process
o Section 504 Accommodation Plans
o Behavior Support Plans
o Individual Education Plans
Information programs (E1.1)
School news & events (E1.1)
Extra-curricular events (E1.1)
Co-curricular events (E1.1)
Volunteer opportunities (E1.1)
Highly Effective Teaching (HET) Method
o Social Political Action (SPA) projects
o Lifeskills & Lifelong Guidelines
Community field trips
Local business ties (E1.2)
School site improvements (E2.1)
Safety policies & procedures (E2.1)
Positive Discipline
School culture of safety & respect (E2.1)
Student surveys
Multiple Intelligence Theory
LCAP
Response to Intervention (RtI) program (E3.1)
o Integrated Listening Systems (iLs) program
o Lindamood-Bell programs
Community resource binder
Assessment cycle
Flat model of leadership
Differentiated curriculum & instruction
Achievement & population data
Learner-centered model
Field trip/study trips
Fantastic Friday enrichment program
ACA II Graduate Goals
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Category E Summary
ACA II has effectively created a positive school culture and provides support for
students’ personal and academic growth. A strength of ACA II is family and community
engagement. Family involvement and volunteering is a cornerstone of our program. Students and
families are involved in the creation of and have choice in learning opportunities and cocurricular activities. The flat model of leadership and involvement of stakeholders in decision
making allows all stakeholders to have a voice in the creation of programs. ACA II has
effectively created a safe, clean, and orderly learning environment for all students, where safety
is the priority. There is a heavy emphasis on citizenship and the maintenance of an atmosphere of
trust, professionalism, and respect. ACA II effectively provides all students with individualized
academic support through the learner-centered model and the RtI program.
ACA II has identified the need to have greater control over special education services in
order to adequately serve and increase growth for students with diverse learning and mental
health needs. Becoming a special education service provider will allow our school to track
special education student progress toward IEP, academic, and graduate goals and make
improvements to the program accordingly. This will also help us better identify weaknesses in
our program where students with diverse needs are concerned and may lead to greater
communication of student progress to families of students with special needs. Increasing
communication and involvement to families of special needs students, English learners, and
working families may also help improve our program and increase academic growth of students
with special needs and significant subgroups.

Areas of Strength:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Family involvement and volunteering is a cornerstone of the ACA II program.
Safety of students and staff is a high priority at ACA II.
Our staff places a heavy emphasis on citizenship and has effectively created an
atmosphere of trust, professionalism, and respect.
The Student Study Team process including the RtI intervention program effectively
supports students with diverse learning needs.
Our school’s flat model of leadership involves all stakeholders in the decision-making
process.
The learner-centered model effectively differentiates instruction and meet the diverse
learning needs of students at all levels.
We provide student choice for learning opportunities and co-curricular activities.
Our staff provides a wide variety of learning opportunities and choice within the
Fantastic Friday Enrichment program.
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Areas of Growth:
•

•
•

Increase control over special education services and interventions in order to better track
academic progress of special education students and increase growth toward proficiency
for students with a disability.
Increase involvement of families of students who are underperforming in order to help
increase student engagement and proficiency of academic concepts.
Develop on campus supports for students with mental health needs in order to support the
learning and academic progress of these students.
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CHAPTER 4
Summary from Analysis of Profile Data and Progress
The Process of Identifying Critical Student Learning Needs
Stakeholder participation in the WASC self-study was critical to the process of analyzing
and evaluating the school program and to identification of critical student learning needs. Due to
the small number of staff members at our site, every classroom teacher participated in a home
group and a focus group. We have 10 classroom teachers teaching in 4 different levels: Primary,
Elementary, Intermediate, and Middle. In February of 2017 each of the teachers chose one of the
chapter 3 categories to work with: curriculum, instruction, or assessment. The resulting Focus
group included one person from each level, with one teacher from middle school doing doubleduty with curriculum and assessment groups. Each of the Co-administrators took on
responsibility of an additional section: organization and school culture. The teacher who worked
on the organization section collaborated with the co-administrators from our sister school, since
ACA is also going through the WASC self-study process and since our governance is the
same. The teacher who worked on the school culture section included parents in the process of
completing that section of the report. The staff members met together to work on sections of the
report as a Focus group so that questions could be asked to the entire group if needed, and then
met as a small Focus group as needed to finish answering parts of the prompts.
One Co-administrator took the lead in updating the data from Chapter 2, with the other
Co-administrator supporting and helping revise as needed. The trends in data were shared with
teachers at a staff meeting. The teachers discussed the implications of each of the data trends and
asked questions that arose from the data. Those implications were narrowed down to the three
preliminary critical student learning needs.
After the rough drafts of each category were completed, they went through multiple
revisions using different lenses. Each of the sections was read by a staff member not in the group
for accuracy and to make sure all parts of the prompt were answered. Each of the sections was
given to parent volunteers who evaluated the clarity of the explanations, made sure all parts of
the prompt were answered, and made suggestions to improve the document as needed. Then the
original Focus groups took all of the suggested revisions and updated the chapter, summarizing
strengths and growths.
After each category was completed, all of the strengths and growth areas from the five
categories was listed on a whiteboard. The ten teachers looked for common trends between the
categories and identified five themes. These themes were then shared with the parents in a
survey. Parents chose which theme they thought was most important. Teachers met together
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again to discuss the results of the parent survey, to discuss implication of the data from chapter 2,
and to decide on the three critical student learning needs.
The staff then discussed the goals that would be included in the action plan. We formed
committees for each of the three goals by having each staff member chose one of the goals, and
by ensuring one teacher from each level was on each committee.

The Evolution of the Goals
Implications and Preliminary Critical Student Learning Needs from Chapter 2
The staff looked at highlights of the data trends from chapter 2 and discussed the
implications of those trends.
•

The data shows an increase in the number of special education students, and those
students are among those who score lowest on CAASPP for both ELA and math. We
need more special education resources. We also need the flexibility to allow resource
students to use our research-based instructional strategies and curriculum, like iLs and
Lindamood-Bell. We need better progress monitoring to better identify specific student
needs and to more accurately measure the results of specific interventions.

•

Our data also shows that we have experienced an increase of EL students. In Primary and
Elementary, the Montessori curriculum is picture-based and rich with hands-on activities
that are not language dependent. At present, we feel like this is best for meeting the needs
of EL students in those levels, although we need better progress monitoring of these
students to be able to show data that students are able to learn English using this program.
We may need professional development for Intermediate and Middle School teachers if
the numbers of ELs continue to increase at those levels. The majority of EL students in
those levels are students who came into our program within the past two years.

•

The data also reflects an increase in socio-economically disadvantaged students.
Currently, our policy is that students can go on field trips even if they do not pay for the
trip. There may be a need to increase fundraising to help pay for these students’ entrance
fees or transportation costs. We may also want to investigate some type of breakfast
program.

•

According to CAASPP data, our state and local math scores have increased. Students are
making progress. We need to keep doing what we are doing. Our increased efforts are
paying off.

•

After a review of the data, we found there has been an increase by cohort in ELA and
Math. Over time, the trend shows an increasing number of students proficient in middle
school than in elementary and intermediate. The implication is that the foundation laid in
the lower levels is being built upon in the upper levels.
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•

After an all-time high, teacher turnover has decreased this year. This was an area of
concern for our staff, as well as the most recent WASC visiting team.

•

2015-2016 and 2016-2017 had high student turnover from multiple causes. We added 34
students in grades 2- 8 during those years. Over 70% of those students are below
proficiency on the ELA CAASPP. However, the majority of their scores still show
progress from the prior year(s) that they took the test.

•

Our ELA CAASPP scores showed a trend that few students were “above standard” in
listening. A lot of students were near standard. The lowest skill in ELA was
writing. There is a need to look at bridging the writing curriculum across levels and
make sure teachers know the vocabulary and the scaffolds used from prior levels in order
to access prior knowledge when teaching writing.

Identified preliminary critical student learning needs from Chapter 2:
• Students need to improve in ELA, particularly in writing and listening proficiency
• Students with disabilities need to improve in both ELA and Math
• Students need to be prepared for high school and beyond by mastering the graduate goals
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Areas of Strength and Growth from Chapter 3
The chart below outlines the areas of strength and prioritized areas of growth from all
five sections of chapter 3. These growth areas were compiled and prioritized by the staff after the
completion of each of the sections.
Areas of Strength
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Areas of Growth

Research based instructional practices
Curriculum is aligned to Common Core standards
Curriculum is rigorous while meeting children at
their developmental level
Integrating between disciplines
Students are given choice in many areas including
assignments and electives
Career preparation through MS career project
Student personal learning plan based on identified
learning styles
Teachers effectively differentiate instruction
ACA II has modified instruction by grouping
students based on their abilities.
Students who attend ACA II are given multiple
opportunities to explore various careers in a
variety of ways.
All students practice skills that will help prepare
them for a career in the future.
Teachers use a variety of strategies
Students are able to think, reason, and problem
solve in group and individual activities
Use of Assessment Cycle to monitor progress and
inform instruction
Use of a wide variety of formative and summative
assessment to track student progress
Involvement of families in the evolution of
curriculum and programs
Emphasis on student growth and meeting the
needs of all learners
Family involvement/volunteering
Safety of students and staff
Emphasis on citizenship
RtI program
Flat model of leadership
Learner-centered model
Electives
Enrichment program

1. Communication tool to track
progress over multiple years
2. Key Concept Matrix progress tool
3. We need to look at how we evaluate
how students with diverse
backgrounds access instruction.
4. Special Education services
5. System to Monitor ACA II
Graduate Goals (SLOs)
6. Survey to track 8th grade graduates’
preparedness
7. Involvement of all families
including working & EL
8. Student mental health supports
9. Based on parent feedback, parents
aren’t always aware of how their
child is being instructed in
technology and resources.
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Common themes in the growth areas from Chapter 3
From the identified areas of growth found in chapter three, five major strands were
identified and prioritized by staff.
1. Student Progress Monitoring
• Based on parent feedback, parents aren’t always aware of how their child is being
instructed in technology and resources.
• We need to look at how we evaluate how students with diverse backgrounds
access instruction.
• Communication tool to track progress over multiple years
• Key Concept Matrix progress tool
2. Special Education
• We need to look at how we evaluate how students with diverse backgrounds
access instruction.
• Special Education services
• Student mental health supports
3. Graduate Goals
• Survey to track 8th grade graduates’ preparedness
• System to Monitor ACA II Graduate Goals (SLOs)
4. Diverse students accessing instruction
• We need to look at how we evaluate how students with diverse backgrounds
access instruction.
5. Increase involvement of Spanish speaking and working families
• Involvement of all families including working & EL
A survey with these five strands was sent out to stakeholders to determine the perceived
needs our program as seen by our school community and other stakeholders. The survey results
prioritized the growth areas as such:
1. Student Progress Monitoring: Creating a system for tracking academic key concepts
across grade levels and over time so that they may be shared with other grade levels and
families.
2. Special Education: creating our own program that reflects the ACA/ACA II philosophies
3. Graduate Goals: update our 8th grade graduate goals and the system for tracking student
progress through them
4. Increase engagement and involvement of new families in school activities and volunteer
opportunities
5. Redesign assessments and instruction for students of diverse backgrounds, including atrisk students and English language learners
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Action Plan goal areas
After a review of the survey results, the preliminary critical learning needs, identified
growth areas, and current LCAP goals, staff decided on the three main goal areas for our action
plan:
1. Student Progress Monitoring
2. Special Education
3. Graduate Goals

Alignment of critical student learning needs to LCAP
Our Action Plan goal areas align to our LCAP goals in the following ways:
•

Student Progress Monitoring
• State Priority 2 Tracking of progress and aligning assessments
• State Priority 3 Involving parents by communicating progress to parents
• State Priority 4 Progress toward grade level standard in ELA & Math

•

Special Education
• Stare Priority 1 Qualified credentialed teachers
• State Priority 2 Tracking of progress and aligning assessments
• State Priority 4 Progress toward grade level standard in ELA & Math
• State Priority 5 All students engaged in learning
• State Priority 6 Create classroom environments that meet all needs

•

Graduate Goals
• State Priority 4 Progress toward grade level standard in ELA & Math
• State Priority 5 All students engaged in learning
• State Priority 6 Create classroom environments that meet all needs
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CHAPTER 5
Schoolwide Action Plan
Action Plan Goal Areas
After a review of the WASC Full Self-Study results, ACA II decided on three main goal
areas for our action plan:
1. Student Progress Monitoring
2. Special Education
3. Graduate Goals
These three goals are aligned to our schoolwide learner outcomes, as well as our LCAP
goals. After our staff receives feedback from WASC visiting team, we will revise our Action
Plan and begin its full implementation. For the remainder of this school year, planning toward
and implementation of various steps of each of the goals will begin. Staff has been divided into
teams that will be in charge of monitoring the progress of each goal. Next year, staff will
continue the implementation of the steps to achieve all three goals and will meet at least once a
trimester to review progress of each goal. Stakeholders will be involved in the planning and
implementation of each goal in various ways. Staff will update stakeholders and our Charter
Council regularly about our progress toward our goals at 2nd Cup of Coffees and Charter Council
Meetings. Staff will also record progress toward goals each year in order to document progress
for future WASC visits.
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STUDENT PROGRESS MONITORING
Action Plan Goal #1: Student Progress Monitoring
Teachers will develop a system for tracking and communicating student progress from Primary
to 8th grade for English Language Arts and Math to help us understand where there are gaps in
students learning and to inform effective instruction.

Rationale
Surveys with parents showed the need to improve communication between staff and
parents about student progress throughout the trimester, prior to conferences and report cards.
During the self-study, one theme that was revealed is that students aren’t always able to state
what they are able to do. Another finding is that we need a more consistent way of tracking
student skills from one level to the next. Through this goal we will create a system in which
students, parents, and teachers are all able to clearly understand what students are currently
learning and the level of mastery of key concepts from previous work. This system will help us
to understand where there are holes in students learning, and to reflect on the effectiveness of
instruction for specific concepts throughout the school year as well as over multiple years. In
order to effectively measure student progress, assessments need to align with key concepts across
grade levels.

Measurable Goal
Students will make progress in Language Arts and Math as measured by the local
assessments and CAASPP.

Link to Student Learner Outcomes
Creating a schoolwide progress monitoring system will have a positive impact on student
academic achievement in both Language Arts and Math, which are ACA II LCAP goals. This
tracking system will provide teachers with information about high school and college/career
readiness. The system may be expanded to include tracking of student progress toward the ACA
II Graduate Goals.
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Goal #1 – Student Progress Monitoring
Steps to Achieve
Goal

Responsible
Parties

Resources

Progress
Measurement

Timeline

Each grade level
lists at least 25 key
concepts for
English Language
Arts and Math
aligned to the
Common Core
Standards.

Teachers;
co-admin to
create
school-wide
compilation

Common Core
Standards

Check key concepts
in math against
Achieve the Core
“Focus by Grade
Level” list

Math
teachers

AchievetheCore.org Staff meeting
By September,
minutes showing 2018
time to reflect on
key concepts

Key concept
By end of May,
lists uploaded on 2018
google drive

Communicate with Teachers
students and parents
what students will
be learning

Conferences,
concept tracking
lists, newsletter
descriptions

Concept lists
By Back to
included in
School Night
BTSN materials; 2018
on website

Align assessments
to list of concepts

Teachers;
co-admin

Common Core
State Standards;
Professional
development on
effective
assessments

Assessments
marked with
concept/
standard; or
listed separately
by concept

Periodically
throughout 20182019 school
year; completed
by June 2019

Develop a system
for keeping track of
student progress on
mastery of key
concepts

Teachers

Investigate
available Software
or Apps

Individual
teachers’ key
concept tracking

By December
2018

Develop a plan for
communicating
with parents about
student progress on
key concepts

Teachers

Concept checklist
or assessment
results

Progress report
mid trimester
(make a school
wide template)

2018-2019
during parent
teacher
conferences/
report cards;
2020-2021 begin
mid-trimester
progress reports
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Teachers analyze
assessment results
to inform
instruction

Teachers

PD on analyzing
results of
assessments

Documenting
reteaching or
extra practice

Ongoing; every 6
weeks
Documentation
process to begin
2019-2020

Develop a system
for sharing student
progress with next
level teacher

Teachers/
co-admin

Investigate
Software or App

System on
Google sheets or
other apps

Roll out May
2019
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SPECIAL EDUCATION
Action Plan Goal #2: Special Education
ACA II will increase control over special education services and interventions in order to better
track academic progress of special education students and increase growth toward proficiency for
students with a disability.

Rationale
CAASPP data from 2017 shows that the students with disabilities subgroup
underperformed other significant subgroups in ELA. The data also showed that students with
disabilities declined significantly in math on the CAASPP in 2017. Our school will increase
control over special education services and interventions in order to better track academic
progress of special education students and increase growth toward proficiency for students with a
disability. This will lead to a streamlined special education eligibility assessment process, an
increase in services, and a wider range of interventions for students with special needs. This will
enable a more seamless transition between RtI interventions and special education services. This
will also increase progress monitoring of academic proficiency and student achievement of IEP
goals. Ultimately this will lead to more control over consistency of service providers, services,
and assessments.

Measurable Goal
Students with a disability will demonstrate appropriate growth on the CAASPP, on IEP
goals, and on classroom assessments.

Link to Student Learner Outcomes
Aligning special education to ACA II instructional philosophies will have a positive
impact on student academic achievement in both Language Arts and Math, which are ACA II
LCAP goals. Special education services and RtI interventions assist students with their progress
toward our ACA II 8th grade goals.
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Goal #2 - Special Education
Steps to Achieve
Goal

Responsible
Parties

Resources

Progress
Measurement

Join a SELPA to
Staff,
become an LEA for Co-Ads
Special Education
purposes

El Dorado
County Charter
SELPA
meetings

Accepted into SELPA
January 2018

By January
2018

Make a plan based
on needs (admin
management of
program, calendar
of timelines,
facilities, number
of students,
minutes per
student, services
needed)

Staff,
Co-Ads

Student records
in SEIS, student
caseload
information,
current facilities
usage

Plan includes adequate
facilities, staff
members, services
provided, and
materials to meet all
special education
student needs

By June
2018

Hire/Train service
providers for
consistency of
services

Staff,
Co-Ads

Student
caseload
information,
state contractor
database, train
in school
philosophies
and adopted
programs

Staff members/
contractors hired to
provide all services
based on student IEPs.
Train all staff members
in school philosophies
and adopted programs.

Hire service
providers by
August 2018
Training
completed by
June 2019

Create/Revise
system for special
education
identification
(Child
Find)

Staff

SST process
best practices,
Child Find laws

SST
process/procedures
identified and
disseminated to staff
by August 2018

By August
2018

Streamline RtI into
SPED

Staff

Current RTI
process, LMB,
SST process

RTI
process/procedures
identified and
disseminated to staff
by August 2018

By June
2019
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Timeline

Create RtI/SPED
tracking system for
student progress

Staff

Student
progress
database

All special education
student information
will be placed in the
tracking system and
updated each trimester

By June
2019

Evaluate and reflect Staff
on program goals
and effectiveness of
the tracking system

Program goals, Review prior steps and
student progress program goals at a
database
staff meeting. Make a
plan for following
school year.
Evaluate effectiveness
of tracking system.
Revise tracking system
to improve progress
monitoring.

By June
2019
Re-evaluate
every June

Evaluate student
progress on
CAASPP, IEP
goals, and
classroom
assessments

Staff

Student
progress
database

Students will
demonstrate
appropriate growth on
CAASPP, IEP goals,
and classroom
assessments

By June
2019,
Re-evaluate
every June
(Review
CAASPP
data in
September)

Make program
improvements
based on student
progress and needs
of the program

Staff

Program goals,
Student
progress
database

Students will
demonstrate
appropriate growth on
CAASPP, IEP goals,
and classroom
assessments

By June
2019,
Re-evaluate
every June
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GRADUATE GOALS
Action Plan Goal #3: Graduate Goals
Staff and stakeholders will update the ACA II Graduate Goals, then create and implement a
progress monitoring system to assess and track student progress toward the new goals.

Rationale
We want our stakeholders (parents, students, teachers, and Charter Council) to have input
into our graduate goals. In our October 2017 areas of growth survey, stakeholders indicated that
they did not feel included in the creation of our graduate goals. In addition, our students should
understand how our Lifeskills and Lifelong Guidelines relate to the graduate goals which need to
be easily accessed and understood by all. Toward this goal we will communicate with students
and parents via several tools e.g., meetings, surveys, publications). Next, we will continually
refer to our graduate goals while teaching them through direct lessons, student reflection
assignments, and teachable moments.

Measurable Goal
Students will have a better understanding of their Graduate Goals as measured by the
student self-evaluation form in Middle School and Intermediate. In the Primary and Elementary
grades, the goals will be measured by teacher observation, class discussions, and positive
recognition.

Link to the Schoolwide Learner Outcomes
ACA II’s student learner outcomes are our ACA II Graduate Goals. Updating these goals
and creating a system for monitoring progress demonstrates an ongoing focus on our schoolwide
learner outcomes and their evolution. Updating our Graduate Goals will have a positive impact
on student achievement, increase parent involvement, and engage all students in learning, which
are three of our LCAP goals.
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Goal #3 – Graduate Goals
Steps to Achieve
Goal

Responsible
Parties

Refine Goals:
Have meetings
with stakeholders

Staff,
stakeholders

Compile findings
Synthesize
findings

Resources
2nd Cup
meetings,
Family
Network,
Student
Meetings,
Surveys

Progress
Measurement

Timeline

Stakeholders
will give input
as to what they
think our
Graduate Goals
should be.

Starting September
2018, we will begin to
use established meetings
to listen to our
stakeholders.

Revise graduate
goals
Get approval of
goals from
Charter Council

Starting September
2018, we will discuss
the graduate goals
during our staff meeting.
We will continue to
revisit them each month.
In November of 2018
the staff will compile
and refine the
community created
goals and the staff
created goals, while
considering our school
philosophies.

Publish goals in
weekly newsletter
specifically
giving examples
of how they are
implemented in
the classroom.

We will distribute, to
our stakeholders, the
newly modified goals
for feedback.
We will repeat the
above process until new
stakeholders are
satisfied with our
graduate goals.
Take graduate goals to
Charter Council
Publish grade-level
applications of the
graduate goals in
monthly school
newsletter.
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Communicate:
Revise all
postings

All
stakeholders

All the above
plus updates
in newsletter
to parents.

Inform
stakeholders
Revise report
cards

Measure:
Create system for
assessment and
tracking

Students
Staff

Student
reflection
sheets/books

Once our goals
are established,
staff will create
new classroom
and school wide
posters that list
the goals in
student friendly
language.
Teachers will
target specific
goals on a
weekly basis to
teach and
reinforce in
such a way that
students can
reflect upon
whether or not
they are on
target to achieve
the ACA II
graduate
expectations.

By September 2019 we
will publish new goals
for classroom posters,
report cards,
newsletters, back to
school packets and
constituent materials.

Reflection
books,
Recognition of
misbehavior
slips,
Positive
Recognition
slips,
Student selfevaluation
forms

Starting with September
2019 trimester report
cards will feature the
updated graduate goals.
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Once the new graduate
goals are established,
teachers will convey
them via direct lessons,
materials, teachable
moments, and student
self-reflections.

In September 2020 we
will check for students’
growth over the course
of the previous year and
evaluate their progress.

APPENDIX
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GLOSSARY
Acronyms and Key Words
ACA II - Antioch Charter Academy II
Brain Compatible Learning: Brain Compatible Learning states that students learn best in an
environment that is absent of threat, where students can collaborate, are given meaningful
content, can make choices, get immediate feedback, have adequate time in which to learn
in an enriched environment, and are allowed to reach a level of mastery.
CAASPP: California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (californiatac.org): The
news California standardized assessment for students 3rd-8th based on the Smarter
Balanced Assessment System.
Charter Council: ACA & ACA II’s governing board.
CPM: College Preparatory Math (cpm.org): The CPM math program uses problem-based
lessons and collaborative teamwork to improve understanding of math in grades 6th-12th.
Currently used by grades 6th-8th at ACA II.
Family Network: The Family Network is ACA II’s version of a PTA.
Fantastic Friday: ACA II’s enrichment program day, which includes music, juggling, PE, art,
pottery, and personal safety classes.
Graduate Goals: ACA II’s nine goals for graduating students.
HET: Highly Effective Teaching: HET utilizes standards-based curriculum which has been
planned to dovetail language arts, math, social studies and science components with an
overall theme.
iLs: Integrated Listening Systems (integratedlistening.com): iLs is a multi-sensory program for
improving brain function. It incorporates music, bone conduction, and gross-motor
movements to help improve learning and the processing of auditory information.
IXL (ixl.com): IXL is an online practice program aligned with the Common Core standards for
math and language arts concepts.
Lifeskills and Lifelong Guidelines: HET’s character education program is made up of
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Lifeskills and Lifelong Guidelines. The Lifelong Guidelines include trustworthiness,
truthfulness, active listening, no put downs, and personal best. The Lifeskills are the
guideposts for success that apply to all aspects of life.
Lindamood-Bell (lindamoodbell.com): The research validated Lindamood-Bell techniques help
improve language processing skills and strengthen sensory processing skills. These
techniques lead to improvements in reading, spelling, comprehension, and math.
Montessori: The Montessori philosophy has an unwavering belief in the individual—an
individual who through time, experience, and support becomes a self-disciplined,
independent, and self-confident learner.
PEP: Parent Education Program: PEP meetings help educate parents and stakeholders on key
areas of ACA II’s philosophies and programs.
Positive Discipline: Positive Discipline utilizes choice, logical consequences, mistaken goals,
and classroom meetings to help solve conflicts and manage student behavior.
Read Naturally (readnaturally.com): A reading fluency building program used with RtI and
Special Education at ACA II.
RtI: Response to Intervention:
SMILE: Sensory Motor Integrated Learning Experiences: The SMILE program is a grossmotor, sensory development program that challenges students to improve motor planning
and abilities through a variety of physical activities including Brain Gym and Yoga.
SPA: Social Political Action: As a part of HET, students use SPA projects to help raise
awareness and make positive change in the community.
TLCS: The Learner-Centered School: Our sister school ACA’s original name and now the
name of ACA and ACA II’s non-profit organization.
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